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Abstract 

Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs) are large, modular enzymes that synthesise 

bioactive peptides using an assembly line architecture, wherein each module is 

responsible for the incorporation of a monomer into the growing chain. Present in both 

fungi and bacteria, NRPSs are responsible for a wide variety of secondary metabolites 

and bioactive compounds including siderophores, antibiotics, anti-cancer compounds 

and immunosuppressants. For functionality, NRPSs require the attachment of a 

phosphopantetheine moiety to their peptidyl carrier protein domains. This reaction is 

catalysed by a phosphopantetheinyl transferase (PPTase).  

The NRPS blue pigment synthetase A (BpsA) is unusual in that it is comprised of only a 

single module. BpsA contains an adenylation domain that recognises and sequentially 

binds two molecules of L-glutamine, an oxidation domain that is believed to oxidise each 

glutamine monomer, a peptidyl carrier protein domain that binds the 

phosphopantetheine moiety, and a thioesterase domain that cyclises each glutamine 

and releases the final bicyclic product from the enzyme. This final product is a blue 

pigment called indigoidine, and its synthesis from two molecules of L-glutamine is 

powered by ATP. Comparatively to other NRPSs BpsA is easy to manipulate and work 

with both in vitro and in vivo. Here, the ability to easily detect synthesis of indigoidine 

was utilised to provide a versatile reporter to detect a variety of biochemical activities.  

PPTases are essential enzymes that are promising drug targets in the clinically important 

bacteria Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Mycobacterium tuberculosis. BpsA can be 

purified in the inactive apo form, which then requires a PPTase to activate it to enable 

indigoidine synthesis. Here it was shown that mixing BpsA, a PPTase, the enzymatic 

substrates, and a potential inhibitor enables screening for PPTase inhibition by 

monitoring the rate or extent of indigoidine synthesis. This method was optimised and 

used to screen commercial drug libraries against two PPTases, PcpS from P. aeruginosa 

and PptT from M. tuberculosis. Several novel inhibitors were identified and pilot in vivo 

studies were performed. M. tuberculosis also possesses a second essential PPTase called 

TB-AcpS, which has very narrow substrate specificity and cannot post-translationally 

modify BpsA. In an attempt to widen the substrate specificity a combination of rational 
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engineering and directed evolution was employed. These attempts did not yield 

significant improvements in the ability of TB-AcpS to activate modified BpsA, however 

they did yield mutants that were more effective substrates for other type I PPTases.  

The easily detectable nature of indigoidine also enabled application of BpsA as a 

reporter for a range of different substrates. Particularly effective was development of a 

commercially applicable method using BpsA to quantify L-glutamine in a range of 

conditions, including cell culture media and blood. The assay developed offers several 

advantages over currently available kits. BpsA was also used to detect and quantify ATP, 

and this was applied to monitor adenylation reactions. Finally, the ability of BpsA to 

synthesise indigoidine-like compounds from glutamine analogues was explored.     
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.0 Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases  

Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPSs) are large, often multi-modular enzymes that 

are present in many bacteria and fungi (Wang et al., 2015). NRPSs are responsible for 

the production of a range of peptide secondary metabolites that confer a growth 

advantage under certain conditions (Finking and Marahiel, 2004). Peptides produced by 

NRPSs are structurally diverse and have range of pharmacologically relevant bioactivities 

including antibiotics (e.g., penicillin and vancomycin), anti-cancer agents (e.g., bleomycin 

A2) and immunosuppressants (e.g., cyclosporine A) (Schwarzer et al., 2003).  

NRPSs are structurally and evolutionarily distinct to the ribosomal mechanism for 

peptide synthesis. The ribosomal system is ubiquitous across all kingdoms of life and is 

able to rapidly synthesise proteins from the instructions present in mRNA. Due to the 

essential role it plays in protein synthesis, ribosomes contain several different 

proofreading mechanisms. Despite their accuracy and speed, they have some 

limitations, for example they are only able to recognise and process up to 22 

proteogenic amino acids and they are unable to post-translationally modify their 

products, e.g. by methylation or cyclisation (Finking and Marahiel, 2004; Gewolb, 2002). 

In contrast, NRPSs typically lack the level of proofreading required for primary synthesis. 

They do however have several advantages over the ribosome, the main one being that 

they are not limited to the proteogenic amino acids. NRPSs can incorporate a range of 

monomers including both D and β amino acids, α-keto and α-hydroxy acids and fatty 

acids (Caboche et al., 2010; Marahiel et al., 1997) which greatly increases the diversity of 

products synthesised Over 500 different monomers have been identified (Walsh et al., 

2015). In NRPSs the proofreading capabilities are handled by the different domains 

which, means that while NRPSs are not as accurate as ribosomes they are not limited to 

the small pool of proteogenic amino acids.   
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1.1 NRPS function  

NRPSs are structurally organised in a manner similar to an assembly line. Typically, 

several modules are connected together, with each module being made up of multiple 

domains that have different functions. In the most common (non-iterative) NRPS 

systems, each module is responsible for the addition of a single monomeric substrate 

into a growing peptide chain. Thus, in most cases the number of modules in an NRPS 

corresponds to the number of monomers in the product. With the exception of the first 

(initiation) module in an NRPS complex, which usually lacks a condensation domain (C 

domain), the core domains in each module usually consist of a C domain, an adenylation 

domain (A domain) and a peptidyl carrier protein domain (PCP domain), also known as a 

thiolation domain (T domain). The final (termination) module in an NRPS also contains a 

thioesterase domain (TE domain) that catalyses the removal of the mature peptide from 

the NRPS.  (Konz and Marahiel, 1999; Stachelhaus et al., 1998). NRPSs are post-

translationally activated by a 4’phosphopantetheinyl transferase (PPTase) enzyme 

partner, which attaches a 4’-phosphopantetheine (Ppant) arm to the PCP domain. This 

converts the NRPS from the in-active apo state to the active holo state (Lambalot et al., 

1996). The movement of the peptide chain and interaction of the NRPS domains are 

illustrated in Fig. 1.1. In addition to the basic C, A and PCP domains modules can also 

include a variety of tailoring domains. These modules are discussed in more detail in the 

following sections.  
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of an NRPS: Three modules are illustrated, an initiation module consisting of an A and 
PCP domain, an elongation domain consisting of a C, A and PCP domain and a termination domain consisting of a C, A, 
PCP and TE domain. (1) A monomer is adenylated by the A domain which is tethered to the free sulfhydryl of the 
Ppant arm (represented in purple) attached to the downstream PCP domain. (2) The C domain condenses the 
upstream monomer with the downstream substrate. This reaction breaks the upstream thioester bond which yields a 
peptidyl intermediate attached to the Ppant arm of the downstream PCP domain. The peptidyl intermediate then acts 
as a donor substrate for the downstream PCP domain and the elongating peptide chain is passed down the modules 
of the NRPS until it reaches the termination module. (3) After the termination module has added the final peptide to 
the chain the TE domain then catalyses the release of the mature peptide. This image is adapted from (Ackerley, 2016) 
and was originally drawn by Jasmine Chan-Hyams. 

1.2 Core NRPS domains  

1.2.1 The adenylation domain 

The adenylation domain (A domain) is approximately 60 kDa in size and is responsible 

for the first step in NRPS synthesis (Gulick, 2009). A domains catalyse two reactions, the 

adenylation of a specific monomer substrate in an ATP powered reaction, and then the 

loading of this activated monomer via a thioester bond with the Ppant arm covalently 

bonded to the PCP domain (Gulick, 2009).   

Several different A domain structures have been elucidated. The first structure to be 

solved was the A domain from the gramicidin synthetase module PheA, which activates 

L-phenylalanine (Conti et al., 1997). A domains are structurally organised into two sub-

domains, a core subdomain at the N-terminus and a smaller subdomain at the C 

terminus. These are linked by a flexible hinge region, with the active site located at the 

interface. Despite only sharing 16% amino acid identity, each of the sub-domains have 
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similar structure to unbound firefly luciferase, another adenylate forming enzyme (Conti 

et al., 1997; Süssmuth and Mainz, 2017).   

Landmark research by Stachelhaus et al (1999) identified 8 important residues in the 

active site of A domains that collectively confer specificity for a monomer. By comparing 

the residues of the binding pocket of the PheA with the corresponding moieties 

identified in other A domains they were able to develop general rules, now usually 

referred to as the Stachelhaus code, that allow the in-silico prediction of substrate 

specificity (Stachelhaus et al., 1999). Further refinement and improvements in 

algorithms have given rise to a range of software packages able to predict A domain 

specificity with a moderate degree of accuracy (Ansari et al., 2004; Röttig et al., 2011).     

1.2.2 The peptidyl carrier protein domain 

The PCP domain (or T domain) is a dynamic domain that is responsible for shuttling the 

intermediates between the NRPS domains and modules. At approximately 10 kDa it is 

the smallest domain. PCP domains have two states, an inactive apo form and an active 

holo state where the Ppant arm is bound to a conserved serine located at the N-

terminus of the second alpha helix. Following attachment of the Ppant arm by a PPTase, 

the Ppant moiety acts as a swinging arm (Fig. 1.1) that covalently binds and transfers the 

amino acid and growing peptide intermediates and moves them between the different 

catalytic domains (Conti et al., 1997; Kittilä et al., 2016).  

The first PCP domain structure to be elucidated was the third PCP domain from B. brevis 

tyrocidine synthetase 3. Since then the structures of several other PCP domains have 

been solved, with only minor structural differences being identified (Kittilä et al., 2016). 

PCP domains adopt a four-helix bundle form and exhibit a similar structure to acyl 

carrier proteins from fatty acid synthetases and ACPS from polyketide synthetases 

(Haslinger et al., 2015b; Weber et al., 2000). The second alpha helix of the PCP domain 

contains the invariant serine and plays a role in recognition by the PPTase (Mercer and 

Burkart, 2007). PCP domains and the essential nature of PPTases for cell viability are 

discussed in more detail in Chapter Four.    
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1.2.3 The condensation domain  

Condensation domains (C domains) are approximately 50 kDa in size and catalyse the 

coupling reaction of an upstream monomer or peptide with a downstream monomer. In 

addition, C domains have a key role in translocating the growing peptide to the 

downstream PCP domain, and as functioning as a “gatekeeper” that contributes to the 

specificity of a module for the downstream monomer. The condensation domain was 

identified in 1995 by De Crecy-Lagard et al (De Crecy-Lagard et al., 1995). Biochemical 

evidence of the condensation domain function was provided by Stachelhaus et al in 

1998 who showed that the C domain was responsible for the condensation reaction in 

NRPSs (Stachelhaus et al., 1998).    

The first crystal structure of the C domain was published in 2002 by Keating et al. They 

crystallised a standalone C domain named VibH from Vibrio cholerae, which has a role in 

the synthesis of a siderophore, vibriobactin. The C domain consists of two lobes which 

form a head-to-tail pseudo dimer (Keating et al., 2002). The two lobes form a central 

cleft at the interface, where the donor and acceptor Ppant arms enter and interact from 

opposite sides to reach the active site at the centre (Bloudoff and Schmeing, 2017; 

Süssmuth and Mainz, 2017). Like A domains, C domains also exhibit a specificity for 

substrates. It appears that C domains have higher levels of specificity at the downstream 

acceptor site than the upstream donor site, with selectivity for both amino acid side 

chain and chirality at the acceptor site and selectivity only for chirality at the donor site 

(Belshaw et al., 1999; Luo et al., 2002).  

1.2.4 The thioesterase domain  

The thioesterase domain (TE domain) is approximately 30 kDa in size and is responsible 

for releasing the mature peptide product from an NRPS by cleaving the thioester bond 

connecting it to the terminal PCP domain (Bruner et al., 2002). TE domains are only 

found in the final NRPS termination module (containing at minimum a C, A, PCP and TE 

domain). The structure of the TE domain from SrfA-C of Bacillus subtilis is globular in 

structure and has a distinct bowl shaped hydrophobic cavity that holds the acyl-peptide 

substrate and permits its cyclisation (Bruner et al., 2002).  
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Most TE domains exclude water from the active site and catalyse an internal cyclisation 

of the peptide product rather than hydrolytic cleavage of the mature peptide (Samel et 

al., 2006). However, some TE domains can release a linear product, moreover some TE 

domains such as the gramicidin S synthetase TE domain can also act as a waystation for 

the accumulation of identical peptide units before these are condensed and cyclised and 

ultimately released by the TE domain (Keating et al., 2001).  

1.3 Additional tailoring domains  

In addition to the core C, A, T and TE domains, NRPSs can contain additional tailoring 

domains that modify the substrate they are incorporating, which helps to contribute to 

the rich diversity of products produced. Some of the most common domains are 

discussed here.  

A variety of NRPS products contain N-methyl amino acids. The domain responsible for 

this modification is called a methyltransferase domain (MT domain) (Walsh et al., 2001). 

N-methylation can have an effect on polarity and hydrogen-bonding ability (Chatterjee 

et al., 2013). One extreme example of N-methylation is the non-ribosomal peptide 

cyclosporin, in which 7 of the 11 amino acids are N-methylated (Weber et al., 1994).  The 

MT domain is usually located downstream of the A domain (A-MT-PCP) (Schauwecker et 

al., 2000), however it can also lie embedded within the A domain as is the case of the 

PchF subunit, which is responsible for the synthesis of the siderophore pyochelin in 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Patel and Walsh, 2001).  

Many non-ribosomal peptides contain D-amino acids. In these cases, A domains 

generally select the L enantiomers of the monomer substrates and epimerisation (E 

domain) domains subsequently epimerise them once they have been bound to the 

Ppant arm (Walsh et al., 2001). However, some A domains are capable of recognising the 

D enantiomer of amino acids, for example the first monomer in the synthesis of 

cylcosporin is D-alanine, which is produced by a dedicated alanine racemase (Hoffmann 

et al., 1994). The E domain is always embedded within a module governing 

incorporation of a D-monomer into the peptide chain (Walsh et al., 2001). E domains are 
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evolutionarily descended from C domains and have the same overall protein fold (Samel 

et al., 2014). 

 Another tailoring domain present in some NRPSs is the oxidation (OX) domain. This 

domain oxidises the monomer substrate and is found downstream of PCP domain or 

inserted into the C terminus of the A domain (Hur et al., 2012). Oxidation domains 

contain non-covalently bound Flavin mononucleotide (FMN) as a co-factor (Du et al., 

2000). In addition to oxidation domains, cytochrome P450 enzymes that are present in 

bioactive clusters can also oxidise amino acids bound to PCP domains (Payne et al., 

2017). Cytochrome P450 enzymes can be recruited to the NRPS by X domains. These 

domains are structurally related to the C domain but have no catalytic activity. The NRPS 

machinery that synthesises well known glycopeptide antibiotics such as vancomycin uses 

X domains to recruit cytochrome P450 enzymes which catalyse the cross-linking of the 

aromatic side chains giving the structure rigidity (Haslinger et al., 2015).  

1.4 NRPS higher order structure 

Recent structural NRPS structural studies have provided a wealth of knowledge about 

the dynamics of module and domain interactions and allowed us to shine a light on an 

otherwise poorly understood area of NRPS function. The first published image of 

multiple NRPS modules was a negative stain electron micrograph of the 11-module 

cyclosporin synthetase, which was published by Hoppert et al (2001). Cyclosporin 

synthetase appeared as a collection of elongated and globular particles, which gave rise 

to the idea that NRPS modules may function like ‘beads on a string’ without a higher 

order structure (Hoppert et al., 2001).  

In contrast, several recent papers have started to paint a different picture. Marahiel 

proposed a more ordered helical structure in 2016. By integrating structural details of 

the different domains along with a PCP-C di-domain and an elongation module, he 

suggested that NRPS complexes might adopt a helical structure with a much more 

structured higher modular organisation (Marahiel, 2016).     

Tarry et al (2017) published the first high resolution structure for a multi-modular NRPS 

using both X-ray crystallography and electron microscopy to analyse DhbF, a NRPS 
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present in B. Subtilis involved in the synthesis of the siderophore bacillibactin Although 

their electron microscopy analysis of DhbF (with the TE domain removed) indicated a 

high level of conformational variability, and also a lack of consistent interfaces, between 

the modules, their crystallisation analysis of the A and PCP domains from module 1 and 

the C domain from module 2 nevertheless indicated that the relative orientation 

between domains within a module was consistent (Tarry et al., 2017). Other recent 

structural studies (Drake et al., 2016; Reimer et al., 2016) have also pointed towards the 

orientation between domains within a module being relatively consistent. Thus, 

although there doesn’t appear to be a defined structure that exists between modules as 

proposed by Marahiel, there instead appears to be a high degree of flexibility between 

modules. Nonetheless, since the modules appear to remain in close proximity, there 

may be transient interactions that exist between them (Lott and Lee, 2017).  

1.5 The 4’- phosphopantetheinyl transferase superfamily  

Owing to the central role of the PCP domain in shuttling intermediates to the different 

catalytic domains during peptide assembly, NRPS enzymes are inactive until converted 

to their holo form by a partner PPTase. The PPTases were characterised as a distinct 

superfamily in a landmark paper by Lambalot et al (1996). Since then interest in PPTases 

has increased owing to multiple applications in biotechnology including for site-specific 

labelling and detection of biosynthetic gene clusters from metagenomic libraries, and 

also their potential to provide a novel drug target in both bacteria and fungi. This section 

will review the structure and function of PPTases and the biotechnological applications 

of PPTases.  

1.5.1 PPTases post-translationally modify carrier proteins 

PPTases are an enzyme superfamily that is represented in all known prokaryotes, 

eukaryotes and archaea (Beld et al., 2014). The post-translational attachment of a Ppant 

prosthetic group to carrier protein (CP) domains is essential for the functionality of large 

modular enzymes involved in both primary (e.g., fatty acid synthetases) and secondary 

biosynthesis (e.g., non-ribosomal peptide synthetases and polyketide synthetases).  
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PPTases can broadly be characterised into three distinct groups based on conserved 

sequence motifs and structural features (Beld et al., 2014).    

1.5.2 Type I PPTases     

Type I PPTases are bacterial transferases that are approximately 120 residues in size and 

typically activate fatty acid synthase (FAS) systems. This class is exemplified by acyl 

carrier protein synthase (AcpS)  from E. coli, which was discovered in the 1960s (Alberts 

and Vagelos, 1966). AcpS activates the Type II fatty acid synthetase (FAS) acyl carrier 

protein (ACP) and has a relatively narrow substrate specificity when compared to Type II 

PPTases. However, it will still modify some PCP domains and accept CoA analogues 

(Gehring et al., 1997). Several different AcpS-type PPTases have been characterised, with 

the first published structure being AcpS from Streptococcus pneumoniae (Beld et al., 

2014). S. pneumoniae AcpS has a trimeric quaternary structure and the active site is 

located in the cleft between the different monomers, which results in AcpS type PPTases 

having three active sites.  Other AcpS type PPTases have also been crystallised and found 

to exhibit the same broad structural features, including AcpS from M. tuberculosis (Dym 

et al., 2009) and AcpS from B. subtilis (Parris et al., 2000). 

1.5.3 Type II PPTases  

Type II PPTases have a much broader substrate specificity than Type I PPTases and 

typically activate the PCP domains of NRPS and the ACP domains of polyketide synthases 

(PKS). They are often found within or in close proximity to the biosynthetic gene cluster 

they are responsible for activating (Beld et al., 2014). 

Sfp from B. subtilis is the most well studied and characterised PPTase. The crystal 

structure of Sfp has been solved at 1.8 Å resolution and exhibits a pseudo-dimeric fold 

which is comprised of two similar sub-domains connected by a short polypeptide loop 

(Reuter et al., 1999). Unlike the AcpS type PPTases it only contains a single active site, 

which requires Mg2+ to be bound for catalytic activity (Reuter et al., 1999).  In addition to 

Sfp, the human PPTase (Hs-Ppt) and the M. tuberculosis PPTase PptT have also had their 

structures elucidated. Hs-Ppt is an interesting case as the structure is the same as a Type 

II PPTase, however its primary biological role is to modify the ACP from Type I FAS 
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(Bunkoczi et al., 2007). This role is usually filled by AcpS type PPTases in bacteria.  The 

structure and function of PptT is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2 

1.5.4 Type III PPTases 

Type III PPTases have been identified in fungi and are the least well studied group of 

PPTases. Unlike Type I and Type II PPTases they are fused to the C-terminus of the yeast 

FAS-1 system (Beld et al., 2014). Intriguingly, Type III PPTases appear in multiple states 

depending on the quaternary structure of the FAS complex. These states are either a 

monomer domain outside of the main FAS structure, or as a functional dimer when the 

FAS complex is fully formed, or, if it is cleaved from the FAS complex to yield a separate 

protein, as a functional trimer (Beld et al., 2014). 

1.6 PPTase inhibition as a novel drug target 

The essential nature of PPTases has led to  attention been focused on probing their 

potential usefulness as a drug target. PptT from M. tuberculosis has been examined in-

depth as potential drug target, and this work is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.1 along 

with similar research investigating PcpS from P. aeruginosa. Several compounds have 

been identified that inhibit these Sfp-type PPTases. Inhibitors of AcpS-type PPTases have 

also been identified, and this work is discussed in detail in Section 4.1.3. While several 

papers have reported on the effectiveness of PPTase inhibition in vitro, only two have 

reported the results of testing the identified inhibitors in vivo for efficacy. These two 

papers are profiled below.  

Sfp from B. subtilis was screened by Foley et al (2014) for inhibitors from the Molecular 

Libraries Small Molecule Repository, which contains 311,260 compounds. Screening was 

conducted at eight concentrations, ranging from 3.6 nM to 114 µM, and the 

methodological basis for the screen is discussed in more detail in Section 1.7. In this 

study, 338 structurally diverse compounds were identified for follow up, which included 

profiling their activity against AcpS and testing their activity against an engineered strain 

of B. subtilis that depends solely on Sfp for viability. From this group of compounds, they 

identified a compound (“compound 1”), a reversible non-competitive inhibitor that has 
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inhibitory activity against Sfp, AcpS and mild antimicrobial activity against B. subtilis 

(Foley et al., 2014).  

Structure activity relationship studies were completed on compound 1 to improve 

activity with Sfp and AcpS, as well as its general antimicrobial activity. In addition, the 

compounds were profiled for toxicity with human cells and inhibition of the human 

PPTase. These assays led to the development of ML267 which had an IC50 (i.e., the 

concentration when 50% inhibition occurs relative to an uninhibited control) of 290 nM 

with Sfp and 8.1 µM with AcpS. Importantly, no inhibition of the human PPTase was 

observed up to a concentration of 125 µM, as this could potentially be a key source of 

toxicity to patients (Foley et al., 2014).  

ML267 was then assayed for activity against a broad range of bacteria and fungi and was 

found to only be inhibitory against Gram-positive bacterial species. Foley et al 

speculated that this was due to Gram negative and fungal efflux pump activity rather 

than structural differences in PPTases from the different bacterial and fungal strains. 

This was confirmed when an E. coli mutant lacking the AcrAB-TolC efflux pump system 

was found to be highly susceptible to compound 55. Currently ML267 represents the 

first known PPTase inhibitor to have an anti-microbial effect in vivo (Foley et al., 2014).  

A recently published paper looked at the inhibition of PptA from Aspergillus fumigatus. 

PptA activates NRPSs and PKSs involved in siderophore and lysine biosynthesis, and is 

essential for pathogenicity of the fungus. In a ∆pptA mutant the lysine and iron 

requirements exceeded the levels available in mammalian tissues and rendered the 

strain avirulent in insect and murine infections (Johns et al., 2017).  

A fluorescence polarisation assay was used to identify inhibitors of PptA from a small 

molecule library consisting of 6,231 compounds. From this library, three PPTase 

inhibitors were identified: PD 404,182, 6 nitroso-1,2-benzopyrone  (6-NOBP) and 

calmidazolium chloride (all of which had previously been identified as inhibitors of other 

PPTases) (Yasgar et al., 2010). Interestingly 6-NOBP had a higher IC50 of 35.2 µM against 

PptA, compared to its activity against previously tested bacterial PPTases (Johns et al., 

2017).  
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The three PptA inhibitors were all found to be effective inhibitors of fungal growth. To 

determine if the inhibition of PptA was the direct cause of the anti-fungal activity, the 

growth media of A. fumigatus was supplemented with both lysine and iron. Only for 6-

NOBP was a reversal of activity observed upon supplementation, with the anti-fungal 

activity being reduced 2-fold against A. fumigatus and four-fold against Aspergillus 

flavus, another fungal species that was also tested. These results indicate that PptA can 

indeed be targeted in vivo and inhibitors identified in a selective manner (Johns et al., 

2017).  

While the two papers profiled above have shown that PPTases can be an effective drug 

target, some debate exists on exactly how effective they are. A study by Brinster et al 

showed that the FAS-II pathway in Gram positive bacteria is an ineffective target for 

antimicrobial activity as Streptococcus agalactiae, an opportunist pathogen, can 

scavenge fatty acids from serum and hence its endogenous FAS-II is not essential for in 

vivo growth (Brinster et al., 2009). Moreover, even when a PPTase has been shown to be 

essential for pathogenesis, it is still unknown exactly what level of inhibition is required 

for a bactericidal effect in most species. It has been shown that at least 95% inhibition is 

required for the Type II PPTase in M. bovis to inhibit growth in vitro (Leblanc et al., 

2012). Despite the lack of characterisation of PPTase inhibitors in vivo, they appear to be 

worth exploring further as a drug target. In addition to those implicated in primary 

metabolism, Type II PPTases have also been shown to be essential for controlling the 

production of secondary metabolites including virulence factors (Cheng et al., 2016; 

Márquez-Fernández et al., 2007). For example, the scavenging of iron by siderophores is 

becoming an attractive drug target in M. tuberculosis (Lamb, 2015) and PptT plays an 

essential role in this pathway.    

1.7 Detection of PPTase inhibition 

Several different screening techniques have been developed for the detection of PPTase 

inhibition, the majority of which have focused on the prototypical PPTase, Sfp from B. 

subtilis. Screens against the second most studied Type II PPTase target, M. tuberculosis 

PptT, are discussed in detail in Section 3.2.3.  
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Initial attempts to develop PPTase inhibitor screens focused solely on AcpS inhibitors, 

and these screens are discussed in more depth in Section 4.1.3. The first screen for a 

Type II PPTase inhibitor was developed by Foley et al (2009), who used a Förster 

resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay.  A modified acceptor peptide (in this case a 

peptide called YbbR that was known to be a good substrate for Sfp) was designed to 

generate a FRET pair upon conversion to the crypto product when the PPTase tethers 

the Ppant analogue rhodamine-mCoA to it, resulting in a quenched signal in a microplate 

assay. Foley et al tested a panel of known AcpS inhibitors and found that none of them 

had inhibitory activity with Sfp. This screen represented the first Sfp type screen 

amenable to high throughput screening (HTS)  (Foley et al., 2009).   

A follow up paper from the same lab group by Yasgar et al (2010) improved on the FRET 

based screen use to identify Sfp inhibitors. This paper represented the first attempt to 

identify small molecule inhibitors of Sfp from chemical libraries. While the FRET assay 

described in the previous paragraph worked well in a 96 well plate format, scaling it up 

to a 1536 well format resulted in significantly reduced performance. To overcome this 

issue the assay was redesigned to use a Black Hole Quencher-2 labelled YbbR peptide, 

which better matched the emission spectrum of rhodamine-mCoA, resulting in improved 

performance. The assay was miniaturised into a 4 µL volume and screened in 1536 well 

microtitre plates.  Using this screen, they interrogated the LOPAC1280 library and 

identified the first Sfp inhibitors including SCH-202676 and 6-NOBP (Yasgar et al., 2010).  

Another paper also published by Duckworth et al (2010) described a second HTS method 

to detect inhibitors of Sfp, using a fluorescence polarisation (FP) assay. Since Sfp can 

accept a variety of different fluorescent CoA analogues, they had a wide choice of 

probes available for use. They settled on BODIPY-labelled CoA as it had previously been 

used in HTS. When Sfp binds the BODIPY-labelled CoA and is excited with polarising light, 

the Sfp-labelled CoA complex doesn’t tumble in solution before reemitting a photon and 

remains polarised. If an inhibitor blocks the binding of the labelled CoA, the CoA will 

tumble rapidly due to its smaller molecular weight. Since the molecule is tumbling 

rapidly the emitted light is largely depolarised (Duckworth and Aldrich, 2010). Several 

compounds previously identified by Yasgar et al as Sfp inhibitors were tested to see if 

they were competitive with respect to CoA. Four compounds were tested and only one 
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was found to be weakly competitive, however the authors didn’t state exactly which 

compounds were tested (Duckworth and Aldrich, 2010).  

Kosa et al (2014) modified the screening process developed by Foley et al and Yasgar et 

al after finding they were unable to detect signal quenching by Hs-Ppt using the FRET 

based system. They speculated that this could be due to the Hs-Ppt not recognising the 

YbbR peptide. Instead they decided to use the VibB CP and to develop a FP assay that 

would use the difference in tumbling rates to determine if the rhodamine-CoA had 

bound to this CP. This method also allowed them to easily modify the carrier protein 

being screened against as well as the PPTase, which facilitated the subsequent use of 

human ACP to detect inhibition of the Hs-Ppt (although when this second system was 

implemented the assay Z scores were much less robust) (Kosa et al., 2014). They then 

optimised and expanded their VibB-based FP assay for high throughput screening in 

1536 well plates and screened ~310,000 compounds from which approximately 11,000 

compounds with some level of inhibitory activity were detected (Foley et al., 2014; Kosa 

et al., 2014) . The quantitative HTS results for the assay are deposited in the PubChem 

BioAssay Database with the bioassay record of AID 1490, and a summary available under 

the record number AID 1819.   

1.8 Site specific labelling using PPTases 

In addition to offering promise as drug targets, PPTases have been employed in diverse 

functional applications for biotechnology. Since Sfp is able to readily accept CoA 

analogues, a feature that underpinned the different inhibitor screening applications 

described in Section 1.7, it is also an excellent tool for site specific labelling. This broad 

specificity has been exploited for the attachment of different CoA analogues to carrier 

proteins to allow for western blot identification and affinity purification (La Clair et al., 

2004).  It has also allowed the site-specific labelling of recombinant proteins into which 

entire or partial CP domain sequences have been embedded.  

Although carrier protein domains are relatively small, they are still frequently too large 

to be an effective protein tag without interfering with protein function. To overcome 

this limitation, several different PPTase substrate tags have been developed. The 11 
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residue YbbR tag was identified from a genomic library of B. subtilis using phage display 

as a substrate for the binding of small molecule-CoA conjugates (Yin et al., 2005). The 

initial phage display experiments identified a range of truncated proteins to which a CoA 

derivative had been attached. These proteins were truncated to identify the minimal 

binding sequences until a top candidate sequence, the YbbR tag, had been developed. 

The YbbR tag is 11 residues in length and adopts an α-helix conformation in solution (Yin 

et al., 2005), which is in direct contrast to the AcpS-substrate A-4 tag discussed later in 

this section. The α-helix conformation appears to be important for the binding of Sfp, as 

tags that didn’t form a helix were not recognised by Sfp (Yin et al., 2005).    

The peptide tags used in site specific labelling by PPTases were further refined by Zhou 

et al (2007) who used a phage-display library to identify peptide tags that could be 

selectively bound by either Sfp or AcpS (these tags being modified variants derived from 

a parental YbbR tag). From this work two tags were developed, S6 and A1. The catalytic 

efficiency of Sfp with the S6 tag was 442-fold higher than that exhibited by AcpS. In 

contrast, AcpS exhibited 30-fold higher catalytic efficiency over Sfp with the A1 tag (Zhou 

et al., 2007), indicating that the dual PPTase/tag system could be used as a selective 

labelling tool. This would allow the tagging of two different proteins in a complex 

mixture at the same time (Zhou et al., 2007).  

In a proof of concept experiment, the S6 tag was fused to a cell surface receptor for 

epidermal growth factor, while the A1 tag was fused to the cell surface receptor 

transferrin receptor 1. Sfp and AcpS were both then used to transfer Texas red-CoA to 

the receptors that then could be visualised. In addition, both receptors were exposed to 

their ligands with an Alexa 488 antibody attached. In each case, direct visualisation of 

native ligand binding indicated that the tags were not interfering with the receptor 

function (Zhou et al., 2007). 

Further work by Zhou et al improved the A1 tag and shortened it from 12 AA to a 

minimal 8 AA tag called the A-4 tag, using NMR titration experiments. Interestingly, Zhou 

et al found that no secondary structure was apparent in the shortened tag, indicating 

that the alpha helix structure isn’t essential for binding by AcpS (Zhou et al., 2008), 

which is in direct contrast to the earlier observations with the YbbR-derived peptides 

and Sfp (Zhou et al., 2007).  
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Sunbul et al (2009) used phage display libraries to modify the substrate specificity of Sfp 

from biotin-conjugated coenzyme A to 3’ dephospho CoA as a substrate. The top mutant 

(R4-4) had a 300-fold increase in catalytic activity (Sunbul et al., 2009) with deophospho 

CoA. R4-4 also had an increased catalytic efficiency over Sfp with CoA (Sunbul et al., 

2009). This paper shows that Sfp can be readily evolved to recognise different CoA 

analogues.  

1.9 Utility of PPTases for identifying biosynthetic gene 
clusters  
 

Another application of PPTases in biotechnology has been in screening for natural 

product gene clusters from genomic or metagenomic DNA libraries. A large proportion 

of the drugs available on the market are natural products, many of which are derived 

from secondary metabolites synthesised by NRPSs and PKSs (Newman and Cragg, 2016). 

Traditionally microbes that have been culturable in the laboratory setting have been the 

source of many drugs, however only a small fraction of known microbes are culturable in 

a lab setting (Stewart, 2012). By targeting the genomes of microbes in order to identify 

new natural products and the biosynthetic gene clusters that specify them, it is possible 

to bypass culturing the organisms in the laboratory.  This technique is known as 

metagenomic screening (Simon and Daniel, 2011). 

The first utilisation of PPTases in metagenomic screening was described by Yin et al in 

2007. They utilised a combination of phage display and Sfp to recover NRPS and PKS CP 

domains using biotin-CoA. A shotgun library generated from the genomes of B. subtilis 

and M. xanthus was displayed on phages, and phages that acquired genetic fragments 

encoding CPs were captured when biotin-CoA was bound to them by Sfp (Yin et al., 

2007). The proof of concept study used B. subtilis as the genome was available to cross 

reference known CP and ACP domains. After five rounds of enrichment, 85% of the 

selected clones contained either a CP or ACP domain, while the other 15% of genomic 

fragments contained in-frame stop codons indicating that they were being enriched due 

to non-specific binding to the streptavidin surface. Out of the 100 clones that Yin et al 

sequenced, 17 of the 39 total PCPs/ACPs that had previously been identified as being 
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encoded by NRPS and PKS genes within the B. subtilis genome were present. To then 

determine if Sfp could be used to profile an alternative bacterial species M. xanthus was 

used, as its genome had recently been sequenced. In contrast to the B. subtilis screen, 

only 22 carrier proteins from the 119 CPs annotated in the genome were recovered. It 

was concluded that this was likely a consequence of Sfp not recognising the majority of 

M. xanthus CPs (Yin et al., 2007).  

The same technique was used to profile a soil metagenomic library in 2009, with Sfp 

again used to pull out CP and ACP domains (Zhang et al., 2009). From this library, a range 

of novel CP and ACP domains were identified. The researchers noted that by using a 

PPTase with a broader specificity or a series of different PPTases it should be possible to 

identify more CP domains, as this method relies explicitly on Sfp recognising the domain. 

However, a key benefit of this method is it doesn’t require the protein to be functional 

or to be heterologously expressed in high levels to be identified in the screen, which 

should facilitate the identification of biosynthetic gene clusters (Zhang et al., 2009). 

An alternative method that utilises PPTases for metagenomic library screening relies on 

PPTases acting as a molecular beacon, based on the observation that PPTase genes are 

often located within biosynthetic gene clusters. This approach was first discussed by 

Mootz et al (2002) who used a conditionally lethal Lys5 PPTase deletion strain of S. 

cerevisiae to screen for complementing PPTases. Lys5 is the PPTase responsible for post-

translationally modifying the PCP domain of Lys2, an enzyme critical to the synthesis of 

lysine in S. cerevisiae. An uncomplemented ∆lys5 mutant is only viable if the growth 

medium is supplemented with lysine (Mootz et al., 2002). Mootz et al complemented 

the ∆lys5 mutant with a range of different cloned PPTases, which rescued its ability to 

grow in lysine deficient media. This result indicated that the system might be applicable 

as a screening tool to identify new PPTases from DNA libraries, and thereby recover 

fragments of biosynthetic gene clusters (Mootz et al., 2002).  

The concept was first put into practice by the Ackerley lab who used a gene encoding a 

single-module blue-pigment-synthesising NRPS as a screening tool to detect cloned 

PPTase genes from a soil metagenome library via induction of blue pigment synthesis 

(Owen et al., 2012). This functional metagenomic screen is discussed in more detail in 

Section 1.11.2. An alternative approach was published in 2013 by Charlop-Powers et al, 
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who selected for PPTases from metagenomic library fragments that restored 

siderophore biosynthesis in a strain of E. coli in which the endogenous Type II PPTase 

gene entD had been deleted (Charlop-Powers et al., 2013). E. coli is still viable without 

this PPTase however it lacks the ability to produce the iron scavenging siderophore 

enterobactin, meaning that it cannot grow in iron restricted conditions. Charlop-Powers 

et al reasoned that a PPTase expressed from a metagenomic fragment that was able to 

post translationally modify the enterobactin pathway CPs would render the E. coli ∆entD 

strain capable of growth on iron limited media. This selection allows large metagenomic 

libraries to be screened for PPTases and their associated bioactive gene clusters, and in a 

pilot study they were able to enrich the library for bioactive gene clusters. One hundred 

clones from the enriched library and 100 random clones from the parent library were 

sequenced. The enriched library had 17% of the sequence space devoted to NRPS/PKS 

genes. This is in contrast to the unenriched clones which only had 0.45% devoted to 

NRPS/PKS genes (Charlop-Powers et al., 2013).  

1.10 Blue Pigment Synthetase A  

This thesis focuses on the NRPS Blue Pigment Synthetase A (BpsA), a single module NRPS 

that produces the vibrant blue pigment indigoidine (Fig. 1.2B) (Takahashi et al., 2007). 

Indigoidine was first identified in the bacterium Pseudomonas indigofera in the 1930s 

(Elazari-Volcani, 1939), however it wasn’t until the 1960s that indigoidine was isolated 

and purified from three members of the genus Erwinia (Starr et al., 1966). In the early 

2000s the gene cluster responsible for the synthesis of indigoidine were identified in the 

plant pathogen Erwinia chrysanthemi (Reverchon et al., 2002). Using transposon library 

mutagenesis screening, Reverchon et al identified three open reading frames; indA, indB 

and indC (the latter being a bpsA homolog). IndC was determined to contain an A 

domain that has an integrated oxidation domain in the C terminal region, a PCP domain 

and TE domain). Through sequence analysis they identified the Stachelhaus coding 

residues and determined that the A domain recognised L-glutamine (Reverchon et al., 

2002).  

In E. chrysanthemi indigoidine production is crucial for pathogenesis. Reverchon et al 

speculated, based on the chemical structure (Fig. 1.2C), that indigoidine might be a 
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radical scavenger. Evidence for this hypothesis was provided by the observation that 

when indigoidine was exposed to hydroxyl radicals it discoloured. This hypothesis was 

strengthened when it was observed that mutants having increased expression of the 

indC locus had increased tolerance to oxidative stress (Reverchon et al., 2002).  

1.10.1 Structure and function  

A standalone bpsA gene (i.e. not associated with homologues of indA or indB) was 

discovered and characterised by Takahashi et al (2007). They identified a biosynthetic 

gene that they named bpsA from the plant pathogen Streptomyces lavendulae 

serendipitously, while trying to find the gene cluster of another NRPS (Takahashi et al., 

2007). The bpsA gene was used to transform E. coli along with the gene encoding the 

PPTase Svp to activate it, as it was found that the native E. coli type II PPTase EntD is 

relatively inactive with BpsA. In contrast, the bpsA+ svp+ strain produced a deep blue 

pigment, which mass spectrometry confirmed to be indigoidine. BpsA has the same 

domain architecture as IndC, i.e. an interrupted A-OX-A-T-TE structure (Fig. 1.2A). 

Takahashi et al expressed bpsA with a 6His tag and purified the recombinant protein, 

which allowed them to confirm that L-glutamine was the only amino acid accepted by 

the A domain using ATP/PPi assays. They also demonstrated that FMN was bound in the 

oxidation domain. BpsA is capable of producing indigoidine in vitro (Fig. 1.2B) which 

indicates that the other genes in the IndC and BpsA operon aren’t essential for the 

synthesis of indigoidine (Takahashi et al., 2007). 

Takahashi et al also undertook a mutational analysis study on the oxidation domain and 

found that when the oxidation domain was mutated so it was unable to bind FMN, 

indigoidine synthesis was interrupted, and in addition the rate of adenylation activity 

was 70% slower. Intriguingly, if the oxidation domain is separately purified and added to 

the mutated (non FMN binding) BpsA, in vitro synthesis of indigoidine is restored 

(Takahashi et al., 2007).  

Indigoidine appears to have different biochemical roles depending on the species of 

bacterium that is synthesising it. In both E. chrysanthemi and S. lavendulae it appears to 

protect the bacterium from oxidative stress (Reverchon et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 

2007). In other bacteria, it appears to have an anti-microbial effect. Bacteria from the 
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Roseobacter clade appear to produce indigoidine to inhibit the colonisation of Vibrio 

fischeri. Interestingly it appears that the anti-microbial activity is mediated by the 

reduced, colourless leuco form of indigoidine (Cude et al., 2012; Gromek et al., 2016). 

The anti-microbial effects of indigoidine are discussed in more detail in Chapter Six.   

 

1.11 Biotechnological uses of BpsA and indigoidine  

Because of the simple nature of BpsA and the ease in which it can produce a pigment 

both in vivo and in vitro, a variety of different biotechnological applications have been 

explored. These include several applications that were developed or advanced in the 

research described in this thesis, i.e. detection of PPTase inhibitors using native co-

enzyme A (Chapter 3 and 4), detection and quantification of L-glutamine and ATP 

Figure 1.2 BpsA is responsible for indigoidine synthesis: (A) Schematic diagram of BpsA, showing the A domain, OX 
domain, PCP domain with Ppant arm attached, and TE domain. (B) Indigoidine is detectable in vitro (resuspended in DMSO) 
and in vivo. (C) The chemical structure of indigoidine. 
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(Chapter 5 and 6), and production of novel indigoidine analogues (Chapter 6). Published 

applications not discussed in detail in later chapters are described here.  

1.11.1 Production of indigoidine in E. coli 

Indigoidine has attracted interest as a commercial dye as natural colourants are 

frequently preferable over artificial dyes (Downham and Collins, 2000). Two papers have 

been published that focus on increasing the level of indigoidine produced in E. coli. In 

one of these, Yu et al identified a gene cluster in the indigoidine producing bacterium S. 

chromofuscus ATCC49982 that contained five open reading frames including an unusual 

gene they designated indB. The indC (a bpsA homolog) gene from this cluster was cloned 

into an E. coli producer strain BAP1, and after a period of optimisation they achieved a 

yield of 2.78 g/L. Intriguingly, when they then co-expressed IndC with IndB, another 

gene present in the gene cluster, the indigoidine yield was increased by more than 40%, 

to 3.93 g/L. IndB is 614 residues in size and the N terminus appears to be a phosphatase 

found in other indigoidine producing gene clusters while the C terminus aligns to a 

hypothetical protein also identified in gene indigoidine gene clusters (Yu et al., 2013). 

 In a 2015 paper the same lab group further improved the indigoidine yield in E. coli by 

modifying the E. coli strain and fermentation broth. The glutamine synthetase gene 

(glnA) was co-expressed and nitrogen containing salts were added to the fermentation 

broth. These modifications resulted in a yield of 7.1 g/L of indigoidine (Xu et al., 2015). 

This work showed that it should be possible to produce high yields of indigoidine from E. 

coli if it ever becomes a commercially attractive product.  

1.11.2 As a multi-kingdom reporter gene 

 Work by Müller et al (2012) has shown that BpsA can be expressed in mammalian cells 

with minimal effort. The bpsA and the PPTase svp genes were codon-optimised for 

expression in human cells. The constructs were then transfected into human embryonic 

kidney (HEK-293) cells. In contrast to E. coli indigoidine in HEK-293 is cell entrapped, 

which suggests mammalian cells lack the ability to transport indigoidine out of the cell, 

and instead it appears to be stored in granules within the cytoplasm. The cells 

expressing BpsA can be quantified by flow cytometric analysis and show increased cell 
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volume and granularity compared to control cells not producing the blue pigment 

(Müller et al., 2012). This work was the first time a bacterial NRPS had been expressed in 

mammalian cells and paves the way for novel future treatments that may use non-

ribosomal peptides, for example engineering immune system cells to synthesise 

antibacterial peptides.   

A technique similar to lacZα based blue/white screening has also been developed that 

uses BpsA as a reporter (Xie et al., 2017). One advantage of this technique is that it 

doesn’t require an extracellular chromogenic substrate (as opposed to the requirement 

for X-gal for lacZα screening). Xie et al used a homolog of bpsA called idgS from 

Streptomyces and sfp to develop a vector capable of blue/white screening. The idgS 

gene cassette was inserted into a vector along with sfp harbouring an in-frame insertion 

of a multiple cloning site (MCS) close to the N-terminal. This allowed the selection of 

white colonies which had the gene cloned into the MCS (Xie et al., 2017). While this is a 

useful system, indigoidine has been observed to have mildly toxic effect on E. coli cells 

synthesising it (Brown et al., 2017), which may limit the usefulness of this screen.    

1.11.3 Screening of metagenomic libraries  

As noted in Section 1.9, BpsA was developed in our laboratory as a functional screening 

tool to identify novel PPTases from metagenomic libraries. To improve the diversity of 

PPTases that were discoverable, PCP domains derived from other bacterial species (from 

the second module of pvdD from P. aeruginosa and the PCP domain from entF from E. 

coli) were inserted in replacement of the endogenous PCP domain (Owen et al, 2012; 

Owen et al, 2016). To improve activity in the recombinant BpsA variants expressing the 

foreign carrier proteins, directed evolution via error-prone PCR was used (Owen et al., 

2016).  

The BpsA variants were expressed in a strain of E. coli with the native entD knocked out. 

This strain was incapable of activating any of the BpsA mutants as E. coli AcpS is unable 

to post-translationally modify BpsA. Two small-insert soil metagenome libraries were 

screened using the BpsA reporter variants. From these, a range of novel PPTases were 

identified, several of which were only active with one or two of the three bpsA reporter 

constructs that were employed. In addition to the novel PPTase genes, several open 
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reading frames (ORFs) that aligned to NRPS and PKS domains were also identified, which 

indicated that this method could be used to recover biosynthetic gene clusters along 

with the PPTases (Owen et al., 2012). 

This same approach has also been adapted for use in Streptomyces albus, a well-known 

secondary metabolite producer strain (Baltz, 2010). An endogenous PPTase knockout 

mutant was created and wild type bpsA was used as a reporter. A soil eDNA cosmid 

library was screened in this strain, and several novel NRPS, PKS and NRPS/PKS hybrid 

gene clusters were identified. While this technique is the same one that was pioneered 

in our laboratory, by screening in a strain of bacteria that is better able than E. coli to 

express natural products, Bitok et al were able to identify more novel gene clusters, and 

furthermore they used cosmids which facilitated the recovery of whole genes rather 

than a small insert library (Bitok et al., 2017).  

1.11.4 Profiling of PPTase activity  

Owen et al (2011) developed a range of rapid and flexible assays that used BpsA as a 

reporter for PPTase activity, and noted that one application could be to screen chemical 

libraries to detect PPTase inhibitors. Chapter Three of this thesis describes the first 

implementation of this concept.  In another application, Owen et al showed that by 

continuously monitoring the rate of indigoidine synthesis as a PPTase converts BpsA 

from the inactive apo form to the active holo form, it is possible to determine the 

Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters of a PPTase in respect to varying concentrations of 

either CoA or BpsA (Fig 1.3) (Owen et al., 2011). Owing to the unusual absorbance 

profiles characteristic of indigoidine synthesis in an aqueous solution (Fig. 1.3A), kinetics 

are derived from the maximal rates of indigoidine synthesis (Fig. 1.3B) rather than an 

endpoint measurement of indigoidine concentration. These assays have also been used 

by additional lab groups including for measuring the activity of PPTases from species of 

Mycobacterium (Vickery et al., 2014). 
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Figure 1.3 Deriving PPTase kinetic parameters using BpsA as a reporter: (A) Raw A590 
values for indigoidine synthesis as BpsA is progressively converted from the apo form into 
the holo form by PcpS. The reaction velocity increases as the concentration of CoA is 
increased. Indigoidine syntheis has a characteristic curve of a rapid increase then 
decrease in A590 values as it drops out of solution. The diffferent concentrations of CoA 

are 3.1 (◇) 1.56 (■) 0.78 (◆) or 0.39 (Δ) μM CoA  (B) The velocity of PPTases can be 
derived by measuring the linear region of the veloctiy against time data derived from 
panel A. Figure is adapted with permission from (Owen et al., 2011).   

 

1.11.5 Interrogation of PCP domain activity  

Owen et al (2011) also developed a competition assay to probe the activity of PPTases 

with different CPs. In this assay, BpsA and purified CP domains compete for a limited 

amount of CoA. The rate of indigoidine synthesis then acts as a reporter for PPTase 

specificity towards different CPs (Owen et al., 2011). This technique has again been 

adopted by other laboratory groups and was used to help determine the specificity of 

PptT toward AcpM from M. tuberculosis (Zimhony et al., 2015). 

In addition to interrogating carrier proteins in situ, BpsA has also been used to probe CP 

domain activity within the enzyme itself. To achieve this, Beer et al (2013) developed a 

range of modified forms of the BpsA PCP domain order to identify mutations that 

improved overall function (Beer et al., 2014). Subsequent work by Owen et al also 

showed that a range of alternative PCP domains could be substituted into BpsA and 

rendered functional via only a few point mutations (Owen et al., 2016). Each of these 

papers is discussed in more depth in Section 4.1.5.   
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1.12 Research Aims 

The overall goal of the research described in this thesis was to apply BpsA to achieve 

useful biotechnological outcomes. The first aim of this work was to develop and 

optimise a screen to detect inhibitors of the essential PPTases PptT and PcpS from the 

clinically important bacterial strains M. tuberculosis and P. aeruginosa. Both of these 

enzymes are type II PPTases that have relatively broad substrate specificity. The 

optimised screen was then used to interrogate three commercially available drug 

libraries to identify and characterise PPTase inhibitors.  

The second aim of this thesis was to evolve a modified form of BpsA that was capable of 

being post-translationally modified by AcpS from M. tuberculosis, a type I PPTase that 

has a narrow substrate specificity. To achieve this, two rational constructs were created 

by substituting the second alpha helix from M. tuberculosis AcpM or FAS-1 into the 

equivalent location of BpsA. Error prone PCR was then applied in an attempt to generate 

functional variants that might have utility in screening chemical libraries to identify M. 

tuberculosis AcpS inhibitors.   

The third aim of this project was to develop a commercially applicable assay to detect 

the concentration of L-glutamine present in a range of biologically relevant conditions, 

by using holo-BpsA to synthesise indigoidine from the glutamine. By quantifying the 

amount of indigoidine synthesised it was reasoned that it should be possible to 

accurately measure the amount of glutamine originally present.  

Based on the findings from addressing aim three it might be possible to use BpsA to 

quantify ATP levels in a range of complex media. Aim four therefore became to further 

expand the uses of the BpsA biosensor, including the detection of the adenylation 

reaction by A domains.  

Finally, the literature had shown that A domains, while specific can sometimes accept 

other monomers, especially similar analogues. Thus, the last aim of the thesis was to 

determine if indigoidine-like compounds could be synthesised from L-glutamine 

analogues, such as alanyl-glutamine, an important cell culture additive. If successful, this 

would improve the usefulness of the biosensor.  
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Chapter 2 - Materials and methods 

2.0 General chemical reagents and materials  

Chemicals, reagents and media used in this study were obtained from either Sigma-

Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA) or Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA), unless 

otherwise stated. L-glutamine for use in media preparations was purchased from iHerb 

(Perris, CA, USA). Restriction enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs (NEB; 

Ipswich, MA, USA) or Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). IPTG (isopropyl β-D-

thiogalactoside) and BioMix™ Red Polymerase Mastermix were supplied by Bioline 

(London, UK). Phusion™ high-fidelity DNA polymerase was supplied by Finnzymes 

(Espoo, Finland). T4 DNA ligase was supplied by either Bioline or Invitrogen (Carlsbad, 

CA, USA). Mutazyme was obtained from Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA, USA). The 

LOPAC1280 and Spectrum Collection were both kindly provided by the Victoria University 

of Wellington Chemical Genetics Laboratory. The NIH library diversity Set II was obtained 

from the NIH Developmental therapeutics programme (Rockville  MD, USA). 

2.1 Bacterial strains and plasmids  

2.1.1 Bacterial strains  

The bacterial strains used in this study are listed in Table 2.1 

Strain Relevant characteristics Source 

DH5α λpir 
F- endA1 glnV44 thi-1 recA1 relA1 gyrA96 deoR nupG 

Φ80dlacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169, hsdR17(rK- mK+), 
λ(pir) 

Invitrogen 

BL21 F– ompT gal dcm lon hsdSB(rB
- mB

-) λ(DE3) Novagen 

BL21 Δ entD BL21 Δ entD Owen 2012 

PA01 P. aeruginosa wildtype lab strain Lab stock 

Table 2.1 Bacterial strains used in study: Abbreviations for E. coli strains relevant characteristics are available at: 
http://www.openwetware.org/wiki/E._coli_genotypes#Nomenclature_.26_Abbreviations 
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2.1.2 Plasmids 

Plasmid Relevant characteristics Source 

pET-28a(+) 

KanR, expression vector for His-tagged enzyme 

purification, T7 promoter, ColE1 origin of 

replication 

Novagen 

pCDFDuet1 lacIq ,T7prom, specR, CDFori Novagen 

pSLBPSA3 

pCDFDuet based staging vector allowing 

introduction of foreign PCP domains into bpsA 

with silent restriction sites. 

(J. Owen 2012) 

pNOHISPET 

Modified form of pET28a(+) with the N-terminus 

6HIS tag removed to allow the expression of 

PcpS without a 6HIS tag 

This study 

pET::Sfp pET-28a(+) + Sfp (J. Owen 2011) 

pET::HSfp pET-28a(+) + Human PPTase This study 

pET::AcpS pET-28a(+) + M. tuberculosis AcpS This study 

pET::ECAcpS pET-28a(+) + E. coli AcpS This study 

pET::PptT pET-28a(+) + PptT This study 

pET::BpsA pET-28a(+) + BpsA (J. Owen 2011) 

pET::MPptT pET-28a(+) + M. smegmatis PptT This study 

pET::AcpH pET-28a(+) + AcpH This study 

pET::4OT pET-28a(+) 4’OT This study 

pET::PcpS pET-28a(+) + PcpS (J. Owen 2011) 

pET::EntF pET-28a(+) + EntF A domain (J. Owen 2010) 

pET::DLBpsA pET28a(+) + BpsA with the D/L swap mutation This study 

NHP::PcpS NOHISPET + PcpS This study 

pCDF:BpsA pCDFDuet1 + BpsA (J. Owen 2011) 

Table 2.2 Plasmids used in this study.  
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2.2 Oligonucleotide primers and synthesised genes 

Primers were designed using Geneious® or the Primer 3 Plus® web tool and ordered from 

IDT (Carlsbad, CA, USA) custom oligonucleotide service. Primers were reconstituted to a 

final concentration of 100 µM in 1 x TE buffer for storage at -20 °C. Working stocks were 

prepared by dilution to 10 µM with filter sterilised ddH20. The names and sequences of all 

primers used in this study are given in Table 2.3.  

Primer Name Sequence (5’ → 3’) 

PPTase specific 

primers 

 

HS_Ppt_Fwd CCCCCATATGGTTTTCCC 

HS_Ppt_Rev CCCCCTCGAGTTAAGATTTG 

Mt_AcpS_Fwd CCCCCATATGGGCATCGTCGGTGTG 

Mt_AcpS_Rev CCCCCTCGAGTCACGGGGCCTCCAGGAT 

EC_AcpS_Fwd CCCCCATATGGGCATCGTCGGTGTG 

EC_AcpS_Rev CCCCCTCGAGTCACGGGGCCTCCAGGAT 

MT_PptT_Fwd CCCCCATATGGACGGTAGGCACGCTG 

MT_PptT_Rev CCCCCTCGAGTCATAGCACGATCGCGGT 

NHIS_PcpS_fwd 

NHIS_PcpS_Rev 

CCCCAAAGCTTATGCGCGCCATGAAC 

CCCCCTCGAGTCAGGCGCCGACCGC 

MS_PptT_Fwd CCCCAGATCTATGACGGACAGCCTGCTT 

MS_PptT_Rev CCCCAGATCTTCACAGGACGATCGCCGT 

Construction of BpsA 

variants 

 

Sl_BpsA_Fwd AGCTCTGCAGAGCTCGTCGAGCGCCCCTTCGTCGCCCCGCGCACG 

Sl_BpsA_Rev AGCTTCTAGACTCCTGGGCGACCTCGCGCTCCAGGCGGCGGGCCA 

Other proteins   

IgiF_Fwd CCCCCATATGGTGCCCCACATCCACGTC 

IgiF_Rev CCCCGTCGAGTCAACTCTCGTTCCAGTAGCC 

D/L swap primers  

FP_fwd CTATCATATGACTCTTCAGGAGACCAGCGTGCTCGA 

FP_rev CTATGGATCCTCACTCGCCGAGCAGGTAGCGGATGT 

IP_fwd CCGATGAGCTTCGCCGACGCCCAGTGG 

IP_rev CCACTGGGCGTCGGCGAAGCTCATCGG 

Sequencing primers  

T7_Fwd TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG 

T7_Rev GCTAGTTATTGCTCAGCGG 

BpsA_T_Screen  ACGAGCAGATCGGCCACGA 
Table 2.3 Primers used in this study: Restriction sites are bolded. 
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For gene synthesis, Hs-Ppt was codon optimised by the IDT codon optimiser tool and 

synthesised by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ, USA). The modified PCP domains, acpBpsA 

and facpBpsA and the coding region of the D/L BpsA swap were synthesised as gBlocks® 

by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Carlsbad, CA, USA). IgiF was codon optimised 

using the IDT codon optimiser webtool and synthesised by IDT (Carlsbad, CA, USA). 

2.3 Bacterial growth and maintenance 

2.3.1 Media  

Unless otherwise noted, all media components were dissolved in ddH2O and sterilised by 

autoclaving at 121 °C for 15 minutes or filter sterilised using a 0.22 µm syringe filter unit.  

Media was stored at room temperature or 4 °C if it contained heat sensitive supplements.  

2.3.1.1 Lysogeny Broth (LB) 

Component  Final 

Concentration 

Tryptone 10 g.L-1 

Yeast extract 5 g.L-1 

NaCl 5 g.L-1 
*LB was supplied as a premixed powder by the manufacturer. 

2.3.1.2 Succinate Minimal Medium 

Component  Final 

Concentration 

K2HPO4 6.0 g.L-1 

KH2PO4 3.0 g.L-1 

(NH4)2SO4 1.0 g.L-1 

MgSO4 0.2 g.L-1 

Sodium succinate 4.0 g.L-1 
*pH was adjusted to 7.0 by the addition of NaOH.  

2.3.1.3 Pigment producing medium 

Component  Final 

Concentration 

LB 20 g.L-1 

L-glutamine 14.6 g.L-1 
*Pigment producing medium is rapidly cooled after autoclaving to help avoid the breakdown of L-glutamine. For small 
volumes L-glutamine power is mixed with autoclaved LB and filter sterilised.  
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2.3.2 Media supplements 

Antibiotic stock solutions were made up to 1000x final concentration in the appropriate 

solvent and filter sterilised using a 0.22 µM filter before being stored at -20 °C. 

Antibiotics were generally made in ddH2O to a working stock concentration of either 50 

mg.ml-1 or 100 mg.ml-1. Kanamycin at a final concentration of 50 µg.ml-1 was used for 

maintenance of pET-28a(+) based plasmids and spectinomycin was used for 

maintenance of pCDFDuet1 based plasmids at a final concentration of 100 µg.ml-1. IPTG 

stocks were prepared to a final concentration of 100 mg.ml-1.  

2.3.3 Bacterial growth and storage 

Unless otherwise stated, bacteria were grown at 37 °C, and aerated at 200 rev/min 

when grown in liquid culture. For short term plasmid maintenance, bacteria on agar 

plates were stored at 4 °C. For long term storage 500 µl of overnight liquid culture was 

mixed in a 1:1 ratio with autoclaved 80% glycerol (v/v) and stored at -80 °C indefinitely.    

2.4 Routine molecular biology  

2.4.1 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

PCR amplification reactions for cloning were performed using PhusionTM high fidelity 

polymerase. For other applications including colony screening, Biomix RedTM was 

employed. PCR reactions were set up according to the manufacturer’s protocols. 

Parameters and additives were optimised as required for individual genes. For colony 

screening a small amount of each colony was picked from an agar plate to be used as a 

template.  

2.4.1.1 Overlap PCR 

For overlap PCR a method based on the protocols described in (Williams et al., 2014). 

Briefly, the two fragments to be combined were amplified by PCR as per Section 2.4.1 

and then purified using the methods described in Section 2.4.3. The fragments were 

then combined in an equimolar ratio and a primerless PCR reaction was run for 10 

cycles. One µL of the forward and 1 µL of the reverse primer at a concentration of 10 µM 

were added to the reaction, which was run for a further 25 cycles to allow the 

amplification of the full-length fragment.  
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2.4.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis  

To assess the size and quality of DNA products including those of PCR reactions, DNA 

was electrophoresed on a 1% (w/v) agarose gel, containing 1 µg.ml-1 ethidium bromide. 

Gels were electrophoresed submerged in 1x TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate pH 8.0, 1 

mM EDTA) at 100-140 V for 30-70 min depending on the purpose of the gel and product 

size. Hyperladder I (Bioline, London, UK) was run alongside the samples for size 

comparison and bands were visualised under ultra-violet (UV) light. 

2.4.3 PCR product purification 

PCR products were purified using a Zymo-Spin TM column (Zymo Research; Irvine, CA, 

USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Products were eluted in filter 

sterilised ddH2O and stored at -20 °C.  

For PCR purification using a gel purification method the product was electrophoresed on 

a 1% (w/v) agarose gel with SYBR® Safe (Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, MA, USA) 

and then visualised on a blue light imager. The gel band was excised and purified using a 

Qiagen QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Venlo, Netherlands) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions.  

2.4.4 Restriction enzyme digests 

Restriction digests were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions and 

heat inactivated at 65 °C for 20 min prior to use in further ligation reactions. Where 

enzymes were unable to be heat inactivated, digests were immediately cleaned and 

concentrated using a Zymo-SpinTM column and eluted in 10 – 20 µL of ddH2O. Digests 

that were not used immediately were stored at -20 °C.  

2.4.5 Ligation reaction 

Ligations were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions, using a 1:3 or 

1:6 molar ratio of vector to insert, with each reaction containing no more than 20 ng/µL 

of DNA. Reactions were incubated at 25 °C for 90 min for routine cloning or overnight at 

16 °C for longer inserts or ligations with large amounts of DNA. Ligations were then used 

to transform competent cells or else were stored at -20 °C.  
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2.4.6 Bacterial cell transformation techniques 

Ligations were transformed into electrocompetent cells, movement of plasmids 

between strains used chemically competent cells. 

2.4.6.1 Preparation of chemically competent cells 

 For routine plasmid transformation, the E. coli strain to be made competent was 

inoculated from a glycerol stock and grown in 3 ml LB amended with 10 mM MgCl2 and 

any relevant antibiotics at 37 °C, 200 rev/min overnight. The following day 50 ml of LB 

supplemented with 10 mM MgCl2 and any relevant antibiotics was inoculated from this 

overnight culture to a starting OD600 of 0.1. Cells were incubated at 37 °C, 200 rev/min 

until an OD600 of 0.4 - 0.6 was reached. Cells were then cooled on ice for 15 min and 

then centrifuged at 2700 g for 15 min at 4 °C. The cell pellet was then re-suspended in 

50 ml of ice-cold 100 mM MgCl2 and centrifuged at 2700 g for 15 min at 4 °C.  The cell 

pellet was then resuspended in 50 ml of ice-cold 100 mM CaCl2 and centrifuged at 2700 

g for 15 min at 4 °C. The cell pellet was then resuspended in 1 ml of ice-cold 85 mM 

CaCl2 supplemented with 15% glycerol (v/v) and then transformed using the protocol 

described in Section 2.4.6.2. If they were not used immediately they were snap frozen at 

-80 °C 

2.4.6.2 Transformation of chemically competent cells 

Frozen cell aliquots were removed from -80 °C storage and thawed on ice prior to 

addition of plasmid DNA. For each transformation, DNA in a volume of less than 10 µl 

was added to 100 µl of cells. This mixture was left on ice for at least 20 min after which 

transformation was induced by heat shock at 42 °C for 90 s. Cells were then returned to 

ice for 1-2 min and then recovered in 900 µl LB at 37 °C, 200 rev/min for 60-90 min. 

Finally, cells were spread on an LB agar plate supplemented with appropriate antibiotics 

and grown overnight at 37 °C. 

2.4.6.3 Preparation of electrocompetent cells 

The E. coli strain to be made competent was inoculated from a glycerol stock and grown 

in 10 ml LB supplemented with any relevant antibiotics at 37 °C, 200 rev/min overnight. 

This overnight culture was then used to inoculate 400 ml LB containing any relevant 

antibiotics with a starting OD600 of 0.1. The culture was grown until an OD600 of 0.35 -0.4 
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was reached, at which point it was transferred to 8 sterile 50 ml tubes and cooled on ice 

for 30 min. Cells were then centrifuged for 15 min at 2700 g, 4 °C. For the first wash 

step, pellets were washed with ice cold sterile ddH2O by gentle pipetting. The pellets 

were resuspended in 200 ml ice cold sterile 10% glycerol. Cells were pelleted again 

through centrifugation, and this time the pellet was resuspended in 100 ml ice cold 

sterile 10% glycerol. Cells were then finally collected through centrifugation and the 

pellet was resuspended in 300-500 µl of ice cold sterile 10% glycerol. The OD600 of a 

1/100 dilution was then measured (OD600 of 1.0 = 2.5x108 cells/ml) and the final 

concentration of cells was adjusted to 2-3 x 1010 cells/ml by the addition of further ice 

cold sterile 10% glycerol. Sixty µl aliquots were transferred to pre-chilled 1.5 ml 

microcentrifuge tubes on ice. Cell aliquots were then snap frozen in a metal tube block 

which had been pre-chilled to -80 °C. Aliquots of competent cells were stored at -80 °C 

until needed.  

2.4.6.4 Transformation of electrocompetent cells 

Frozen cell aliquots were removed from -80 °C storage and thawed on ice. Plasmid DNA 

was then added to the cells, typically 10- 50 ng in 20 µL of sterile ddH2O. The contents of 

the tube were then gently mixed and transferred to an ice cold sterile 2 mm gap 

electroporation cuvette. Cells were then electroporated at 2.5 kV, 25 µF, 100 Ω, 

following which 900 µL of room temperature LB was immediately added to the cuvette 

and gently inverted to mix. Cells were incubated at 37 °C, 200 rev/min for 1 h for 

recovery. Finally, cells were plated on LB agar plates containing the appropriate 

antibiotics. One hundred µl of undiluted, as well as 1/10 and 1/100 dilutions, of cells 

were plated initially to determine the optimal dilution for single colonies to be obtained 

on agar plates. The remainder of the transformation was mixed in a 1:1 ratio with sterile 

80% glycerol and stored at -80 °C until needed.    

2.4.7 Isolation of plasmid DNA  

Isolation of plasmid DNA was achieved using the High-Speed Plasmid Mini Kit (Geneaid 

Biotech Ltd; New Taipei City, Taiwan) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  
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2.4.8 DNA quantification and sequencing 

Measurement of the concentration and purity of DNA was achieved using a Nanodrop 

ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, MA, USA), according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions. All DNA sequencing was carried out by Macrogen Inc. 

(Seoul, South Korea) using Sanger sequencing technology.  

2.5 Protein expression and purification  

All proteins to be expressed were cloned into 6His-tag vectors and transformed into the 

expression strain BL21 ∆entD for purification via nickel affinity chromatography, with the 

exception of pcpS in pNOHISPET::PcpS which was only expressed in cell lysate and used 

in an un-purified form.  

2.5.1 Expression in LB at low temperatures  

All PPTases and BpsA were routinely expressed at low temperatures to aid with protein 

purification. A single colony or glycerol stock of the expression strain was used to 

inoculate 10 ml LB supplemented with appropriate antibiotics and grown overnight at 37 

°C, 200 rev/min. The following day this overnight culture was used to inoculate a full 

baffled 2.5 L flask with 400 ml of LB containing appropriate antibiotics, giving a final 

OD600 of 0.1. This was incubated at 37 °C, 200 rev/min until an OD600 of 0.6-0.8 was 

reached. Cultures were then transferred to an ice bath for 30 min before addition of 0.5 

mM IPTG. Cultures were then grown for an additional 24 hours at 18 °C 200 rev/min 

before cells were harvested through centrifugation at 2700 g, 20 min, 4 °C. The 

supernatant was discarded and cell pellets were stored at -80 °C until required. 

2.5.2 Expression in LB containing betaine and sorbitol at low temperatures  

A single colony or glycerol stock of expression strain was used to inoculate 10 ml of LB 

supplemented with appropriate antibiotics as well as 2.5 mM glycine betaine and 1 M D-

sorbitol and grown overnight at 37 °C, 200 rev/min. The following day 400 ml of the 

same medium was inoculated by the overnight culture to give a final OD600 of 0.1. This 

was incubated at 37 °C, 200 rev/min until an OD600 of 0.6-0.8 was reached. Cultures 

were then transferred to an ice bath for 30 min before addition of 0.5 mM IPTG. 

Cultures were then grown for an additional 24 hours at 18 °C 200 rev/min before cells 
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were harvested through centrifugation at 2700 g, 20 min, 4 °C. The supernatant was 

discarded and cell pellets were stored at -80 °C until needed. 

2.5.3 Cell lysis and soluble fraction separation  

For protein purification, cell pellets were thawed and resuspended in 35 ml of 1x 

His•bindTM binding buffer, minus imidazole. For BpsA purification this binding buffer 

contained 12.5% glycerol (v/v), and for PPTase purification this binding buffer contained 

25% glycerol (v/v). For PptT purification 10 mM MgCl2  and 50 µM CoA was added to the 

bind buffer. Cells were lysed by 2-3 passages through a French press chamber at 40,000 

psi. The French press chamber was cooled on ice prior to use and the binding buffer was 

kept ice cold. Following lysis, the soluble and insoluble fractions were separated by 

centrifugation at 26,000 g 20 min, 4 °C.  

2.5.4 Conversion of apo-BpsA to holo-BpsA  

Cell pellets were re-suspended in a modified binding buffer (5 mM imidazole, 0.5 M 

NaCl, 12.5% glycerol (v/v) and 20 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8). The resuspended cell pellets 

containing expressed PcpS and apo-BpsA were mixed together and mechanically lysed 

using an ice-cold French Press Cell at 40,000 psi. The soluble fraction was collected by 

centrifugation (26,000 g, 20 min, 4 °C) and supplemented with 100 µL of 50 mM 

Coenzyme A (CoA) and incubated for 2 h (25 °C, 200 rev/min) to facilitate the PcpS 

mediated attachment of 4’-phosphopantetheine arm derived from Coenzyme A to BpsA. 

The BpsA, PcpS and CoA mixture was then centrifuged (26,000 g, 20 min, 4 °C) to 

remove precipitated PcpS, prior to purification of the holo-BpsA by Ni-NTA 

chromatography as described in Section 2.5.5.1.  

2.5.5 Protein purification via Ni-NTA affinity chromatography 

2.5.5.1 Purification of BpsA 

Purification of 6His-tagged proteins was achieved using Novagen’s His•bind TM Ni-NTA 

chromatography kit. The following changes to the manufacturer’s instructions were 

made for the purification of BpsA (due to the weak binding of BpsA to the resin). All 

elution buffers contained 12.5% glycerol (v/v) and all reagents were kept at ice cold 

temperatures for the duration of the purification. A large volume, approximately 6-7 ml, 

of resin was used. The soluble fraction was collected after it passed through the resin, 
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and passed through the column a second time. Columns were then washed using 50 ml 

of standard binding buffer. The wash buffer step that is usually employed at this stage of 

purification (according to the manufacturer’s instructions) was omitted for BpsA. For the 

elution, the resin was resuspended in 8 ml elution buffer, and protein was eluted in an 

8-10 ml total volume. Buffer exchange and concentration of the eluted protein was 

performed in 100 kDa molecular mass cut-off Millipore Amicon® ultra-15 centrifugal 

filter units (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), into 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 

pH 7.8, 12.5% (v/v) glycerol. Final buffer composition was then adjusted to 40% (v/v) 

glycerol and aliquots were stored at -20 °C. 

2.5.5.2 Purification of PPTases 

Amendments were also made to the standard protocol for PPTase purification, due to 

the instability and low yield typically observed with these proteins. All elution buffers 

contained 25% glycerol (v/v) and all reagents and equipment were kept at 4 °C for the 

duration of the experiment. The soluble fraction for PPTase purification was passed 

through the resin column. Columns were washed using 10-15 ml binding buffer (no 

imidazole), 10-15 ml standard binding buffer, 10-15 ml wash buffer (half standard 

imidazole concentration). Following elution, protein was immediately desalted using GE 

Healthcare HiTrap™ desalting columns, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Desalting 

buffer for PPTases was 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8, 12.5% glycerol (v/v). Glycerol was added to 

desalted protein to bring final concentration to 50% (v/v) glycerol and aliquots were stored 

at -80 °C.  

2.5.5.3 Purification of other proteins 

Other proteins such as CP domains and IgiF were purified in the same manner as for the 

PPTases, with adjustments made to the final storage buffer. CP domains were stored in 

50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0 supplemented with 40% (v/v) glycerol. IgiF was stored in 50 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.2 supplemented with 40% (v/v) glycerol.      

2.5.6 Protein concentration quantification  

The final concentration of a purified protein was quantified either using a DC™ protein 

assay kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA), following the manufacturer’s instructions. Protein 

standards were made with bovine serine albumin (BSA) in the appropriate buffer and 
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glycerol concentrations, ranging from 0.25-1.5 mg.ml-1. Alternatively, protein 

concentrations were determined using absorbance at 280 nm using a Nanodrop ND-

1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions.   

2.6 SDS-PAGE analysis 

For qualitative assessment of proteins, 12.5% or 15% SDS PAGE gels were run to 

visualise proteins depending on the protein size. These were cast and electrophoresed 

on a 1 mM thickness Bio-Rad Protean II™ apparatus. For each gel, 5 ml of separating gel 

was loaded into the apparatus before being overlaid with isopropanol and left to set for 

45 min. The isopropanol was then removed and 1.5 ml of stacking gel was poured on 

top. A multi- well comb was inserted and this was left to set for at least 45 min. If not 

used immediately, gels were stored for up to three days at 4 °C, wrapped in a paper 

towel soaked in ddH2O and tin foil. Samples were added to 3x loading buffer in a 2:1 

ratio, and incubated at 95 °C for 10 min. Gels were electrophoresed in 1x SDS run buffer, 

at a constant voltage (180 V) for 60 - 75 min, until the pre-stained ladder had reached 

proper separation. Gels were then stained in Coomassie blue stain and gentle shaking 

was applied for 30-60 min. Gels were then rinsed using tap water and left in destain 

solution with gentle rocking until the desired level of destain was reached. All recipes for 

SDS protocol can be found in table 2.4. 

 

Component  Final concentration 

15% separating gel Per 10 ml 

40% acrylamide solution  3.65 ml 

2% Bis-acrylamide solution  2.0 ml 

1.5 M Tris-Cl pH 8.8  2.5 ml 

10% SDS 100 µl 

10% APS* 100 µl  

TEMED* 6 µl  

ddH2O   1.75 ml 
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12.5 % Separating gel Per 10 ml 

40% acrylamide solution  3.04 ml 

2% Bis-acrylamide solution  1.62 ml 

1.5 M Tris-Cl pH 8.8  2.28 ml 

10% SDS 100 µl  

10% APS* 76 µl  

TEMED* 7.5 µl  

ddH2O  2.86 ml 

  

5% stacking gel Per 6 ml 

40% acrylamide solution  310 µl 

2% Bis-acrylamide solution  580 µl  

0.5 M Tris-Cl pH 6.8 1.5 ml 

10% SDS 60 µl 

10% APS* 46 µl 

TEMED* 7.5 µl 

ddH2O   3.5 ml 

  

3x SDS loading buffer Final concentrations 

Tris-Cl pH 6.8 150 mM 

SDS 6% (w/v) 

Bromophenol blue 0.3% (w/v) 

Glycerol 30% (w/v) 

β-mercaptoethanol 300 mM 

  

1x run buffer Per 1 L 

Glycine  14.4 g 

Tris 3.03 g 

SDS 1 g 
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Coomassie blue stain Per 1 L 

Coomassie brilliant blue 2.5 g 

100% ethanol 450 ml 

100% acetic acid 100 ml 

ddH2O   450 ml 

  

Destain solution Per 1 L 

100% methanol 400 ml 

Acetic acid 100 ml 

ddH2O   500 ml  

Table 2.4 SDS-Page recipe: *Added immediately prior to pouring gel, 
APS is Ammonium persulfate, TEMED is Tetramethylethylenediamine 

 

2.7 In vitro assays for the detection of PPTase inhibition 

For ease of reading, methods have been grouped together based on chapter, rather than 

assay type.    

2.7.1 PPTase mediated conversion of apo-BpsA to holo-BpsA 

A master mix containing 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8, 10 mM MgCl2, 4 mM ATP, 4 mM L-gln, 1 

µM BpsA and 5 µM CoA and ddH2O in a final volume of 80 µL was added in triplicate to a 

standard 96 well plate in triplicate. To initiate the reaction a PPTase at a range of 

concentrations (dependant on the experiment and type of PPTase) in final volume of 20 

µL in ddH2O was rapidly dispensed into each well. The 96 well plate was then shaken at 

1000 rev/min and the A590 values were recorded every 10 -20 s at 590 nm using a 

PerkinElmer EnSpire® plate reader depending on the speed of the reaction. The A590 

values were then graphed against time using GraphPad Prism®.  

2.7.2 Optimised inhibitor screening protocol  

Twenty eight µL of 10 % DMSO was aliquoted into columns 1 – 11 of a standard 96 well 

plate. The plate was then mixed so that the bottom of the well was entirely covered. A 

CyBio® liquid handling robot was then used to aliquot 2 µL of drug from a 96 well drug 

plate into columns 2 – 10 to give a final concentration of 20 µM. A master mix containing 
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50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 6 mM ATP, 6 mM L-gln, 2 µM apo-BpsA, 5 µM CoA 

in ddH2O with a final volume of 50 µL was dispensed into each well. To initiate the 

reaction 0.4 µM of PptT or 0.2 µM of PcpS in ddH2O in a final volume in 20 µL was 

dispensed rapidly into each well other than the negative control. The 96 well plate was 

then shaken for 10 s at 1000 rev/min and immediately read in a PerkinElmer EnSpire ® 

plate reader at 590 nm every 20 s for 25 – 30 repeats. The A590 values were then graphed 

against time using Microsoft Excel® and ranked based on the level of inhibition.    

2.7.3 Counter screening against holo-BpsA 

Holo-BpsA was expressed and purified as described in methods Section 2.5. Screening 

took place in the same manner as described in 2.9.2 except apo-BpsA was replaced with 

holo-BpsA in the master mix. L-gln was removed from the master mix. To initiate the 

reaction 6 mM L-gln in 20 µL of ddH2O was dispensed to each well instead of a PPTase. 

2.7.4 Determination of inhibitor IC50 values  

A two-fold serial dilution of a candidate inhibitor from 200 µM was set up in a 96 well 

plate in triplicate, in 30 µL of 10 % DMSO. The 96 well plate was then screened as 

described in Section 2.7.2. A590 values were recorded every 10 -20 s depending on the 

reaction velocity. Data was analysed in Microsoft Excel® using the slope function to 

derive velocity values. The slope function was then applied to these velocity values, and 

the maximum value for each reaction taken as the maximum PPTase velocity. For 

reactions with lower velocities (e.g. more inhibition), the slope function was applied 

across a larger number of data points. The maximum velocity for each inhibitor 

concentration had a four parameter dose response curve fitted using GraphPad Prism® 

to derive an IC50 value. The procedure for kinetic analysis is described in full in Owen et 

al. (2011). 

2.8 in vivo quantification of PPTase inhibition  

A 5 ml LB culture was inoculated with P. aeruginosa PA01 from a glycerol stock and 

incubated at 37 °C 200 rev/min for 16 h. The culture was then pelleted at 2700 g for 15 

min. The cell pellet was resuspended in 5 ml of minimal media and the OD600 value was 

spectroscopically determined. The OD600 value of the culture was then adjusted to 0.1. A 
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two-fold serial dilution in triplicate of the compound to be tested was established in 100 

µL of minimal media across the 96 well plate. 100 µl of the culture with the OD600 

adjusted to 0.1 was then dispensed into to each well, giving a final OD600 value of 0.05. 

The plate was incubated inside a PerkinElmer EnSpire® plate reader at 37 °C, 200 

rev/min. The OD600 and fluorescent values (ex. 400 nm/ em. 440 nm) were read every 30 

min. Growth curves were graphed against time using GraphPad Prism®.  

2.9 Directed evolution of BpsA 

The following directed evolution protocols, which were used to try and improve activity 

between TB-AcpS and BpsA, were adapted from Owen (2010).  

2.9.1 Vector preparation  

The slBpsA plasmid was isolated using a Geneaid® miniprep kit according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Approximately 12 ml of overnight culture was used to 

purify 20 µg of vector. For digestion, 16 µg plasmid DNA was heated to 70 °C for 20 min, 

to relieve supercoiling and then digested using 50 U of each restriction enzyme (SpeI and 

NsiI) in a final volume of 400 µL, following the manufacturer’s instructions for buffer 

composition and temperature. After 6 h incubation a further 20 U of each enzyme was 

added and reactions were incubated for an additional 16 h. Digests were then heat 

inactivated at 80 °C for 20 min and purified using a 20 µg capacity Zymo-SpinTM clean up 

column. Digested vector was eluted in 30 µl sterile ddH2O and the concentration of the 

digested vector was determined. A 200 ng sample was run on an agarose gel to ensure 

no degradation had occurred. The rest of the digestion was then aliquoted in 5 µl 

portions and stored at -20 °C until required.    

2.9.2 Assessment of vector quality 

It was important to assess vector quality before use in directed evolution library 

generation experiments as we would be selecting for colonies that produced a blue 

pigment rather than using a selection based screen, this meant it was important to have 

a high insert rate. The bpsA PCP domain was amplified using Phusion™ high fidelity 

polymerase and prepared for ligation as described in Section 2.9.5. A ligation using a 

total of 500 ng DNA was set up as in Section 2.4.5, using the Phusion™ amplified PCP 
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domain in place of the error prone PCR (epPCR) amplified PCP domain. This ligation was 

then used to transform electrocompetent competent BL21 Δ entD cells harbouring a 

pET-28a(+)::pcpS plasmid. The transformation was plated onto LB agar plates containing 

115 mM L-glutamine, kanamycin and spectinomycin. Plates were incubated at 37 °C 

overnight and BpsA was induced as described in Section 2.9.6. Plates were incubated at 

room temperature. Transformation and ligation efficiency were determined by 

comparing numbers of blue colonies vs. white colonies after 8-12 h. Blue colonies 

indicated a successful ligation, while white indicated a self-ligation or uncut vector. A 

successful ligation rate of 70% or higher was deemed sufficient for use in further 

experiments. 

2.9.3 Error prone PCR 

epPCR was carried out on the bpsA PCP domain using the GeneMorph® Mutazyme® II 

kit, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Template was prepared by 

amplification of the PCP domain using Phusion™ polymerase. A high error rate was 

chosen, which was achieved through use of 1 ng purified PCR product as template in a 

50 µl reaction and 35 amplification cycles. Prior to thermocycling, reactions were divided 

into equal amounts (12.5 µl) across 4 tubes to reduce likelihood of clonal mutations in 

the final library. The size and quality of the amplicons was determined by running a 3 µl 

aliquot of total pooled reactions on an agarose gel.  

2.9.4 Insert preparation 

The 50 µl epPCR reactions were purified using 5 µg capacity Zymo-SpinTM columns, and 

eluted in 25 µl sterile ddH2O. The concentration of each purified reaction was 

determined by analysing a 1.2 µl aliquot on a Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer. 

The rest of the eluent was then digested using 30 U of each restriction enzyme (PstI and 

XbaI), for 5 h, in a final volume of 50 µl. Buffer composition and temperature were as 

recommended by the manufacturer. The digest was then heat inactivated by incubation 

at 80 °C for 30 min. 

2.9.5 Ligation and transformation 

The total amount of DNA per ligation was 1- 1.5 µg, with a molar ratio of vector to insert 

of 1:6. Ligations were incubated at 22 °C for 1 h and then subsequently at 16 °C 
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overnight. Following this, an additional 2 units of ligase was added and the reaction was 

incubated for a further 7 h. Ligations were purified using a 5 µg capacity Zymo-SpinTM 

column and eluted in 25 µl of ddH2O. Ligations were used to transform 

electrocompetent BL21 ∆ entD cells harbouring pET28a(+)::TB-acpS. Electrocompetent 

cells were prepared and transformed as described in Sections 2.4.6.3 and 2.4.6.4. 

2.9.6 First Tier screening 

A small aliquot of the library was defrosted on ice and a serial dilution was plated out on 

pigment producing media to empirically determine the optimal plating volume to achieve 

4000 – 8000 colonies per plate. The library was then plated at this density.  After 12-14 h 

of incubation at 37 °C, expression was induced in plates. Induction was achieved by lifting 

the agar out of the plate and spreading 120 µL of 3% IPTG on the bottom of the agar plate 

and then replacing the agar back into the plate which allowed the IPTG diffuse through 

the agar. Plates were then incubated at 20 °C and monitored for the production of 

pigment. Colonies that produced detectable levels of indigoidine were picked and re-

streaked. The re-streaking reduced the chance of contamination for colonies that were 

closely grouped together and provided a more quantitative estimate of the time taken to 

produce detectable levels of pigment as this was found to vary according to cell density 

and position on the plate. Subsequent induction of this plate allowed recovery of 

improved clones without contaminants. Improved clones were then grown overnight in 

LB medium supplemented with 0.4% glucose and appropriate antibiotics. Glycerol stocks 

of improved clones were then prepared in a 96 well plate.    

2.9.7 Second tier screening 

Glycerol stocks of appropriate strains were used to inoculate 200 µl of LB containing 

appropriate antibiotics and then incubated overnight at 37 °C, 200 rev/min in a 96 well 

plate. Twenty µl of each culture were used to inoculate a fresh 96-well microplate, with 

each well containing 130 µl LB amended with 100 mM L-glutamine, 0.6 mM IPTG, and 

appropriate antibiotics. Plates were wrapped in foil and incubated at 18 °C, 200 rev/min 

for 24-48 h. At appropriate time points based on visual inspection, OD590 and OD800 

values were recorded using an PerkinElmer Enspire plate reader. After a reading was 

taken the plate was again incubated at 18 °C, 200 rev/min. 
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2.9.8 Quantification and normalisation of indigoidine levels 

A normalised value for indigoidine absorbance was calculated using the method 

described by Beer et al (2014), as adapted from Myers et al  (2013). The OD values 

recorded represent the indigoidine sensitive wavelength (ODS) of 590 nm; as well as the 

robust wavelength (ODR) of 800 nm, which accounts for the cellular components 

present. ODS
B,+I is the OD at 590 nm which contains absorption from both bacterial cells 

and the indigoidine pigment, while ODS
B,-I accounts for the scattering of just the cellular 

components at ODS (i.e. at 590 nm). ODS
B,-I is calculated as: 

ODS
B,-I = δ.ODR 

where δ is the correction factor and is calculated by measuring the ratio of pure cell 

culture at both ODS (590 nm) and ODR (800 nm). The normalised calculation for 

indigoidine is then calculated as: 

relative indigoidine = ODS
B,+I – δ.ODR 

Background correction was achieved by subtracting the mean of “culture medium 

alone” replicates from every value first.  

2.10 In vitro L-glutamine and ATP assays  

The following methods are summarised from Brown et al (2017). 

2.10.1 Kinetic analysis of holo-BpsA  

To confirm that BpsA had been converted to the active holo form, the rate of indigoidine 

synthesis was measured. A reaction mix containing ddH2O, 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 20 mM 

MgCl2, 6 mM ATP and 1 µM BpsA in a total volume of 90 µL was added to individual 

wells of a 96 well plate in triplicate. The reaction was initiated by the addition of 10 µL of 

1 mM L-glutamine in ddH2O, giving a final reaction volume of 100 µL per well. The 96 

well plate was mixed at 1000 rev/min for 15 s and A590 values were recorded every 10 s 

for 1 h. The reaction rate was calculated by measuring the maximum reaction velocity 

(∆A590 s-1).  
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2.10.2 Kinetic analysis of L-glutamine samples  

To estimate the concentration of glutamine samples without resolubilising the 

indigoidine produced, the maximum absorbance achieved across a range of 

concentrations was measured. A reaction mix containing: ddH2O, 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 

20 mM MgCl2, 6 mM ATP and 2 µM holo-BpsA in a total volume of 90 µL was added to a 

96 well plate in triplicate. The reaction was initiated by the rapid addition of 10 µL of L-

glutamine standards spanning a range of concentrations (0 -1000 µM). The 96 well plate 

was mixed at 1000 rev/min for 15 s and A590 values were measured every 10 s for 1 h. 

The maximum A590 value achieved for each sample within this time was recorded and 

this was used to generate a standard curve.  

2.10.3 Optimisation of DMSO stop method  

The DMSO stop protocol comprises two parts. In the first part holo-BpsA converts two 

molecules of glutamine into indigoidine. A reaction mix containing the following was set 

up: 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 20 mM MgCl2, 6 mM ATP and 3 µM holo-BpsA in ddH2O. 30 µL 

of reaction mix was added in triplicate to a 96 well plate containing 10 µL of L-glutamine 

standards spanning a range of concentrations (0 – 1000 µM) in ddH2O to initiate the 

reaction. The 96 well plate was then incubated (25 °C 200 rev/min for 60 min). Once all 

the L-glutamine had been converted to indigoidine it was re-solubilised by the addition 

of 200 µL anhydrous DMSO (final concentration 83% (v/v)). The 96 well plate was then 

shaken at 2000 rev/min for 20 min and the A590 value for each well was recorded. 

Triplicate reactions were averaged and used to generate a standard curve. For each of 

the different optimisation steps individual parameters were varied including; incubation 

time, DMSO concentration and BpsA concentration to ensure complete conversion of L-

glutamine to indigoidine and complete re-solubilisation of indigoidine.       

2.10.4 Measurement of glutamine in a range of relevant conditions  

For measurement of L-glutamine in LB, Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) or 

Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology (MCDB) medium, no additional sample 

processing was needed. For human blood (collected using a purple vacutainer blood 

collection tube which contains potassium salt of EDTA as an anticoagulant) and human 
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urine the samples were first centrifuged (13,000 g, 2 min, 25 °C) to remove cells. The 

blood sample also required additional processing. The plasma was passed through a 

3000 Dalton cut off column via centrifugation (2,700 g, 30 min, 25 °C) to deproteinate 

the sample. L-glutamine standards (0 -1000 µM) were prepared in ddH2O. 30 µL of 

reaction mix (as described in Section 2.10.3) was added to 10 µL of sample to initiate the 

reaction. The 96 well plate was then incubated (25 °C, 200 rev/min, 60 min). The 

indigoidine was then re-solubilised by the addition of 200 µL of DMSO. The 96 well plate 

was mixed (2000 rev/min, 20 min) and the A590 value was recorded. Each reaction was 

repeated in triplicate and the A590 values averaged to generate the final value. A 

standard curve was generated from the standards and this was used to extrapolate the 

calculated glutamine concentrations for the different samples.  

2.10.5 Long term stability  

The long-term stability tests at different temperatures were performed on apo-BpsA 

which was converted to holo-BpsA immediately prior to testing. Three samples were 

stored for 24 weeks in storage buffer (40% (v/v) glycerol, 50 mM sodium phosphate 

buffer pH 7.8) at -20 °C, 4 °C or 25 °C. A reaction mix containing the following reagents 

was generated to convert the apo-BpsA to holo-BpsA: 2 µM apo-BpsA, 12.5 µM 

Coenzyme A, 0.1 µM Sfp, 5mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8 and ddH2O. A total volume 

of 25 µL per reaction was incubated at 30 °C 200 rev/min for 30 min. 25 µL of this 

reaction mix was dispensed into a 96 well plate containing 50 µL of 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8 

and 5 mM MgCl2 in ddH2O. Indigoidine synthesis was initiated by the addition of 25 µL of 

5 mM ATP and 2 mM L-glutamine in ddH2O (concentrations are per final 100 µL reaction 

volume). The 96 well plate was then shaken at 1000 rev/min for 10 s and the A590 values 

were recorded every 10 s for 1 h. The initial velocity of the reaction was calculated by 

finding the maximum slope value (as previously described in (Owen et al., 2011).    

The 11 month stability test was performed using the same preparation of holo-BpsA. A 

master mix containing the following was dispensed into a 96 well plate 2 µM holo-BpsA, 

50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 20 mM MgCl2 and 5 mM ATP and ddH2O with a final volume of 90 

µL. The reaction was initiated by the addition of 10 µL of 1000 µM L-glutamine in ddH2O. 

The 96 well plate was then shaken at 1000 rev/min for 10 s and the A590 values were 
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recorded every 10 s for 1 h. The velocity of the reaction was calculated by finding the 

maximum slope value as above. The holo-BpsA was stored for 11 months at -20 °C in 

storage buffer. The sample was then tested in the same manner and the maximum 

velocity was calculated.  

2.10.6 Assay for the quantification of ATP 

For measurement of ATP in ddH2O, LB or RPMI. ATP standards (0 -1000 µM) were 

prepared in ddH2O, LB or Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) media depending on 

the sample being tested. 30 µL of reaction mix (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 20 mM MgCl2, 6 

mM L-glutamine and 3 µM holo-BpsA in ddH2O) was added to 10 µL of sample to initiate 

the reaction. The 96 well plate was then incubated (25 °C, 200 rev/min, 60 min). The 

indigoidine was then re-solubilised by the addition of 200 µL of DMSO. The 96 well plate 

was mixed (2000 rev/min, 20 min) and the A590 value was recorded. Each reaction was 

repeated in triplicate and the A590 values averaged to generate the final value. A 

standard curve was generated from the standards and this was used to extrapolate the 

calculated ATP concentrations for the different samples.  

2.11 Assays for the detection of adenylation 

2.11.1 PPi release assay 

The methods used in this assay were optimised by Owen et al 2010.  

PPgreen reagent A: 4.2 % w/v sodium molybdate in 4 M sulfuric acid 

PPgreen reagent B: 0.135 % w/v brilliant green dye in sterile ddH2O 

Triplicate reactions for each substrate were established in a 96 well plate and in a final 

volume of 100 µL contained: 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.7), 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM ATP, 5-20 µg 

enzyme, 0.03 U IP and 1.25 mM amino acid substrate. Plates were then incubated for 30 

min at 30 °C, after which reactions were terminated by addition of 20 µL PPgreen reagent 

A per well. Plates were then mixed at 500 rev/min, and 20 µL PPgreen reagent green 

added to each well. Plates were again mixed at 500 rev/min and A650 measured 

immediately using a microplate reader.  
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2.11.2 Quantification of adenylation by monitoring the consumption of ATP 

For this assay apo-BpsA and the EntF A domain were expressed and then purified in a 50 

mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8 buffer supplemented with 50 % glycerol (v/v) to stop the sodium 

phosphate buffer interfering with the reaction. Triplicate reactions for each substrate 

were established in a microfuge tube containing the following master mix (MM1); 50 

mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM amino acid, 1 mM ATP, 0.03 U IP and 40 µg of 

enzyme in a final volume of 100 µL. The reactions were incubated at 30 °C, 200 rev/min 

for 30 min. 30 µL of MM1 was dispensed into each well of a 96 well plate. A second 

master mix (MM2) consisting of 50 mM Tris-CL pH 8.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 4 mM L-gln and 2 

µM holo-BpsA in a final volume of 20 µL was then dispensed in each well to bring about 

the synthesis of indigoidine. The 96 well plate was then incubated at 200 rev/min for 30 

min. 200 µL of DMSO was then dispensed into each well to solubilise the indigoidine and 

the plate was shaken at 2000 rev/min for 10 min. The A590 values were then recorded 

using a PerkinElmer Plate reader. 

2.12 Synthesis and quantification of glutamine analogues 

2.12.1 Synthesis of indigoidine analogues 

A master mix containing 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM ATP, 10 mM 

glutamine analogue and 5 µM holo-BpsA in a total volume of 400 µL was incubated at 25 

°C 200 rev/min for 16 hours. The master mix was then spun at 13,000 g for 15 min and 

transferred to an Eppendorf centrifugal vacuum concentrator® in which the sample was 

spun at 45 °C until the liquid had been evaporated. The indigoidine was then either 

resuspended in 100 µL DMSO or ddH2O and spun at 13,000 g for 15 min to remove 

insoluble protein and other contaminants and then the supernatant was transferred to a 

fresh microcentrifuge tube.  

2.12.2 HPLC  

All solvents were HPLC grade. HPLC data was collected on an Agilent 1200 series HPLC. A 

gradient elution was used from 10-90% aqueous acetonitrile over 13 min using a  8/4 

Nucleodur C18  HTec, 5 µM HPLC column with a flow rate of 1 ml/min at 40 °C. 20 µL of 

sample  was injected and detection took place at 590 nm.   
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Chapter 3 - Development of a high 
throughput screen to detect inhibitors 
of PptT from M. tuberculosis and PcpS 
from P. aeruginosa 

3.0 Published papers 

Jung, J., Bashiri, G., Johnston, J. M., Brown, A. S., Ackerley, D. F., & Baker, E. N. (2014). 

Crystal structure of the essential Mycobacterium tuberculosis phosphopantetheinyl 

transferase PptT, solved as a fusion protein with maltose binding protein. Journal of 

Structural Biology, 188(3), 274-278. doi:10.1016/j.jsb.2014.10.004 

3.1 Chapter summary   

This chapter details the efforts to develop a high throughput screen to identify inhibitors 

of PptT, an essential PPTase in M. tuberculosis. The screen relies on a PPTase to attach a 

phosphopantetheinyl (P-pant) moiety derived from Co-enzyme A (CoA) to the non-

ribosomal peptide synthetase BpsA, thereby converting it to the active holo form. Holo-

BpsA can then synthesise indigoidine, an easily detectable blue pigment, from two 

molecules of L-glutamine in an ATP powered reaction. The rate of indigoidine synthesis 

is directly proportional to the rate of PPTase-mediated conversion from apo-BpsA to 

holo-BpsA.  

PptT is unstable and almost completely insoluble when expressed in E. coli. An optimised 

expression and purification scheme was developed to enable high yields. The PptT 

inhibitor assay parameters were then optimised to increase the sensitivity and reduce 

the time and reagents necessary for screening. Once this had been completed, a 

protocol for high throughput inhibitor screening was developed.  

Three commercially available drug libraries were screened; The LOPAC1280®, the NIH 

Diversity Set II and the Spectrum Collection®. Additionally, several smaller in-house 

libraries were also screened. Potential inhibitors were validated and then counter 

screened against holo-BpsA to ensure they were inhibiting PptT and not BpsA or a 
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component of the reaction other than PptT. The top hits were then assayed to identify 

their IC50 values (the half maximal effective concentration; in this case defined as the 

concentration of inhibitor that resulted in the maximum rate of indigoidine synthesis in 

the reaction diminishing by 50% versus the no-inhibitor control).  

The LOPAC1280, NIH Diversity Set II and Spectrum Collection® libraries were also screened 

to find inhibitors of PcpS, an essential PPTase from P. aeruginosa.  The top hits identified 

from these three libraries were then assayed to measure their IC50 values. From the 

LOPAC1280 library, SCH-202676 was identified as an inhibitor in the nanomolar range 

against PcpS. This compound was then tested in vivo to determine if it had anti-microbial 

activity against P. aeruginosa. While SCH-202676 did not have any discernible anti-

microbial activity, it did reduce the production of the NRPS-derived siderophore 

pyoverdine, indicating that it was having an effect on reducing the level of PcpS activity 

in vivo.  

3.2 Introduction  

Despite significant investment and efforts by large non-government organisations such 

as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and World Health Organisation (WHO), 

tuberculosis (TB) remains one of the most pressing health issues in developing countries. 

This threat to health has been compounded by the emergence of TB strains that are 

multi-drug resistant (MDR) and extremely drug resistant (XDR) (World Health 

Organisation, 2016). In 2015, 1.4 million deaths due to TB were reported, and it 

continues to be one to the top ten causes of death worldwide (World Health 

Organisation, 2016). 

One of the most difficult aspects of successfully treating TB is the long antibiotic regimes 

that are needed in order to completely remove the TB infection. Antibiotics need to be 

administered for several months and this extended treatment time can result in low 

levels of compliance, which is fuelling the emergence of MDR and XDR strains of TB. 

There is a pressing need to identify novel compounds which can target the slow growing 

or non-replicating M. tuberculosis bacilli. These compounds have the potential to 

significantly shorten the current treatment times and will hopefully be effective against 

XDR and MDR strains of TB (Uplekar et al., 2015).  
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A potential novel drug target is the PPTase super family. Like many bacteria, M. 

tuberculosis contains two PPTases; a Type I PPTase called AcpS whose structure, 

function and potential as a drug target is discussed in-depth in Section 4.2. The second 

PPTase is a Type II PPTase called PptT which is responsible for the post translational 

modification of a diverse range of enzymes involved in both primary and secondary 

biosynthesis (Chalut et al., 2006; Leblanc et al., 2012).    

3.2.1 Function and the essential nature of PptT  

One of the hallmarks of M. tuberculosis is the diversity and complexity of the 

bacterium’s cell wall, which includes a range of uncommon fatty acids, glycolipids and 

polyketide natural products. The constituents of the cell wall help M. tuberculosis evade 

and counteract the host’s immune system (Cole et al., 1998; Neyrolles and Guilhot, 

2011) . In order to synthesise this diverse group of membrane components, M. 

tuberculosis contains at least 18 PKSs and two FAS systems (Chalut et al., 2006; Neyrolles 

and Guilhot, 2011). PptT post-translationally modifies the PKSs involved in fatty acid 

synthesis and secondary metabolite production, and it has recently been shown to 

modify AcpM, the carrier protein from the FAS II system (Zimhony et al., 2015). This is 

unusual, as in most characterised bacteria it is the Type I PPTase AcpS that activates this 

protein, and indeed, E. coli AcpS is capable of attaching a Ppant motif to the M. 

tuberculosis AcpM (part of the FAS-II system) (Zimhony et al., 2015). M. tuberculosis also 

contains several NRPSs and PKSs involved in the production of mycobactin, an iron 

chelating siderophore (Sritharan, 2016), all of which are activated by PptT. Targeting iron 

acquisition in M. tuberculosis is increasingly being explored as a promising antibiotic 

therapy (Lamb, 2015).        

PptT (Rv2794c) was originally identified as being essential in a pioneering genome wide 

transposon mutant library screening undertaken by Sassetti et al. (2003). Confirmation 

of PptT being essential for mycobacterial growth in vitro was provided by Chalut et al. 

(2006) who confirmed the essential nature of the PptT homolog in M. smegmatis and M. 

bovis, two related Mycobacterium species. A pptT knockout mutant was generated that 

was only viable when the M. smegmatis strain was complemented with the pptT gene 

on a thermosensitive plasmid. When the ∆ pptT M. smegmatis strain was grown at a 
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non-permissive temperature for the plasmid the strain was non-viable, indicating that in 

M. smegmatis PptT is essential. A similar experiment was also repeated in M. bovis BCG, 

a strain of bacteria much more closely related to M. tuberculosis. The pptT homolog was 

knocked out and a plasmid harbouring pptT under the control of the TetR-controlled 

gene system was used to complement the mutant M. bovis strain. The strain was viable 

when tetracycline was present in the growth media but was unable to replicate when 

tetracycline wasn’t present, showing that PptT was also essential in the M. bovis strain 

(Chalut et al., 2006).  These two experiments provide strong evidence that PptT is also 

essential in M. tuberculosis. 

Further work by Leblanc et al (2012) characterised the essential nature of PptT in vivo. A 

M. tuberculosis ∆ pptT mutant complemented by a copy of pptT on a plasmid under the 

control of a tetracycline inducible promoter was created in the same manner as the 

previously described M. bovis ∆pptT mutant. Leblanc et al then showed that the mutant 

was only viable in murine macrophages and mice in the presence of tetracycline or a 

tetracycline analogue, indicating that PptT is essential for in vivo growth. Some effort 

was also made to characterise the level of inhibition of PptT required to have a 

bactericidal effect. A western blot of the PptT knockout mutant in M. bovis across a 

range of tetracycline concentrations showed that at least 95% inhibition was necessary 

for the complete inhibition of growth (Leblanc et al., 2012). However, Leblanc et al did 

not report a percent inhibition value for the PptT deficient M. tuberculosis mutant.  

3.2.2 Structure of PptT  

Two papers have been published reporting the crystal structure of PptT (Jung et al., 

2014; Vickery et al., 2014), one led by our University of Auckland collaborator Professor 

Ted Baker, with our assistance. Due to the poor solubility and stability of PptT, both 

structures were solved as fusion proteins with maltose binding protein. PptT is 227 

amino acids in length and almost completely insoluble as a 6His tagged protein. In order 

to improve solubility, it was fused to MBP which enabled the crystal structure to be 

solved at a resolution of 1.75 Å. PptT is comprised of two α/β domains having a pseudo 

2-fold symmetry as shown in Fig. 3.1A.  PptT is structurally similar to other type II 

PPTases that have been crystallised (Sfp from B. subtilis and Hs-Ppt from H. sapiens) 
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(Reuter et al., 1999). Despite sharing the same fold there are important differences. The 

binding pocket for CoA in PptT is different to both Sfp and Hs-Ppt. The CoA molecule 

displays a U shape confirmation (Fig. 3.1B) and the phosphopantetheine arm extends 

into a deep hydrophobic pocket. Comparatively, the phosphopantetheine arm in both 

Sfp and Hs-Ppt is much more exposed (Jung et al., 2014).  

 

Figure 3.1 Crystal structure of PptT: (A) A cartoon ribbon diagram of PptT with CoA bound illustrating the structure. 
(B) The U-shaped confirmation of CoA within the PptT binding pocket is displayed. This figure is adapted with 
permission from our co-authored manuscript (Jung et al., 2014). 

The structural differences within the PptT binding pocket and orientation of CoA are 

important as previously published screens for Sfp and AcpS inhibitors have relied on CoA 

analogues for the detection of inhibition (Duckworth and Aldrich, 2010; Foley et al., 

2014; Yasgar et al., 2010). Work by Leblanc et al showed that PptT was unable to attach 

fluorescent CoA analogues (CoA488 and CoA547) to carrier proteins (Leblanc et al., 

2012). This result however is contradicted by Vickery et al (2014), which reports use of a 

CoA fluorescence based assay to show that Sfp inhibitors also had an inhibitory effect on 

PptT. Interestingly, although they could detect inhibition using rhodamine CoA, Vickery 

et al could not calculate a Kd with rhodamine CoA and PptT, providing further evidence 

that PptT is highly selective for specific forms of CoA. They hypothesised that the 

rhodamine CoA was not adopting the U-shaped binding conformation and instead the 

pantetheine arm is extending out of the binding pocket (Vickery et al., 2014). 

Importantly, the BpsA assay that is described in this chapter uses the native CoA, which 

ensures that substrate specificity will not be an issue.  
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Importantly, there are also low levels of residue conservation in the active site of PptT 

when compared to Hs-Ppt along with several differences in the structure (Jung et al., 

2014). These differences provide hope that it might be possible to identify selective PptT 

inhibitors that do not have an inhibitory effect on Hs-Ppt, as such an effect would 

potentially be a source of significant toxicity to human cells.    

3.2.3 Published screens for the detection of PptT  

Several High Throughput Screens (HTS) for Sfp inhibitors have been developed (as 

discussed in-depth in Section 1.7). A HTS screen for PptT inhibitors has yet to be 

published, which could in part be due to the difficulty in using PptT in assays (due to its 

poor solubility and stability), or that it doesn’t accept the CoA analogues that previous 

Sfp screens have relied upon. However, two proof of principle assays to detect the 

inhibition of PptT have been published in papers that have either focused on the 

structure of PptT or on characterising the enzyme in vivo. 

The first published screen was developed by Leblanc et al in 2012. A Scintillation 

Proximity Assay (SPA) using radiolabelled CoA was developed, expanding on their 

previous research showing that CoA-fluorescent dye conjugates were not accepted by 

PptT. The radiolabelled assay works by using microspheres (SPA beads) that have a 

biotinylated ACP domain bound to the beads. Similar to a FRET assay, the beads emit 

light when a radiolabelled molecule is bound or close by (Leblanc et al., 2012). When 

PptT attaches the radiolabelled CoA to the ACP domain and converts it to holo-ACP, the 

increase in light can be detected. In a control experiment increasing the amount of PptT 

present in the assay, it was seen that the level of light emitted increased. Leblanc stated 

that the assay was effective for identifying inhibitors of PptT but did not provide any 

data, nor did they show that it could be used to detect the inhibition of PptT by any 

compounds showing broad inhibition of PPTases (Leblanc et al., 2012).  

A second assay to detect inhibitors of PptT was published by Vickery et al as part of their 

paper on the structure of PptT in 2014. They used a fluorescence polarization assay 

based on rhodamine-CoA, a fluorescent CoA analogue, and two different carrier protein 

substrates, VibB from V. cholerae and MAS, a polyketide synthetase from M. 

tuberculosis, a native substrate of PptT. A panel of known Sfp inhibitors were screened, 
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which had a variety of different IC50 values. The inhibitor SCH-202676 gave the highest 

level of inhibition, with a reported IC50 of 0.5 µM against MAS and 0.8 µM against VibB. 

However, large errors were reported when measuring the IC50 values of SCH-202676 

(Vickery et al., 2014). Interestingly, several of the inhibitors had different IC50 values for 

both MAS and VibB. This could be due to several of the compounds inhibiting the carrier 

protein as well as the PPTase. For example, 6-NOBP which had an IC50 of 24 ± 2 µM with 

MAS and 17 ± 2 µM with VibB has been shown to also inhibit BpsA, albeit at a lower 

level compared to the PPTase (Owen et al., 2011).  

3.2.4 Inhibition of PcpS from P. aeruginosa 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic pathogen mainly found in hospitals and 

areas where there are high numbers of people with compromised immune systems, for 

example among burn victims or HIV patients. P. aeruginosa is extremely difficult to treat, 

in part because it has several multi-drug efflux pumps that allow it to pump out a wide 

range of antibiotics. It also readily forms biofilms in infected areas. Worryingly, P. 

aeruginosa is also becoming increasingly resistant to antibiotics such as the carbapenem 

family that are currently used in front-line treatment. Multi-drug resistant and even pan-

resistant drug strains (resistant to all treatments) are emerging. These strains are 

currently impossible to treat and have an extremely high mortality rate (Kerr and 

Snelling, 2009). Consequently, there is a pressing need to identify new drug targets in P. 

aeruginosa. The WHO published a priority pathogen list for the R&D of new antibiotics in 

2017 and carbapenem-resistant P. aeruginosa is listed as the second most critical 

priority.  

In contrast to most other bacterial species, P. aeruginosa possesses only one PPTase. 

PcpS is a Type II PPTase with broad substrate specificity that post-translationally 

modifies enzymes involved in both primary and secondary biosynthesis. PcpS has been 

examined in less detail than PptT as a drug target. A paper published by Barekzi et al 

(2004) has shown that PcpS is essential. To demonstrate this, Barekzi et al developed a 

strain of P. aeruginosa that has the E. coli PPTase acpS chromosomally integrated. Only 

in the strain with the chromosomally integrated acpS was it possible to create a ∆pcpS 

mutant. This confirmed that PcpS is necessary for primary metabolism as the 
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recombinant mutant could not function without a Type I PPTase to enable activation of 

FAS enzymes in the absence of PcpS (Barekzi et al., 2004). 

3.2.5 Detection of PPTase inhibition using BpsA 

In a 2011 paper from our lab, Owen et al showed that it was possible to use the 

indigoidine synthesising non-ribosomal peptide synthetase BpsA to derive the kinetic 

parameters of PPTases by monitoring the rate of indigoidine synthesis (Owen et al., 

2011). To achieve this, BpsA is purified in the inactive apo form, after which it needs to 

be post-translationally modified by a PPTase in order to be functional (Fig. 3.2). The rate 

of indigoidine synthesis acts as a surrogate for the level of PPTase activity as it is a 

measure of the conversion of apo-BpsA to holo-BpsA. Importantly, holo-BpsA can be 

used to counter screen potential hits to ensure they are inhibiting PptT rather than 

another component of the reaction.  

Owen et al (2011) completed a proof of principal experiment by evaluating PPTases for 

inhibition with 6-NOBP, a known Sfp inhibitor. PcpS from P. aeruginosa, Sfp from B. 

subtilis and PP1183 from P. putida were all tested, and all three PPTases were inhibited 

by 6-NOBP.  The level of inhibition was reduced when the concentration of CoA was 

increased from 2.5 µM to 10 µM. Based on the success of these pilot studies it was 

reasoned that it should be possible to develop a HTS for inhibitors of PptT using BpsA.  
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Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram illustrating BpsA being used to detect inhibition: When apo-BpsA is post-
translationally modified by a PPTase and converted to holo-BpsA it is able to synthesise the blue pigment indigoidine. 
If a PPTase and an inhibitor are added together the rate of indigoidine synthesis is lower as the amount of BpsA 
converted to the holo form is reduced. This means that the level of indigoidine synthesised is a direct reporter for 
PPTase inhibition.  

3.2.6 Screening for PcpS inhibitors using BpsA 

As part of my Honours thesis I optimised a HTS protocol for the detection of inhibitors of 

PcpS from P. aeruginosa and completed a proof of principle screen of a commercially 

available drug library. Owen et al showed that PcpS could convert BpsA into the active 

holo form more efficiently than Sfp (i.e., with a higher kcat/Km), indicating that it would 

be a good candidate for HTS using BpsA. The screening protocol developed was similar 

to PptT which is discussed in detail in Section 3.6, but had the following modifications; 

the screening master-mix contained 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.8, 10 mM MgCl2 2.5 mM ATP, 4 

mM L-glutamine and 0.8 µM BpsA (all values are displayed as final concentrations). To 

initiate the reaction PcpS was added to each well at a concentration of 0.18 µM in 20 µL 

of ddH2O. Since PcpS is more efficient at modifying BpsA, less enzyme was needed for 

each assay.  
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3.2.7 LOPAC1280 screen for inhibitors of PcpS 

The LOPAC1280 (Library of Pharmacologically Active Compounds) is a commercially 

available drug library produced by Sigma Aldrich. The library contains 1,280 bioactive 

small molecules arrayed across sixteen 96 well plates. The compounds are a mix of 

inhibitors, receptor ligands, pharma-developed tools and improved drugs, with over 50% 

of the compounds known to exert an effect on neurotransmission. The compounds are 

dissolved in DMSO and provided at a working concentration of 1 mM.   

In my Honours research, this library proved to be a rich source of novel PcpS inhibitors, 

with a wide range of compounds found to have inhibitory activity. In total, 14 

compounds were found to have a range of inhibitory activities against PcpS after 

counter-screening against holo-BpsA had been completed. The top seven inhibitors are 

displayed below, all except lansoprazole displayed complete inhibition of indigoidine 

synthesis at a concentration of 20 µM. Interestingly, they all appeared to be broad 

spectrum inhibitors of PPTases with all of them also being able to inhibit Sfp to varying 

degrees.  
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Name Structure 
Level of 

inhibition 
Bioactivity1 

Bay 11-7085 

 

Complete at 20 

µM 

Active against 

Sfp and PptT 

Lansoprazole 

 

75 % at 20 µM 
Active against 

Sfp and PptT 

PD 404,182  

 

Complete at 20 

µM 

Active against 

Sfp and PptT 

SCH-202676 

hydrobromide 

 

Complete at 20 

µM 

Active against 

Sfp and PptT 

Sanguinarine 

chloride 

 

Complete at 20 

µM 

Active against 

Sfp and PptT 

Ebselen 

 

Complete at 20 

µM 

Active against 

Sfp and PptT 

6-NOBP 

 

Complete at 20 

µM 

Active against 

Sfp and PptT 

Table 3.1 Top inhibitors identified from the LOPAC1280 screen: Structures are taken from the PubChem compound 
page and bioassay data is taken from the PubChem. 1Bioassay database available at: 
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioassay/1490 for Sfp.  

This pilot study showed that it was possible to identify PPTase inhibitors using the BpsA 

assay in a HTS and with further optimisation it should be possible to adapt the screen for 

different PPTases. The screening of additional libraries for PcpS inhibitors and 

characterisation of the inhibitors listed here are discussed in Section 3.10.  

 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioassay/1490
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3.3 Research aims  

 Develop an optimised protocol for the expression and purification of PptT 

 Develop and optimise a screen to detect the inhibition of PptT 

 Screen the LOPAC1280 and NIH Diversity Set II and Spectrum Collection to identify 

inhibitors of PptT and PcpS  

 Determine the IC50 values of the top inhibitors. 

 Evaluate the in vivo efficacy of the top inhibitors 

3.4 Cloning, expression and purification of PptT  

The pptT gene was cloned into the pET28a(+)expression vector via PCR amplification 

from genomic DNA from the M. tuberculosis strain H37Ra. The routine cloning is fully 

described in Section 2.6. The construct was sequenced verified to confirm that no point 

mutations had been introduced and that the 6His purification tag was intact. The 

construct was then transformed into E. coli strain BL21 (DE3), which is optimised for 

protein expression and purification using the method described in Section 2.4.6.4.  

SDS-PAGE analysis of the initial protein expression and purification indicated that PptT 

was almost completely insoluble and performed poorly throughout the various 

purification steps. The poor solubility and purification has been encountered by other 

groups working with PptT (Jung et al., 2014; Rottier et al., 2013; Vickery et al., 2014).  

To try and improve the purification protocol by introducing increased levels of glycerol 

to the purification buffers (as described in Section 2.5) was not effective. A range of 

techniques that have been found to improve protein over-expression and solubility by 

Oganesyan et al., (2007) including; betaine and sorbitol, varying expression 

temperatures and heat shocking the culture at 42 °C also did not substantially improve 

yields or solubility (Oganesyan et al., 2007). One L of culture expressing PptT typically 

resulted in yields of approximately 0.8 – 1.6 mg of purified PptT under all conditions 

tested. The purified PptT was also unstable and rapidly aggregated when it was thawed 

from – 80 °C, making it difficult to use in kinetic assays.  

The low in vitro solubility of PptT did not correspond to the in vivo performance in E. 

coli. When PptT was co-expressed with BpsA in E. coli PptT was capable of rapidly 
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converting BpsA to the active holo form as evidenced by the clear detection of 

indigoidine production on plates (Fig. 3.4A). The reason for this inconsistency was 

clarified when Rottier et al  (2013) showed that PptT is dependent on both CoA and 

MgCl2 for stability. The addition of CoA at a concentration of 50 µM and MgCl2 at a 

concentration of 10 mM to the lysis and purification steps, Rottier et al were able to 

significantly improve the solubility and reduce the formation of aggregation bodies 

when PptT was purified (Rottier et al., 2013). 

A modified purification protocol based on the method described in Section 2.5.5.2 was 

developed. CoA and MgCl2 at concentrations of 50 µM and 10 mM respectively were 

added to the bind buffer, in which cell pellets were resuspended in prior to lysis. This 

improved purification protocol resulted in significantly higher yields, typically 3.0-3.5 

mg/ml of PptT from a 400 ml culture volume. An SDS-PAGE gel from the optimised 

purification process is shown in Fig. 3.3. In addition to the higher yields, the stability and 

activity of the PptT was improved over the standard PPTase purification method. 

An alternative purification method published in 2015 by Zimhony et al also improved the 

solubility of PptT. The authors stated that they saw improved solubility and purification 

yields by supplementing the purification buffers with 0.25 M L-arginine (Zimhony et al., 

2015), a well-known additive that can improve protein stability and reduce aggregation 

(Arakawa et al., 2007). However, no experimental evidence was provided and their 

published method did not result in improved yields when attempted in our laboratory, 

so L-arginine supplementation was not used in our ongoing purification protocols.  
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Figure 3.3 A 12% SDS-PAGE gel illustrating the improved solubility of PptT using optimised purification protocol: The 
25 kDa band in the marker (column L) is indicated by the red arrow. PptT is approximately 24.7 kDa.  PptT is strongly 
induced in E. coli cells as illustrated by the strong band in column 3 which was sampled 24 hours post induction. The 
majority of PptT in the E. coli cells is soluble (column 3). The labels above the gel correspond to the following: L) 
Molecular weight ladder 1) Pre-induction sample 2) Twenty four hour post-induction sample 3) Soluble fraction 
following lysis 4) Insoluble fraction following lysis 5) Elution collected after sample applied to the column 6) Elution 
collected after bind buffer was applied to the column 7) Elution collected after wash buffer was applied to the column 
8) Elution collected after elution buffer was applied to the column.  9) Sample after desalting. Twelve µL of sample, 
resuspended in 3X SDS loading buffer was added to each lane.   

3.5 Analysis of PptT activity with BpsA in vivo and in vitro 

In order for BpsA to be capable of detecting inhibitors of PptT it was first necessary to 

ascertain whether BpsA is an effective substrate for PptT. Previous work by Owen et al 

had shown that BpsA is a substrate for a wide range of PPTases (Owen et al., 2012) and 

since PptT post-translationally modifies both NRPSs and PKSs in M. tuberculosis I 

reasoned that it was likely to possess a relatively high level of substrate promiscuity. To 

test whether BpsA was a substrate of PptT it was first tested in vivo. BpsA and PptT were 

both expressed using complementary plasmids in a strain of E. coli in which the 

endogenous non-essential type II PPTase entD had been knocked out. The ∆ entD strain 

is incapable of converting BpsA to the active holo form as the other endogenous (Type I) 

E. coli PPTase AcpS does not recognise BpsA efficiently enough to allow the detection of 

pigment in vivo.  When PptT was co-expressed with BpsA the colonies rapidly turned 

blue indicating that BpsA was a substrate for PptT (Fig 3.4A). To quantify the level of 

activity between PptT and BpsA, indigoidine synthesis was then assayed in vitro.  
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PptT was benchmarked against Sfp, often considered the “gold standard” of the PPTase 

field (Beld et al., 2014), to determine if it exhibited similar levels of catalytic activity and 

therefore was a good candidate for high throughput screening to identify inhibitors. It 

was important to confirm that PptT was able to activate BpsA to a detectable level and 

within a short enough time frame to make screening for PptT inhibitors viable. It was 

reasoned that ideally a measurable level of detection would occur within 15 min. This 

would allow the screening of up to four compound library plates per hour.   

Sfp was expressed and purified as described in Section 2.5.5.2. Sfp is soluble enough to 

not need MgCl2 and CoA supplementation in the binding buffers. A kinetic assay was 

established as described in methods Section 2.7.1 to determine conversion rate of BpsA 

into the holo form by PptT. Both PptT and Sfp were assayed at concentrations of 0.2 µM 

and at pH of 8.0. PptT is substantially slower than Sfp at post-translationally modifying 

BpsA (Fig. 3.4B). Despite PptT being catalytically slower than Sfp, I considered that the 

rate of conversion of BpsA was rapid enough to facilitate the HTS of PptT to detect 

inhibitors, particularly if the reaction parameters could be further optimised. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Activity of PptT with BpsA both in vivo and in vitro: (A) PptT can convert BpsA to the active holo form in 
vivo. BpsA and PptT were co-expressed on plasmids with IPTG inducible expression in an E. coli Δ entD strain incapable 
of post-translationally modifying BpsA unless a PPTase is co-expressed. The bacterium was plated on pigment 
producing plates and expression of BpsA and PptT was induced using IPTG, the photo was taken 8 hours after 
induction and shows indigoidine production. (B) While BpsA can be converted into the holo form by PptT (blue and 
red lines) in vitro it is slower than Sfp (green line). Data is the average of three replicates with error bars representing 
± SEM.  
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3.6 Development and optimisation of an assay to detect PptT 

inhibition   

In order to develop an assay to precisely quantify the level of inhibition of PptT based on 

the conversion of apo-BpsA to holo-BpsA, several factors needed to be taken into 

consideration. First, it was desirable that the reaction be optimised to improve the signal 

intensity and reduce the amount of enzyme needed and time taken. Once the reaction 

had been optimised it was then essential to confirm that different levels of PptT 

inhibition could be detected under high throughput screening conditions. Finally, a work 

flow needed to be developed which would allow the detection, validation and counter 

screening of PptT inhibitors from commercial drug libraries.   

3.6.1 Optimisation of reaction parameters 

The goal of the assay optimisation was threefold. First, to reduce the amount of enzyme 

needed in the screen as the expression and purification of PptT and BpsA was a major 

bottleneck in the assay. Second, I sought to reduce the time taken for the assay to 

detect PptT inhibition and thereby increase the overall speed of the reaction. Finally, the 

reaction had to be sensitive enough to allow the quantification of PptT inhibition by 

compounds having a range of inhibition profiles.   

3.6.1.1 Optimisation of pH 

It was necessary to take into account the effect of pH on three different reaction 

parameters; the optimal pH for PptT activity, the optimal pH for BpsA activity and the 

optimal pH for indigoidine stability. Leblanc et al tested the activity of PptT at pH 7.0 and 

8.0 and found it had more activity at pH 8.0 (Leblanc et al., 2012). The optimal pH for 

holo-BpsA is between 8.5 and 8.9 in a Tris-HCl buffer (Owen et al., 2011). However, the 

stability of indigoidine is also affected by pH as shown in (Owen, 2010), with indigoidine 

being the most stable in a pH range of 6.6 – 7.0 compared to the more alkaline buffer 

conditions preferred by the enzymes. The optimal pH of indigoidine was deemed to be 

less important than the enzymes as I anticipated that we would be measuring the 

reaction rate rather than the maximal A590 value. Therefore, a pH range from 7.8 to 8.4 

was assayed to determine the optimal pH. Eighty µL of a reaction master mix with a final 
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concentration of 50mM Tris-HCl (at a range of pH), 10 mM MgCl2, 6 mM L-gln, 6 mM 

ATP, 5 µM CoA and 2µM of BpsA) was added to each well. The reaction was initiated by 

the addition of 0.4 µM PptT in 20 µL of ddH2O. The 96 well plate was shaken at 1000 

rev/min for 10 s to ensure all reaction components were mixed and A590 values were 

recorded every 10 s for 800 s.  

The average values of three repeats are plotted in Fig. 3.5A. Modifying the pH was found 

to not have a major effect on either the rate of indigoidine synthesis or the maximal A590 

values. It is possible that as the catalytic efficacy of PptT decreased at higher pH, slowing 

down the conversion of BpsA to the holo form, the rate of indigoidine synthesis from 

holo-BpsA was increasing to counteract this. From this data, a pH of 8.0 was chosen to 

run the assays, reasoning that the achieving the optimal pH for PptT was likely to be 

most important.  

3.6.1.2 Optimisation of enzyme concentration 

The optimal concentration of PptT was determined by assaying three different 

concentrations of PptT (0.2 µM to 0.8 µM). The previous assay comparing the activity of 

PptT to Sfp (Fig. 3.4B) had shown that 0.2 µM resulted in a reduced reaction speed that 

would make HTS difficult. Conversely if the concentration was increased significantly (to 

1 µM or above) it would be time consuming to purify the amount of PptT required for 

high-throughput assays. Additionally, it was considered that increasing the 

concentration of PptT would reduce the sensitivity of the assay as a higher 

concentration of inhibitor would also be needed. To determine the optimal PptT 

concentration, 80 µL of a master mix (50mM Tris-Cl, 10 mM MgCl2, 6 mM L-Gln, 6 mM 

ATP, 5 µM CoA and 2µM of BpsA) was added to individual wells of a 96 well plate. To 

initiate the reaction, PptT at a range of concentrations in a final volume of 20 µL was 

added to each well. The 96 well plate was shaken at 1000 rev/min for 10 s to ensure all 

reaction components were mixed and A590 values were recorded every 10 s. The average 

values of three repeats are plotted in Fig. 3.5B. As expected, it was found that increasing 

the concentration of PptT resulted in an increased rate of indigoidine synthesis. An 

optimal concentration of PptT was selected as being 0.4 µM, to strike a balance between 
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overall reaction time, reaction sensitivity and amount of time required to purify 

additional PptT. 

While not as critical as the concentration of PptT, reducing the concentration of BpsA 

present in each assay would allow more assays to be ran per purification cycle. To 

determine if this was viable, a master mix (50mM Tris-Cl, 10 mM MgCl2, 6 mM L-Gln, 6 

mM ATP, 5 µM CoA in a final volume of 80 µL) with a range of BpsA concentrations from 

0.5 – 2 µM was added to individual wells of a 96 well plate and the reaction in each well 

was initiated by the addition of 0.4 µM PptT in 20 µL of ddH2O. The 96 well plate was 

shaken at 1000 rev/min for 10 s to ensure all reaction components were mixed and A590 

values were recorded every 10 s. The average values of three repeats are plotted in Fig. 

3.5C.  

Lowering the concentration of BpsA resulted in a reduced reaction rate. While it was still 

possible to detect the conversion of BpsA into the holo form, with lower concentrations 

of BpsA the increased time it takes to reach the maximum A590 and reduced reaction rate 

were deemed too detrimental to the overall time and sensitivity of the assay to lower 

the concentration of BpsA to below 2 µM. 

Another important consideration for the assay optimisation was the concentration of 

CoA. Owen et al (2011) had shown that increasing the concentration of CoA increased 

the reaction rate. However, it also had to be taken into account that increasing the CoA 

concentration also effectively dilutes a competitive inhibitor, resulting in the overall 

sensitivity of the assay being reduced. Unlike the assays performed in by Owen et al 

(2011), PptT was co-purified with CoA, meaning that there would be a base level of 

activity without any additional CoA being added. If all of the PptT present in the reaction 

already had CoA bound into the active site then up to 20% of the BpsA might be 

activated before a competitive inhibitor could gain access to the substrate binding 

pocket.  

To determine the optimal amount of CoA to add a master mix (50mM Tris-Cl, 10 mM 

MgCl2, 6 mM L-Gln, 6 mM ATP, 2 µM BpsA in a final volume of 80 µL) containing a 

variable amount of CoA was set up. The master mix was then added to a 96 well plate 

and the reaction was initiated by the addition of 0.4 µM PptT in 20 µL of ddH2O. The 96 
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well plate was shaken at 1000 rev/min for 10 s to ensure all reaction components were 

mixed and A590 values were recorded every 10 s. The average values of three repeats are 

plotted in Fig. 3.5D. Adding additional CoA increased the reaction rate up to a 

concentration of 2.5 µM. A CoA concentration of 5 µM was used in the optimised 

protocol, at this concentration of CoA the rapid conversion of BpsA from the apo to holo 

form occurred.  

 

 

Figure 3.5 Optimisation of reaction parameters: (A) A pH range of 7.8 – 8.4 was tested to determine the optimum pH. 
(B) PptT was tested at a concentration range of  0.2 µM, 0.4 µM and 0.8 µM to determine the optimal concentration 
(C) BpsA was tested 0.5 µM, 1. µM 1.5 µM and 2 µM to determine the optimal concentration(D) CoA was tested at 2.5 
µM, 5 µM 7.5 µM and 10 µM to determine the optimal concentration.  Data is the average of three technical 
replicates.  

3.6.1.3 Optimisation of other parameters  

Both BpsA and PptT require MgCl2 as co-factors, so an excess of MgCl2 (10 mM) was 

added to each reaction. Excess concentrations of L-Gln and ATP (6 mM) were also added 
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to each reaction. A final time of 600 seconds was chosen for the reaction to be 

monitored. It was reasoned that this would allow the maximum A590 values to be 

determined for positive controls, and screening of six 96 well plates per hour.   

3.6.2 Quantification of PptT inhibition with 6-NOBP 

Since no PptT inhibitors had been reported at the time that this study was initiated in 

2012, the broad spectrum PPTase inhibitor 6-NOBP was used to test whether PptT 

inhibition could be detected. 6-NOBP was first identified as a Sfp inhibitor by Yasgar et al 

(2010) and it had a reported IC50 with Sfp of 6.6 µM. This corresponds to similar values 

that were experimentally determined for Sfp, PcpS and PP1183 using the BpsA reporter 

system (Owen et al., 2011).  

Work by Owen et al (2011) had also shown that if you increase the CoA concentration, 

you decrease the sensitivity of the assay. It was therefore unknown not only whether 6-

NOBP would prove an effective inhibitor of PptT, but also whether the purification of 

PptT in the presence of CoA might prevent inhibition from being effectively detected.  

A two-fold serial dilution from 100 µM to 1.6 µM of 6-NOBP was set up as described in 

Section 2.7.2. The A590 values were then read every 10 s and the IC50 value was 

determined by calculating the maximum PPTase velocities as described in methods 

Section 2.7.4. A four-parameter dose response curve was fitted using the non-linear 

regression function of Graphpad Prism©.  The calculated IC50 of 6-NOBP with 0.4 µM of 

PptT for two biological replicates, each comprising three technical replicates, was 6.8 

µM ± 1.6 (SD). This value is similar to the reported IC50 values for other PPTases 

(between 2 – 10 µM) with some variability evident upon changes in enzyme 

concentration, CoA concentration and/or the method used to detect inhibition. For 

example, the IC50 of 6-NOBP with PcpS was 4.0 µM with 2.5 µM of CoA and it increased 

to an IC50 of 10.8 µM with 10 µM of CoA (Owen et al., 2011).  
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3.7 Development of a high throughput assay to detect the 
inhibition of PptT 
 

3.7.1 Assay design 

Once the PPTase inhibitor assay had been optimised to detect the inhibition of PptT a 

protocol for HTS in 96 well plates needed to be developed. Several considerations were 

made in transitioning from a low throughput benchtop assay to a more medium to high 

throughput assay using liquid handling robots (Acker and Auld, 2014). The chemical 

library screening concentration was set at 20 µM. I reasoned that this would allow the 

detection of inhibitors with a range of activity. The optimisation with 6-NOBP, a strong 

PPTase inhibitor, had shown that at 20 µM complete inhibition occurs.  

There was also a cost (of chemical consumption) involved in screening the drug libraries, 

however at 20 µM it was possible to screen the libraries multiple times without 

consuming a prohibitive amount of drug.  All three commercially available libraries are 

arrayed in 96 well plates in columns 2 – 11, with 80 compounds per plate (Fig. 3.7A), 

with rows 1 and 12 being empty. In addition to screening the compounds on each plate, 

both a positive (DMSO vehicle only) and a negative control (no PPTase) were assayed. 

This allowed each assay to be bench marked individually for activity against the vehicle 

control in case there were small differences between enzyme preparations.    

To help maintain compound solubility and to ensure that all of the drug was removed 

from the pins of the dispensing robot, 28 µL of 10% v/v DMSO in ddH2O was added to 

each well in the 96-well screening plate. This, plus the DMSO vehicle in the 2 µL of drug 

solution, resulted in a final concentration of 4.8% v/v DMSO, which I had previously 

shown has a negligible effect on rate of indigoidine synthesis during my honours thesis. 

A CyBio® liquid handling robot was then used to pin 2 µL of drug solution into each well 

of the plate and 2 µL of DMSO into the positive and negative control for a final 

concentration of 20 µM. Fifty µL of reaction master mix (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 10 mM 

MgCl2, 6 mM L-Gln, 6 mM ATP, 5 µM CoA and 2 µM BpsA) was then added to each of the 

80 wells containing the arrayed library and the positive and negative controls. The 

reaction master mix was made fresh for each plate and PptT at a concentration of 0.4 
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µM in 20 µL of ddH2O was then added to initiate the reaction. The plate was shaken at 

1000 rev/min for 10 s to thoroughly mix the reaction components and then the A590 

values were recorded every 20 s for 10 min. Once potential hits had been identified in 

the library they were then re-screened to eliminate false positives. For example, if there 

was a pipetting error and PptT was not delivered to a well, the compound corresponding 

to that well would be identified as a strong inhibitor. After all hits had been validated 

they were counter screened against holo-BpsA. This ensured that only PptT inhibitors 

rather than generic BpsA inhibitors or compounds that inhibited other components of 

the reaction for example CoA or chelated MgCl2 were identified. The screening workflow 

is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.   

 

 

Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram of the HTS workflow: (A) An aliquot from a chemical library is transferred to a 96 well 
plate (80 compounds per plate) using a CyBio® robot. (B) A master mix containing the apo-BpsA reaction mix is added 
to each well, after which the PPTase being screened is added to initiate the reaction. (C) Indigoidine synthesis is 
monitored over time and ‘hits’ selected on the basis of diminished indigoidine production as measured 
spectrophotometrically. (D) Potential hits are validated and then counter screened against holo-BpsA. This ensures 
the compound is not inhibiting BpsA.    

3.7.2 Kinetic quantification of hits 

To quickly identify potential inhibitors from the large data sets, a classification system 

was developed to more formally classify inhibitors as weak (less than 25% inhibition 

relative to the unchallenged control), medium (greater than 50% inhibition) or high 

(greater than75 % inhibition). A mock screening plate was used to determine that the 

assay could distinguish different levels of inhibition in a 96 well plate format. Three 

concentrations of 6-NOBP (20 µM, 10 µM or 5 µM) were seeded into a 96 well screening 

plate. Each concentration was seeded into two different random wells (Fig 3.7A). The 

optimised reaction protocol described in Section 3.6.1 was used to screen the plate. The 

A590 values were then recorded and graphed against time (Fig. 3.7C). 6-NOBP at a 
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concentration of 20 µM (green lines Fig. 3.7C) completely inhibited the synthesis of 

indigoidine. At a concentration of 10 µM (yellow lines Fig. 3.7C) near-complete inhibition 

was observed, while at a concentration of 5 µM (red lines Fig. 3.7C) medium levels of 

inhibition occurred.  

 Since some compounds in the chemical libraries interfering with the absorbance 

measurements of indigoidine, it was decided that rate of indigoidine synthesis would be 

used to determine the level of inhibition rather than the maximal A590 value obtained. 

Also, some compounds in the library were coloured and could potentially have higher 

base line A590 values (if they were blue for example).  

 

Figure 3.7 Test plate screening: (A) column 1 contains the positive control (pink) and the negative control (blue), 
empty wells are filled in black. The coloured wells indicate the position of 6-NOBP at different concentrations (red, 5 
µM, yellow 10 µM and green 20 µM). (B) The raw data output from the Perkin Elmer® plate reader, with each well 
scaled based on its own zero absorbance value. The plate was assayed using the method described in Section 2.7.2. 
(C) The graphed values from (B). Each concentration of 6-NOBP is highlighted (red, 5 µM, yellow 10 µM and green 20 
µM). The black lines correspond to the wells in columns 2 – 11 and the positive and negative controls in column 1. 
Wells G1, H1 and column 12 are not assayed. Each line is a single data point.   
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3.8 Identification of PptT inhibitors from the NIH Diversity 
Set II  
 

The NIH Diversity set II is a compound library produced by the National Institute of 

Health (NIH) National Cancer Institute Developmental Therapeutics Programme (DTP). 

The library contains 1363 compounds arrayed over 17 plates. The NIH Diversity set II is 

designed to be a broad representation of over 150,000 analogous compounds that are 

available for ordering from the DTP. The library is arrayed with 80 compounds per plate 

at a concentration of 10 mM in DMSO. The Diversity Set II was aliquoted into daughter 

plates that contained a final concentration of 1 mM per well for screening.  

3.8.1 Screening of NIH diversity set II 

The library was screened twice to ensure that if a compound was incorrectly dispensed 

or the reaction failed to detect inhibition it would be picked up in the repeat of the 

screen. The library was screened using the optimised protocol described in Section 3.6.  

Once the library screening had been completed, the raw A590 values were graphed and 

hits were classified based on the reduction in A590 values. From the two screens, 14 

compounds were validated as potential inhibitors of PptT, with a range of activity at 20 

µM from complete inhibition to low levels of inhibition.  

The 14 potential inhibitors were then counter-screened against holo-BpsA as described 

in Section 2.7.3. Counter-screening revealed that nine compounds inhibited the 

synthesis of indigoidine by holo-BpsA at a concentration of 20 µM, and these were 

therefore eliminated from consideration as specific PPTase inhibitors. The structures of 

the remaining five compounds are displayed in Table 3.1.  
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Name Structure Level of inhibition Bioactivity1 

NSC109174 

 

 

 

<25 % at 20 µM n/a 

NSC130872 

 

<25 % at 20 µM n/a 

NSC7962 

 

<50 % inhibition at 20 µM n/a 

NSC211094 

 

< 50 % inhibition at 20 µM Active against Sfp 

NSC105798 

 

< 50 % inhibition at 20 µM. n/a 

Table 3.2 Top Hits from NIH Diversity set II: Structures are taken from the PubChem compound page and bioassay 
data is taken from the PubChem Bioassay database. 1 Data is taken from the QHTS Assay for Inhibitors of Bacillus 
Subtilis Sfp PPTase bioassay record AID 1490 available from: https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioassay/1490   

Of these compounds, only NSC211094 was also identified as an inhibitor of Sfp by the 

Burkart laboratory, who had looked at approximately 310,000 compounds and identified 

approximately 11,000 compounds that inhibit B. subtilis Sfp. Their analyses included the 

compounds arrayed in the NIH Diversity Set II. The screening records from the Burkart 

study are submitted into the PubChem BioAssay Database under the bioassay record 

number AID1490, and their data is discussed in Section 1.7. Since four of the five 

compounds were not identified as inhibitors of Sfp they appear to be specific for PptT. 

However, all of those compounds had relatively low levels of inhibition, so larger 

quantities were not purchased in order to determine their IC50 values.  

Several of the nine compounds that were identified as potential PptT inhibitors, but 

were found to inhibit holo-BpsA, were also identified as Sfp inhibitors in the Burkart 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioassay/1490
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laboratory screen. These included NSC285233 and NSC228155, both of which had 

detrimental effects on the synthesis of indigoidine. NSC285233 has an IC50 of 1.2 µM and 

NSC285233 has an IC50 of 0.5 µM against Sfp. This indicates that either they are 

“frequent fliers”, i.e. compounds that exhibit generic protein inhibition, or they are 

reacting with or otherwise inhibiting a core component present in both screening 

reactions, for example CoA.  

3.9 LOPAC1280  

The LOPAC1280 library is described fully in Section 3.2.7 and was kindly provided to this 

study by the Chemical Genetics Laboratory at Victoria University of Wellington.  

3.9.1 Screening of LOPAC1280   

The LOPAC1280 library was screened twice in the same manner as described in Section 

3.7. From the initial screen, 16 candidate inhibitors were identified. These were then 

validated and re-screened at a concentration of 20 µM. From this re-screen, a total of 

five compounds were identified as potential inhibitors of PptT. Counter screening 

against holo-BpsA eliminated two strong inhibitors, 4-chloromercuribenzoic acid and 

3,4-dichloroisocoumarin. Thus, three inhibitors of PptT were ultimately identified from 

the LOPAC1280 library; ebselen, sanguinarine chloride and suramin hexasodium.  

3.9.2 Validity of the LOPAC1280 Library.  

Of concern, several broad spectrum PPTase inhibitors known to be present in the 

LOPAC1280 library were not recovered in this screen. These included 6-NOBP, which has 

an IC50 of 6.8 µM against PptT using the optimised protocol, and should have been easily 

detected at the screening concentration of 20 µM. Additionally, several subsequently 

reported (Vickery et al., 2014) inhibitors of PptT including Bay 11-7085 and SCH-202676, 

an inhibitor in the nanomolar concentration range, were also not detected.  

The LOPAC1280 library had previously undergone preliminary screening for inhibitors of 

PcpS, the essential PPTase from P. aeruginosa, and several broad-spectrum inhibitors 

present in the LOPAC library had successfully been identified. This screening was 

completed during my honours year, which was several years before the PptT screening 
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and I surmised there was the potential that in this time the quality of the library had 

been degraded or the wells no longer contained enough of certain compounds to be 

picked up by the CyBio pins.  

To determine if this was the case, Bay 11-7085 and SCH-202676, two of the top PcpS 

inhibitors were tested at a concentration of 20 µM against PptT using the optimised 

protocol described in Section 3.6. As illustrated in Fig. 3.8 both Bay 11-7085 and SCH-

202676 have complete inhibition at 20 µM. These results indicate that the LOPAC1280 

library has likely been degraded and hence additional PptT inhibitors could be identified 

from it if it was in a better condition.   

 

Figure 3.8 Inhibition of PptT by known inhibitors: To determine if the compounds in the LOPAC1280 compound library 
had degraded aliquots of Bay 11-7085 and SCH-202676 that had been obtained more recently were assayed for 
activity using the optimised protocol described in Section 2.7.2. PptT is completely inhibited by 20 µM Bay 11-7085 
(red squares) and 20 µM SCH-202676 (blue circles) when compared to a DMSO vehicle control (green triangles). This 
indicates that the LOPAC1280 library is degraded. Data is the average of three replicates and error bars represent ± 
SEM. 

3.10 Inhibition of PcpS from P. aeruginosa 

3.10.1 NIH Diversity Set II  

The NIH diversity set II was screened twice for inhibitors of PcpS using the method 

described in Section 3.7.1. A range of compounds were identified that had inhibitory 

activity with PcpS. These are shown in Table 3.3. There appears to be more specificity 

contained within this library - whereas most compounds that inhibit PcpS were found to 

also inhibit Sfp, several compounds were found that do not inhibit PptT or vice-versa, 

showing that it is possible to identify compounds that are specific for certain PPTases. In 
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total, thirteen compounds were identified as PcpS inhibitors. The structure of the top 

compounds are displayed in Table 3.3.   

Name Structure Level of inhibition Bioactivity1 

NSC43013 

 

> 75 % 

inhibition at 

20 µM 

Active against 

Sfp  

NSC19063 

 

> 75 % inhibition at 

20 µM 

Active against 

Sfp  

NSC148170 

 

> 75 % inhibition at 

20 µM 

Active against 

Sfp  

NSC98363 

 

> 75 % inhibition at 

20 µM 

Active against 

Sfp  

NSC102742 

 

> 75 % inhibition at 

20 µM 

Active against 

Sfp  

NSC71033 

 

> 75 % inhibition at 

20 µM 

Active against 

Sfp  

Table 3.3: Top PcpS inhibitors identified from NIH Diversity set II: Structures are taken from the PubChem compound 
page and bioassay data is taken from the PubChem Bioassay database. 1 Data is taken from the QHTS Assay for 
Inhibitors of B. subtilis Sfp PPTase bioassay record AID 1490 available from: 
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioassay/1490 

3.10.2 The Spectrum Collection  

A third commercially available drug library was also screened against PcpS. The 

Spectrum Collection compiled by MicroSource Discovery contains 2000 compounds, half 

of which are known drugs. The other half consists of bioactive molecules such as toxins, 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioassay/1490
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pesticides and herbicides, natural products and pharmacophores having diverse 

structures but unknown biological activity.  

 Interestingly, disulfiram was identified in the Spectrum Collection as a strong inhibitor 

of PcpS, however it was only detected as a weak inhibitor in the LOPAC1280 screen, 

perhaps an early indication of the LOPAC1280 quality beginning to degenerate. From the 

Spectrum Collection, 11 compounds were identified as inhibitors of PcpS. Some of these 

compounds were not investigated further – for example, merbromin was identified as a 

strong inhibitor but the known toxicity of the compound ruled it out as a potential drug 

candidate. Additionally, some compounds that were derived from natural product 

sources were also removed because of difficulties in acquiring the compound for follow-

up analyses. Several compounds such as lansoprazole, ebselen and disulfiram are 

present in both the LOPAC1280 and the Spectrum Collection. The fact that these 

compounds were recovered from both libraries as inhibitors of PcpS is a strong 

validation of the BpsA library screening approach. The final list of novel compounds from 

the Spectrum Collection found to strongly inhibit PcpS is displayed in Table 3.4. 

Name Structure Level of inhibition Bioactivity 

Disulfiram 

 

 

 75 % at 20 µM 
Active against Sfp 

and PptT 

Lansoprazole 

 

75 % at 20 µM 
Active against Sfp 

and PptT 

Acriflavinium 

Hydrochloride 

 

 

75 % at 20 µM 
Active against 

PptT 

Table 3.4 Top inhibitors identified from the Spectrum Collection: Structures are taken from the PubChem compound 
page and bioassay data is taken from the PubChem Bioassay database available at 
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioassay/1490.  

3.11 Additional libraries  

In addition to the three commercially available libraries, three smaller in-house libraries 

were also assayed: A New Zealand marine invertebrates extract library consisting of 240 
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different extracts provided by Rob Keyzers from the Victoria University School of 

Chemistry, and two bespoke combinatorial peptide libraries provided by Industrial 

Research Limited (IRL; now Callaghan Innovation Ltd.), each containing 96 compounds 

consisting of either tri or di-peptides. One weak hit was identified from the marine 

invertebrates extract library, however counter screening against holo-BpsA identified it 

as an inhibitor of either BpsA or another component of the reaction. No PptT or PcpS 

inhibitors were identified from the two IRL libraries.  

3.12 IC50 values of top PcpS and PptT inhibitors 

The strongest inhibitors identified from either the LOPAC1280 or the Spectrum Collection 

had their IC50 values measured. To calculate the IC50 values, a two-fold serial dilution was 

used. The maximum PPTase velocity was determined as described in methods Section 

2.7.4. This was then used to fit a four-parameter dose-response curve using the non-

linear regression function of GraphPad Prism®. The IC50 values for PptT were determined 

at a PPTase concentration of 0.4 µM and the IC50 values of PcpS were determined at 0.2 

µM (measuring PcpS at a concentration of 0.4 µM resulted in too rapid a reaction, which 

made it difficult to capture the initial slope). The calculated IC50 values are displayed in 

table 3.5. Error values represent the standard deviation of three replicates.    
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Name Structure IC50 PcpS (µM) IC50 PptT (µM) 

Bay 11-7085 

 

3.80 ± 0.2 10.5 ± 1.0 

PD 404,182  

 

9.3 ± 0.1 14.8 ± 0.5 

SCH-202676 

hydrobromide 

 

0.7 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.6 

Ebselen 

 

4.3 ± 0.1 3.6 ± 0.6 

6-NOBP 

 

5.4 ± 0.2 6.8 ± 1.6 

Table 3.5 IC50 values of top inhibitors identified across the three libraries: Structures are taken from the PubChem 
compound page.  

3.13 Anti-microbial activity of SCH-202676 against P. 
aeruginosa   
We were interested in determining if the inhibition of PcpS would translate to a 

reduction in P. aeruginosa viability in vivo.  While the effect of inhibiting PptT in M. 

tuberculosis in vivo has previously been examined (Leblanc et al., 2012), similar PPTase 

inhibition assays have not been performed in P. aeruginosa. Since PcpS activates 

enzymes involved in both primary and secondary metabolism, and is the sole PPTase in 

that bacterium, I reasoned that there was potential for it to require less inhibition than 

the 95% level of inhibition stated to be required for the PptT homolog to achieve 

antibacterial effects in M. bovis (Leblanc et al., 2012). An additional advantage of testing 

PPTase inhibition in P. aeruginosa is that it produces an iron chelating siderophore called 

pyoverdine which is fluorescent and can easily be detected in iron limiting conditions. 

Pyoverdine is synthesised by the concerted activity of several different NRPSs, each of 

which need to be post-translationally modified by PcpS before they are functional 

(Schalk and Guillon, 2013). Thus, I considered that it might be possible to observe a 
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reduction in pyoverdine fluorescence at levels of PPTase inhibition that might not prove 

growth-limiting; or alternatively, if a given compound was antimicrobial for reasons 

other than PPTase inhibition, pyoverdine production might continue even as bacterial 

growth rate diminishes. 

To determine if the strongest PcpS inhibitor, SCH-202676, had an antimicrobial effect on 

P. aeruginosa, a serial dilution of SCH-202676 starting at a concentration of 250 µM was 

tested in a growth assay against P. aeruginosa in minimal media, as described in Section 

2.8. The OD600 values and fluorescent values were measured every 30 min to monitor 

both growth and pyoverdine production. As illustrated in Fig. 3.9A, a minor antimicrobial 

effect was observed when SCH-202676 was tested at a concentration of 250 µM. 

Consistent with this, there was a reduction in pyoverdine fluorescence at this drug 

challenge concentration (albeit not at lower concentrations), suggesting that SCH-

202676 was able to partially inhibit PcpS in vivo (Fig. 3.9B). To ensure that this reduction 

in fluorescence wasn’t due to the reduction in bacterial growth or due to a generic stress 

response, a serial dilution of the antibiotic gentamycin was also assayed in the same 

manner. A concentration of gentamycin (7.8 µM) was then selected that gave a similar 

OD600 profile to SCH-202676 and the fluorescence of the culture was monitored at this 

concentration. At this gentamycin concentration, P. aeruginosa produced similar levels 

of fluorescence to SCH-202676 at a concentration of 125 µM, which was not inhibitory 

to growth (Fig 3.9B). Further work will need to be completed to determine the level of 

PcpS inhibition required to have an anti-microbial effect.  
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Figure 3.9 Anti-microbial activity of SCH-202676 against P. aeruginosa: (A) PA01 was grown in minimal media and 
the OD600 values were recorded every 30 min. A serial dilution of the antibiotic gentamycin or the PPTase inhibitor 
SCH-202676 were both assayed. SCH-202676 at a concentration of 250 µM (blue circles) and gentamycin at 7.8 µM 
(purple) caused a small reduction in growth compared to the DMSO vehicle control (green triangles). In contrast, SCH-
202676 at a concentration of 125 µM (red squares) didn’t cause a reduction in growth. (B) The fluorescent values 
were measured at 400 em/ 440 ex for each drug-challenged culture every 30 min. 250 µM SCH-202676 (blue circles) 
caused a reduction in pyoverdine fluorescence when compared to 7.8 µM gentamycin (purple triangles) , consistent 
with some PPTase inhibition occurring in vivo. Data is the average of three replicates and error bars are ± SEM.  

3.14 Single end point screening 

During the development of the glutamine biosensor described in chapter five an assay 

incorporating a DMSO stop method to solubilise and then measure the total amount of 

indigoidine synthesised, in an endpoint assay format. I hypothesised it would be possible 

to apply the same method for PPTase inhibitor screening. Measuring the total amount of 

indigoidine present in each well might prove advantageous for several reasons: 1) It 

would reduce the amount of labour required during data processing and the manual 

handling of reagents; 2) It would allow the entire screening process to be automated as 

liquid handling robots could be used at each step; and 3) Each plate could be screened 

more rapidly as kinetic measurements over time. 

 To determine if this method was feasible, a test plate containing 6-NOBP at a 

concentration of 20 µM, 5 µM or 0 µM as a negative control was assessed every 15 min 

for an h. A master mix with the same concentrations as described in Section 3.6 with a 

volume of 28 µL was plated into each plate containing 2 µl of 6-NOBP or DMSO. To 

initiate the reaction, 20 µL of PptT at a concentration of 0.4 µM in ddH2O was added to 

each well, resulting in a final volume of 50 µL.  The plate was then shaken at 200 

rev/min, 30 °C. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 200 µL of DMSO every 15 
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min. After one h, the entire plate was shaken at 2000 rev/min for 10 min to solubilise 

the indigoidine.  

As illustrated in Fig. 3.10 the inhibition of PptT by 20 µM 6-NOBP is detectable after an 

hour. However, the sensitivity of the assay at 5 µM of 6-NOBP was much lower.It was 

concluded that this method would allow the detection of strong PPTase inhibitors but 

may miss weaker inhibitors. In addition, strongly coloured compounds such as brilliant 

blue that are present in drug libraries might have to be screened separately to avoid 

false negatives. This technique was not attempted until the majority of inhibitor 

screening had been completed, so was not used for further library screening With 

optimisation it might prove to have utility in future screening efforts.  
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Figure 3.10 Single end point screening: 6-NOBP was assayed at three concentrations; 20 µM (blue bars), 5 µM (red 
bars) and 0 µM (green bars) using a miniaturised form of the assay described in Section 3.6. The reaction was stopped 
by the addition 200 µL of DMSO and the level of pigment production was quantified. Twenty µM 6-NOBP (blue bars) 
did not show an increase in pigment production indicating complete inhibition of PptT. At a concentration of 10 µM 6-
NOBP (red bars) some indigoidine synthesis was observed. Data is the average of three replicates and the error bars 
represent ± SD. 
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3.15 Chapter discussion   

3.15.1 Development of a screen to detect inhibitors of PptT  

The work in this chapter represents the first high throughput screen for inhibitors of 

PptT that uses native CoA. Two alternative screens have previously been published, 

however one requires radiolabelled CoA and the other requires fluorescent CoA 

analogues. Previous work has shown that PptT does not readily accept CoA analogues, 

potentially due to the unusual “U” confirmation that the P-pant arm forms in the active 

site, thus the BpsA-based screen is an important step forward in identifying novel PptT 

inhibitors. 

While PptT does not purify easily, by supplementing the buffer that was used to lyse the 

cells with both MgCl2 and CoA I found the yield and stability of PptT could be increased. 

It is possible that this purification technique could also be applied to other difficult to 

purify PPTases, such as AcpS from E. coli or some PPTases from unknown host bacteria 

that were isolated from environmental samples (Owen et al., 2012). While the CoA and 

MgCl2 supplementation was found to improve purification, it is possible that this step 

may have a detrimental effect on the detection of inhibitors, as a lower number of 

weaker inhibitors were found compared to PcpS (which was purified without any 

supplementation). A potential future experiment to test this possibility could be to co-

purify PcpS with CoA and MgCl2 and re-screen a chemical library to determine if this 

resulted in reduced number of inhibitors being identified. In an attempt to minimise the 

possible impact of CoA supplementation, CoA and MgCl2 were not added to the PPTase 

storage buffer, a deviation from the original purification protocol described by Rottier et 

al (2013). 

The HTS to detect inhibitors of PptT was optimised to improve signal strength, and to 

reduce enzyme consumption and the time taken to read each plate. It is possible that 

further optimisation might still prove useful in enhancing the sensitivity of this screen. 

For example, in the future it might be beneficial to reduce the concentrations of both 

BpsA and PptT in the assay and increase the time taken to read each plate. This would 

reduce the amount of enzyme needed to be purified per plate. Additional parameters 

could also be further optimised such as temperature and buffer concentrations.  
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At a subsequent stage of my PhD research (see Section 3.14) I developed an alternative 

approach to quantifying BpsA activity, based on an end-point of indigoidine production 

rather than the initial rate of synthesis. It is possible that this method could be adapted 

to increase the sensitivity of inhibitor screening, potentially also enabling miniaturisation 

to a 384 well format. This would consume less drug and enable higher compound 

concentrations to be tested. It should be possible to miniaturise the assay into a 384 

well plate which would reduce the number of reagents required for the assay and 

increase the number of compounds that could be screened per plate. During the 

optimisation of the kinetic screen attempts were made to run the assay in a 384 well 

plate. However, the need to accurately dispense the PPTase in a time-sensitive manner 

to enable the accurate kinetic measurement of the reaction meant that this was not 

feasible. The smaller wells also increased the chance of an incorrect dispensing resulting 

in false positives or false negatives. Future work in this area will focus on the 

optimisation and further development of this screen.  

3.15.2 Detection of inhibitors of PptT and PcpS  

Several novel inhibitors of PptT were identified from the NIH Diversity Set II. While none 

of the compounds were strong inhibitors of PptT, there is the potential that analogues of 

these weak inhibitors could have improved antibiotic properties. Since the Diversity Set 

II is a representation of a wide range of compounds it should be relatively easy to 

acquire and identify analogues using the PubChem structure similarity search and 

related records. In addition to the inhibitors found in the NIH Diversity Set II, other 

compounds were identified such as SCH-202676 that have high levels of inhibition. 

Several compounds identified as inhibitors of both PptT and PcpS appear to be broadly 

active for targets beyond PPTases. For example, Bay 11-7085 is active in 73 out of 392 

bioassays deposited in the PubChem bioassay database indicating that it potentially is a 

frequent flier and may not be worth pursuing further (Baell and Holloway, 2010). 

Further work will have to be carried out to classify inhibitors as specific PPTase inhibitors 

and not just broadly inhibitory molecules. Once this has been completed there is the 

potential to initiate structure activity relationship testing and further medicinal 

chemistry, as good crystal structures for PptT now exist (Jung et al., 2014) 
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Ultimately, none of the PptT inhibitors recovered in this study were tested in vivo. A 

primary reason for this is that the Ackerley laboratory does not presently have expertise, 

strains or facilities to safely and effectively culture M. tuberculosis. An alternative to this 

might be to use Mycobacterium smegmatis, a faster growing mycobacterium that is 

often used as a lab model. To this end the M. smegmatis PptT homolog has been 

expressed and purified and subjected to preliminary testing in the BpsA screen. 

Preliminary results (not reported here) have indicated that M. smegmatis PptT has 

slightly less activity than PptT but can still be used to evaluate inhibitors. In the future 

this may prove a useful model. However, the other main reason for not investing 

substantial effort into developing mycobacterial models to discern the effects of PPTase 

inhibition is that the high level of gene knockdown required to get an antimicrobial 

effect in vivo (Leblanc et al., 2012) coupled to the failure in this study of SCH-202676 to 

have any proper anti-microbial effect in P. aeruginosa, suggested that substantially 

improved inhibitors might first need to be generated, either by increasing the number of 

compounds screened or identifying/ synthesising analogues; both approaches being 

beyond the scope of this PhD.  

3.15.3 Bioactivity of top inhibitors  

As a possible starting point for future structure activity relationship (SAR) studies, the 

present work identified a diverse range of small molecule inhibitors as PPTase inhibitors. 

The top PPTase inhibitors were originally developed for a range of different bioactivities 

and have a range of different features. These inhibitors are profiled in more detail 

below.  

Bay 11-7085 is a broad spectrum PPTase inhibitor that I found to exhibit IC50 values of 

3.8 µM, 10.5 µM, and 9.8 µM against PcpS, PptT and Sfp (Yasgar et al., 2010). Bay 11-

7085 was originally developed as an inhibitor of IκBα phosphorylation, preventing 

activation of NF-κB by cytokines (Pierce et al., 1997). In addition to inhibiting PPTases, 

Bay 11-7085 has been detected as an inhibitor of a variety of other proteins such as 

aldehyde dehydrogenase and prostaglandin receptor. According to the PubChem 

Bioassay Database it is active in 73 of the 392 assays it has been screened in, suggesting 

that it may be a frequent flier and not likely to have value as a specific and non-toxic 

antibiotic.  
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PD 404,182 is also a broad spectrum PPTase inhibitor with IC50 values of 9.3 µM, 14.8 

µM, and 10 µM against PcpS, PptT and Sfp (Yasgar et al., 2010). PD 404,182 was 

originally developed as a potential inhibitor of the KDO8-P synthase which catalyses the 

synthesis of KDO, an important part of the lipopolysaccharide layer in Gram-negative 

bacteria (Mizuhara et al., 2010). Despite being a promising inhibitor, it exhibited little 

anti-microbial activity in vivo and suffers from poor solubility and a lack of ability to cross 

the cell wall (Sansom, 2001). However, as the compound targets two different essential 

proteins then it may yet hold promise attractive as a novel antibiotic, and it may be that 

it can be engineered to have improved pharmacokinetic profiles.  

SCH-202676 hydrobromide was the top PPTase inhibitor identified in my screens of the 

three commercially available drug libraries.  It has IC50 values of; 0.7 µM, 2.7 µM and 

0.37 µM for PcpS, PptT and Sfp. SCH-202676 has been reported as a reversible agonist 

and antagonist of G-protein coupled receptors (Lewandowicz et al., 2006). Due to the 

reactive nature of SCH-202676 it was profiled further by Kosa et al (2014). They found 

that SCH-202676 was relatively fragile and reacted strongly with both reducing agents 

and other free thiols. In addition to the reactivity SCH-202676 appears to be relatively 

promiscuous with a hit rate of approximately 10% in the PubChem database, which 

would likely reduce its usefulness as a candidate anti-microbial compound (Kosa et al., 

2014).  

Ebselen was also identified as a PPTase inhibitor with low micromolar IC50 values (4.3 

µM, 3.6 µM and 2.8 µM for PcpS, PptT and Sfp). Despite the low IC50 for Sfp and being 

present in the LOPAC1280 library it was not reported as a top inhibitor by Yasgar et al 

(2010). Ebselen is an organoselenium compound that has a range of activities. Work by a 

previous VUW PhD student Dr Chris Miller identified it as a possible anti-tuberculosis 

compound when screening the LOPAC1280 library for activity against M. smegmatis. Thus, 

analogues and other compounds from the same class could provide a rich source of 

bioactive PPTase analogues.  

6-NOBP is a well-known PPTase inhibitor with low micromolar IC50 values (5.4 µM, 6.8 

µM and 6.0 µM for PcpS, PptT and Sfp) It was originally identified as a compound that 

binds to the ADP-ribosyltransferase and destabilizes one of the two zinc fingers (Chuang 

et al., 1993). 6-NOBP has been shown to have anti-fungal activity in vivo (Johns et al., 
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2017). It is the only PPTase inhibitor shown to have in vivo activity other than ML267. 

Thus, 6-NOBP may yet be worth exploring further.    

While Bay 11-7085 and SCH-202676 are unlikely to be good candidate drug targets given 

their off-target effects and generally high reactivity, it is possible that analogues with 

improved properties could be identified or developed and then screened for activity. 

Other compounds such as ebselen, PD 404,182 and 6-NOBP could also lead to 

development of novel antibiotic leads. Despite a substantial number of novel PPTase 

inhibitors having now been reported in the literature, most have yet to move from the in 

vitro test stage to anti-microbial testing. Some compounds such as PD 404,182 may also 

have off target microbial effects that can confound the assays. Additionally, further work 

should be completed to determine exactly how effective PPTases really are as potential 

drug targets for example viability studies using gene knockdown. The work described in 

this chapter suggests that very low levels of PPTase activity are required to support 

growth, and hence a PPTase inhibitor in the low nanomolar range may be required. This 

was most evident when evaluating the potential antibacterial activity of SCH-202676, 

which was tested against the lab strain of P. aeruginosa PA01.  

While only low levels of anti-microbial activity were detected with SCH-202676 at a 

concentration of 250 µM, a decrease in the levels of pyoverdine fluorescence indicated 

that at least a small amount of PcpS inhibition was occurring within the cell. The reactive 

nature of SCH-202676 and strong efflux pump systems present in P. aeruginosa means 

that it is likely only a small percentage of the compound was actually inhibiting PcpS. In 

the future, a panel of PPTase inhibitors could be screened to determine if they have 

better in vivo properties despite having lower IC50 values in vitro. In addition, a range of 

P. aeruginosa mutants with the efflux pump systems knocked out are available at 

Victoria University. These mutants would be much more susceptible to PPTase 

inhibitors. Testing compounds in these strains may improve the in vivo results of certain 

PcpS inhibitors.  

A second option would be to test the inhibitor MLS267 that Foley et al developed to 

inhibit Sfp. The compound has an IC50 of 0.290 µM against Sfp and an IC50 value of 

greater than 114 µM against the human PPTase indicating it is very selective. They also 
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showed that it has an in vivo effect (Foley et al., 2014). Measuring the antimicrobial 

effect of this compound in P. aeruginosa should be a priority.   
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Chapter 4 - Engineering BpsA for 
improved activity with type I PPTases 

4.0 Chapter summary  

This chapter focuses on the design and development of an engineered form of BpsA for 

use in high throughput screening of chemical libraries to identify novel inhibitors of M. 

tuberculosis AcpS (TB-AcpS; a type I PPTase). TB-AcpS has a narrow substrate specificity 

and does not readily post-translationally modify the PCP of BpsA. Two rationally 

designed variants were designed, with the second alpha helix from either M. 

tuberculosis AcpM or FAS-I replacing the wildtype helix in the PCP domain of BpsA. Both 

of these constructs proved to be non-functional. In order to try and recover 

functionality, a directed evolution campaign using error prone PCR (epPCR) was 

undertaken to restore activity.  

Three small pilot libraries using the wild type BpsA PCP domain (wtBpsA), a rational 

construct based on AcpM (acpBpsA) and a rational construct based on FAS-1 (facpBpsA) 

were screened to identify improved variants. Only the library using acpBpsA as a 

template showed any detectable pigment production in vivo. The top hits from the pilot 

screen were carried through two further rounds of evolution. By the third round of 

evolution, significant improvements in in vivo pigment production was observed. The 

most improved clones showed detectable pigment production after 8 hours of induction 

on plates and 24 hours in liquid culture. In comparison, wildtype BpsA had no detectable 

pigment production in vivo.  

However, it became apparent during the isolation and purification process that the 

endogenous E. coli AcpS (EC-AcpS) present in the host screening strain was activating 

the improved variants. While the directed evolution campaign may not have improved 

activity with TB-AcpS it did improve activity with EC-AcpS, however the overall catalytic 

function of the modified BpsA variants was severely reduced meaning they were not yet 

at a level of activity to be useful for in vitro assays. Despite the failure to develop a 

modified BpsA variant capable of detecting the inhibition of TB-AcpS, several key 
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residues important for PCP function were identified and targeting these could prove 

useful should further engineering experiments be undertaken. 

4.1 Introduction 

Like many bacterial species, M. tuberculosis has two functional PPTases, a Type 1 PPTase 

called AcpS and a type II PPTase called PptT (Cole et al., 1998; Quadri et al., 1998). AcpS 

is responsible for activating fatty acid synthase I (FAS-1) and at the time this project was 

initiated was thought to also activate AcpM, the carrier protein subunit from the FAS-II 

system. However, more recent experimental work has shown this to be incorrect and in 

fact PptT is responsible for activating AcpM (Zimhony et al., 2015).  

Recent papers have focused on developing screens for inhibitors of type II PPTases, with 

most focusing on the archetypal PPTase Sfp from B. subtilis  (Duckworth and Aldrich, 

2010; Kosa et al., 2014; Yasgar et al., 2010). Developing a HTS for AcpS type PPTases 

would be beneficial. PptT inhibitors that can also inhibit TB-AcpS will target an additional 

essential enzyme to improve anti-microbial activity. Ideally, novel antibiotics will have 

multiple targets, reducing the potential for antibiotic resistance to develop. One 

potential source of resistance in M. tuberculosis to PptT inhibitors would be mutations in 

AcpS that allow it to fulfil the role of PptT, so by targeting both PPTases simultaneously, 

the possibility of this occurring is lessened. In addition it could result in the identification 

and discovery of new drug classes that can target type I PPTases but not type II PPTases.  

4.1.1 Structure and Function of AcpS in M. tuberculosis 

The crystal structure of TB-AcpS has similar structural features to most other crystallised 

type I PPTases (Dym et al., 2009). One significant difference is that the surface of the 

active sites are moderately electronegative compared to other AcpS type PPTases, which 

are generally positive. Despite the structural similarity TB-AcpS has low sequence 

identify when compared to other AcpS type PPTases. TB-AcpS also has an elongated 

helix followed by a flexible loop as shown in Fig 4.1 (Dym et al., 2009).   
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Figure 4.1 Structure of TB-AcpS compared to AcpS from B. subtilis: (A) The TB-AcpS trimer is illustrated in green blue 
and orange. The B. subtilis AcpS trimer is illustrated in red, cyan and lemon. (B) A close up view of the extended loop 
in the open conformation from AcpS. Reproduced with permission from (Dym et al., 2009)  

TB-AcpS was shown to be essential in Mycobacterium species by Chalut et al (2006). A 

conditional knockout of acpS in M. smegmatis was complemented with a copy of acpS 

on a heat sensitive plasmid. The ∆acpS strain was only viable when the plasmid was 

present, indicating that AcpS was essential in M. smegmatis. Since AcpS performs the 

same role in both M. smegmatis and M. tuberculosis they inferred that it would also be 

essential in M. tuberculosis. However, this result does conflict with the results from the 

Sassetti et al transposon library screening of M. tuberculosis for essential genes, as acpS 

was not identified as essential in that screen. Chalut et al acknowledged this by noting 

that transposon mutant library analysis is not a 100% percent reliable and can miss some 

genes (Chalut et al., 2006). 

 One of the reasons that AcpS was believed to be essential in M. tuberculosis was 

previous data showing it could activate AcpM in vitro. Gokulan et al showed that AcpS 

appeared to be able to attach BODIPY-CoA (a modified form of CoA that is fluorescent) 

to AcpM. However, they neglected to run a negative control with BODIPY-CoA and no 
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TB-AcpS (Gokulan et al., 2011), which would have shown that it was potentially 

contaminating EC-AcpS giving a false positive reading.   

Subsequent work by Zimhony et al (2015) showed that PptT, not AcpS, activated AcpM. 

A combination of both SDS-PAGE band shift assays and mass spectrometry analysis was 

used to identify the correct PPTase that activated AcpM. It is likely that cross 

contamination from the E. coli AcpS in the original Gokulan et al paper was responsible 

for the activation of AcpM (Zimhony et al., 2015). While it has not been experimentally 

proven yet it is highly likely that TB-AcpS does activate the FAS-1 protein in M. 

tuberculosis.   

4.1.2 Activation of FAS-1 and AcpM 

One of the hallmarks of M. tuberculosis is its extensive and complex lipid-rich cell 

envelope which helps protect the tubercle bacillus from the host’s immune system. The 

Mycobacterium family cell envelope contains unusual lipids such as mycolic acids, which 

are the major constituents of this layer. Mycolic acids have other important roles in the 

lipid membrane, such as providing structural support and protecting the bacterium 

against oxidative stress (Takayama et al., 2005). As well as mycolic acids, M. tuberculosis 

also produces a range of other fatty acids such as methyl-branched fatty acids. In order 

to synthesise these complex lipids, M. tuberculosis contains more than 18 Type-1 

polyketide synthetases and two fatty acid synthase systems (Chalut et al., 2006).  

The FAS-1 system is coded by a single gene called fas (Rv2524c). FAS-1 is a homodimer 

which has the standard domain architecture of a Fatty Acid Synthetase, including the 

ACP domain. The FAS-1 system provides short-chain fatty acids for acyl-CoA substrates 

that are further elongated by the FAS-II system. The FAS-II system in contrast consists of 

several different enzymes including AcpM - the ACP protein, malonyl-CoA:ACP 

transacylase (fabD) and β-ketoacyl synthases (kasA and kasBF) (Gokulan et al., 2011).  

4.1.3 AcpS as a drug target 

While several papers have been published on the potential of Type II PPTases to be drug 

targets, relatively few papers have been published on Type I PPTases. This is slightly at 

odds with the general roles of each type of PPTase, as Type I PPTases are involved in 
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primary metabolism while Type II PPTases usually have a role in secondary metabolism. 

For example, entD, the Type II PPTase from E. coli, can be knocked out without any 

significant effects on growth in rich media (Owen et al., 2012). The small number of 

papers published on AcpS inhibition have primarily focused on anthranilic acid analogues 

(Gilbert et al., 2004; Joseph-McCarthy et al., 2005). 

One of the first reported AcpS inhibitors was SCH 538415, which was isolated from an 

unidentified bacterium (Chu et al., 2003). Chu et al used the attachment of radiolabelled 

4’ phosphopantetheine to preparations of ACP to measure the level inhibition of AcpS. A 

HTS program for inhibitors identified SCH 538415 from a bacterial extract. This 

compound was then isolated and the structure was solved. SCH 538415 had an IC50 of 

4.19 µM against AcpS in vitro and had detectable anti-microbial activity against S. aureus 

using a zone of inhibition assay (Chu et al., 2003).  

Gilbert et al (2004) published a paper on structural based design of novel anthranilic acid 

AcpS inhibitors. A FRET based HTS for inhibitors of B. subtilis AcpS identified a number of 

anthranilic acids as lead compounds, the best of which had an IC50 of 15 µM against 

AcpS. However, this compound had no MIC activity against a range of different bacterial 

strains (Gilbert et al., 2004). Analysis of the compound identified a lack of membrane 

permeability as being the likely issue. A range of anthranilic acid analogues were then 

synthesised with the aim of overcoming this limitation, and one of these was shown to 

have an IC50 for 0.27 µM against AcpS and an MIC of 25 µM against B. subtilis (Gilbert et 

al., 2004).   

A follow up paper by Joseph-McCarthy et al (2005) further developed some of the 

analogues identified in the Gilbert et al (2004) paper. A different anthranilic acid was 

identified as the lead compound for this study, which had a relatively weak IC50 of 32.3 

µM against B. subtilis AcpS, but was perceived to have greater potential for optimisation 

(Joseph-McCarthy et al., 2005). The authors sought to improve both the IC50 values of 

the inhibitor and improve its undesirable properties using structure based design. From 

a screen of analogues, one was identified that had significantly improved potency (1.4 

µM IC50 against AcpS) and did not damage the membrane of B. subtilis (Joseph-McCarthy 

et al., 2005). Further work has yet to be published on this line of inhibitors and it 

appears this area of research may no-longer be of interest, perhaps due to the poor in 
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vitro antibacterial activity. Of concern, this work did not appear to be repeatable; Foley 

et al synthesised the lead compound to use as a benchmark for the development of 

ML267, a top Sfp inhibitor (Foley et al., 2014), and when it was assayed for inhibitory 

activity against both Sfp and AcpS from B. subtilis it was found to have no activity with 

either (Foley et al., 2010).  

Due to the small number of chemical screens conducted for Type I PPTase inhibitors 

there are few lead compounds and the general classes of inhibitors that are active 

against Type I PPTases are unknown. By employing BpsA to screen for TB-AcpS inhibitors 

I sought to identify new classes of inhibitors. I hoped to also be able to identify PptT 

inhibitors that additionally exhibited activity with TB-AcpS, which might improve their 

bactericidal effect and reduce the chance of M. tuberculosis developing resistance via 

mutations in TB-AcpS.  

4.1.4 Engineering PCP domains for improved activity with type I PPTases 

It was unlikely that TB-AcpS would have any activity with BpsA. Type I PPTases typically 

have little to no activity with PCP domains. BpsA is also routinely purified from E. coli 

∆entD that contains the essential PPTase EC-AcpS and it is purified almost entirely in the 

inactive apo form indicating that the PCP domain is not a substrate for AcpS (Owen et 

al., 2011).  

Several papers have probed the interactions between carrier proteins and incompatible 

PPTases and have introduced modifications to improve the recognition. Research by 

Mofid et al (2002) showed that it is possible to improve the recognition between Type I 

PPTases and PCP domains (Mofid et al., 2002).  In their landmark paper, they took the 

second alpha helix from an ACP in B. subtilis which is recognised by AcpS and then 

replaced the corresponding second alpha helix from the PCP domain of TycC3, an NRPS 

involved in the synthesis of tyrocidine. The chimeric PCP domain was able to be post-

translationally modified by AcpS, albeit with a KM three times lower than the native ACP 

substrate. Despite this slowing of catalytic efficiency, it still had an increased level of 

overall functionality (Mofid et al., 2002).   

Further work by Finking et al (2004) narrowed down the residues involved in substrate 

selection within the second alpha helix of the PCP domain of TycA (Finking et al., 2004). 
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By modifying a single residue within in the helix to a positively charged amino acid such 

as arginine or lysine which is common in ACP domains, the PCP domain was accepted as 

a substrate by AcpS. The catalytic efficiencies of these single residue variants were 

significantly lower compared to native ACP (Finking et al., 2004). Despite the reduction 

in catalytic efficacy, the fact that single mutation could result in the PCP being post 

translationally modified by AcpS indicated that the two types of carrier protein were 

potentially compatible and that it should be possible to develop a modified version of 

the PCP domain of BpsA that can be modified by TB-AcpS.  

4.1.5 Engineering the PCP domain of BpsA  

Previous research has also shown that it is possible to modify the PCP domain of BpsA to 

be recognised by a greater range of PPTases. This was first reported by Owen et al 

(2012) who exchanged the PCP domain of BpsA with other CP domains from E. coli and P 

aeruginosa and then used directed evolution to improve activity. Error prone PCR 

identified two key residues at the +4 and +24 positions in respect to the conserved 

serine residue for functionality (Owen et al., 2016). Results from the directed evolution 

experiment and modelling by Frueh et al of the structure of the PCP-TE domain of EntF 

indicated that at the +4 and the +24 position hydrophobic residues were important for 

the mobility of the PCP domain and its interaction with the TE domain (Owen et al., 

2016). This led to the development of novel reporters for PPTase activity in 

metagenomic clusters (Owen et al., 2016), work that is reviewed in more detail in 

Section 1.11.3.  

Beer et al (2014) also substituted alternative PCP domains into an indigoidine-

synthesising NRPS. They used the BpsA homolog IndC from Photorhabdus luminescens, 

and developed a range of synthetic PCP domains that increased the in vivo synthesis rate 

of indigoidine. Three different algorithms were used to guide the development of novel 

PCP domains, including identification of the consensus sequence from multiple 

sequence alignments, guided random sampling of residues, and random generation. 

From these outputs, seven synthetic PCP domains were built. Of these, the PCP domain 

SynT1, built based on data from the consensus algorithm, had improved rates of 

indigoidine synthesis (Beer et al., 2014). The paper doesn’t identify exactly why this is 

the case, i.e. whether it improves the overall catalytic efficiency of the recombinant 
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BpsA or the activity between Sfp (the PPTase used to convert BpsA to holo form) and 

BpsA. Since no in vitro kinetics were measured, it is difficult to confirm which facet of 

PCP domain function had been improved. An interesting aspect of the paper was their 

discovery that the linker region between the PCP domain and the A domain and the 

linker region between the PCP domain and TE domain plays a substantial role in the level 

of activity of PCP domain swaps. Beer et al transformed in the PCP domain from BpsA 

using boundaries that had been delineated using the Pfam tool. Surprisingly, the 

modified IndC construct with the BpsA PCP domain had no activity despite the two PCP 

domains being derived from very close homologs. By increasing the size of the 

boundaries determining the edge of the incoming BpsA PCP domain, Beer et al were 

able to build a functional IndC construct (Beer et al., 2014). This indicated that the 

predicted linker regions between the PCP domain, A domain and TE domain are 

important. This observation regarding the importance of boundary regions was of 

interest for the current work, however because I aimed to only modify the second alpha 

helix of the PCP domain I considered that a similar scenario would be unlikely to arise. 

4.2 Research Aims 

 To modify BpsA using both rational engineering and directed evolution to 

have improved activity with TB-AcpS.  

 If successful in Aim 1, to use the top improved mutant to screen for TB-AcpS 

inhibitors. 
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4.3 Determination of TB-AcpS activity with BpsA 

While it was viewed as highly unlikely that TB-AcpS would have activity with BpsA, this 

had yet to be confirmed experimentally.    

4.3.1 Cloning, expression and purification of AcpS  

To attach an N-terminus 6His tag, the acpS gene was cloned into the pET-28a(+) plasmid 

using NdeI and SalI restriction sites  from M. tuberculosis H37Ra genomic DNA. The 

construct was then sequence verified and transferred to E. coli Bl21 DE3 for protein and 

expression and purification. TB-AcpS was expressed and purified using the standard 

protocol described in Section 2.5.5.2 with minor modifications as described in the 

following paragraph.  

TB-AcpS is more soluble when expressed in the BL21 expression system than Type II 

PPTases such as PcpS and PptT. Despite the increased solubility, it doesn’t readily bind to 

the Ni-NTA column, which potentially could be due to the trimeric structure of TB-AcpS. 

In order to achieve the high yields needed for screening, a modified low imidazole 

purification method was used with lower levels of imidazole in the bind buffer and wash 

buffer (see Section 2.5.5.2). Since TB-AcpS is more stable compared to other PPTases, an 

Amicon Ultra-15® 10 kDa cut off column was then used to desalt the protein and 

exchange the elution buffer with PPTase desalting buffer. This modified purification 

protocol resulted in substantial yields of soluble TB-AcpS (typically three times the yield 

from a 400 ml culture compared to Type II PPTases), as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The protein 

was then snap frozen in aliquots at -80 °C for use in in vitro kinetic assays.  
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Figure 4.2 SDS-Page gel showing the TB-AcpS purification protocol: TB-AcpS was purified as described in Section 
2.5.5.2. The TB-AcpS monomer has an approximate molecular weight of 14 kDa and the eluted, purified TB-AcpS is 
indicated by the red arrow. The lanes in the SDS page gel correspond to the following samples: L) Molecular weight 
ladder 1) Pre-induction sample 2) Twenty four hour post-induction sample 3) Soluble fraction following lysis 4) 
Insoluble fraction following lysis 5) Elution collected after sample applied to the column 6) Elution collected after bind 
buffer was applied to the column 7) ) Elution collected after wash buffer was applied to the column 8) ) Elution 
collected after elution buffer was applied to the column. Twelve µL of sample, resuspended in 3X SDS loading buffer 
was added to each lane.   

 

4.3.2 Activity with BpsA in vivo 

A key reason that it was considered unlikely that AcpS would be able to attach a Ppant 

moiety to the PCP domain of BpsA is that Type I PPTases characteristically exhibit narrow 

substrate specificity. Previous work by Owen et al (2012) has shown that BpsA can be 

activated by a range of different PPTases, but none of the novel PPTases identified from 

gDNA were Type I PPTases (Owen et al., 2012). Furthermore, EC-AcpS is also incapable 

of activating BpsA. To test the in vivo ability of TB-AcpS to activate BpsA and produce 

detectable pigmentation, a strain of BL21 that had the native type II PPTase entD 

knocked out, and is hence incapable of converting BpsA to the active holo form, was 

used. Bl21 ∆entD harbouring pET28a(+)::acpS and pCDFDUET::bpsA was plated on  

pigment producing agar (Section 2.9.6). Following 16 hours of incubation at 37 °C, 
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expression of both TB-AcpS and BpsA was induced using the lac expression system with 

120 µL of 3% IPTG being spread underneath the agar and allowed to diffuse up through 

the agar. This method of induction was required as indigoidine is mildly anti-microbial 

and expressing indigoidine immediately would be detrimental to growth.  After 72 h at 

25 °C, no colonies had produced any detectable levels of pigmentation. In contrast, 

when BpsA was co-expressed with PptT, strong pigmentation was observed four hours 

after induction (Fig 4.3A).  

4.3.3 In vitro activity with BpsA  

Previous work with PPTases and PCP domains that exhibited low levels of activity has 

shown that monitoring indigoidine synthesis in vitro is a more sensitive method than 

whole cell in vivo assays (Owen, 2010). To determine if TB-AcpS exhibited any detectable 

in vitro activity with BpsA, a kinetic assay was set up as described in Section 2.7.1 with 

the following modifications: Purified TB-AcpS at a concentration of 1 µM and 5 µM in 20 

µL of ddH2O was added to a reaction master mix to initiate the reaction, and A590 values 

were recorded every 20 s for an h. A positive control of 1 µM PptT and a negative 

control of no PPTase was also assayed.  

AcpS at concentrations of 1 and 5 µM was only able to activate BpsA at levels just above 

the base line levels of activity (Fig 4.3B). I considered that the level of BpsA activation 

and the amount of indigoidine produced would be too low to reliably detect the 

conversion of apo-BpsA to holo-BpsA during inhibitor screening. Additionally, increasing 

the AcpS concentration was not feasible as one of the main bottlenecks in the inhibitor 

screening process is the expression and purification of enzyme. Increasing the 

concentration of AcpS would also result in needing higher concentrations of inhibitors.  
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Figure 4.3: Activation of BpsA by AcpS both in vivo and in vitro: (A) BpsA and PptT or AcpS were co-expressed on 
plasmids with IPTG inducible expression in an E. coli Δ entD strain incapable of post-translationally modifying BpsA 
unless a PPTase is co-expressed Both strains were streaked on pigment producing media described in Section 2.9.6. 
The photo was taken six hours after induction with 120 µL of 3% IPTG using the bottom spreading method developed 
by Owen (Owen, 2010). This photo illustrates the difference in activation between AcpS and PptT. (B) The average A590 
values of three replicates are graphed every 20 seconds. PptT exhibits the characteristic curve of holo BpsA producing 
indigoidine in contrast AcpS poorly activates BpsA even at higher concentrations.  

4.4 Rational design of improved BpsA variants  

Two rationally designed constructs were developed using native carrier protein 

substrates of TB-AcpS. The first of these utilised the second alpha helix from AcpM, 

which at the time of construction had been indicated to be a substrate of TB-AcpS 

(Gokulan et al., 2011). The second construct employed the second alpha helix of the M. 

tuberculosis FAS-1 construct. The second alpha helixes were substituted rather than the 

entire CP domain as work by Mofid et al and Finking et al (Finking et al., 2004; Mofid et 

al., 2002) had shown that substituting the second alpha helix could improve the activity 

between AcpS and the PCP domain of an NRPS. I reasoned that by limiting the number 

of residue changes in the PCP domain to the second alpha helix.  I could more easily 

restore activity to the BpsA PCP domain using directed evolution if the constructs were 

non-functional.    

4.4.1 Design of the acpBpsA construct 

The BpsA PCP second alpha helix was substituted by the second helix of AcpM from M. 

tuberculosis and the resulting construct was called acpBpsA. At the time that this 

research was initiated, the work by Zimhony et al in 2015 had not yet been published 
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and the prevailing evidence was that TB-AcpS activated AcpM (Zimhony et al., 2015). 

The structure of AcpM has been solved and alignments show that it exhibits high 

sequence similarities with ACPs from other bacterial species (Wong et al., 2002). When 

aligned with the second alpha helix from BpsA it has a low level of sequence similarity, 

with only three residues being conserved, one of which is the serine conserved in all 

carrier proteins (Fig 4.4).  

 

Figure 4.4 Alignment of the second alpha helix of AcpM with the second alpha helix of BpsA: The black arrow 
indicates the conserved serine to which the Ppant arm is attached.  

4.4.2 Construction of acpBpsA 

A vector for the seamless integration of non-native PCP domains into BpsA was 

developed by Dr Jeremy Owen as part of his PhD research. This vector called pSLBpsA 

consisted of BpsA cloned into the pCDFDUET vector, with silent restriction sites (the 

nucleotide sequence is modified without changing the amino acid sequence) in the 

encoded loop regions either side of the PCP domain. This allows the seamless 

integration of PCP domains (Owen, 2010) into BpsA.  A gblock® from IDT was 

synthesised to enable insertion of the second alpha helix from AcpM in place of the 

native BpsA helix. PCR with SL_BpsA_FWD and SL_BpsA_REV primers was then used to 

amplify the modified PCP domain, which was cloned into the seamless swapping vector 

(Section 2.9). The construct was then sequenced to ensure no mutations had been 

introduced in the process and it was inserted correctly in frame.   

4.4.3 In vivo and in vitro testing of acpBpsA 

The acpBpsA construct was expressed and purified in BL21 ∆ entD cells using the 

standard BpsA expression and purification methods described in Section 2.5. The eluted 

fraction displayed the characteristic yellow colour of FMN-containing protein, indicating 
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that the oxidation domain was intact and the construct was soluble, the latter aspect 

being confirmed by SDS-PAGE analysis. AcpBpsA had similar yields and solubility to 

wtBpsA, indicating that the modification of the second alpha helix did not have a 

detrimental affect on the stability of the enzyme. 

AcpBpsA was co-expressed with both TB-AcpS and PptT in BL21 ∆entD  and colonies 

were plated on pigment producing media in the same manner as described in Section 

2.9.6. After 72 h post induction with IPTG at 25 °C, there was no noticable pigment 

produced when co-expressed with both M. tuberculosis PPTases. This indicated that 

acpBpsA had lost functionality with PptT and hadn’t gained function with TB-AcpS in 

vivo. To determine the extent of the loss of function, in vitro characterisation was 

undertaken.  

AcpBpsA was tested against both TB-AcpS and PptT at a concentration of 1 µM, 5 µM 

and 0.5 µM respectively (as described in Section 4.3.3). AcpBpsA had no activity with 

either PPTase (Fig 4.6). This indicated that the functionality of the modififed PCP domain 

had been severely reduced by the replacement of the second alpha helix    

4.4.4 Design and construction of the facpBpsA construct  

The second rationally designed construct was developed based on the second alpha 

helix from the ACP domain of M. tuberculosis FAS-1 and called facpBpsA. Fernandes et al 

had previously completed a characterisation of the M. bovis FAS-1 protein, which 

included identifying the conserved serine that the phosphopantetheine arm is attached 

to (Fernandes and Kolattukudy, 1996). The FAS-1 amino acid sequence from M. bovis 

was aligned against the FAS-1 amino acid sequence from M. tuberculosis in order to 

identify the second alpha helix. The 12 amino acids surrounding the conserved serine 

were identified and inserted into the PCP domain of BpsA (Fig. 4.5). Work with other 

PPTase tags including the S6 and A12 tags (as described in Section 1.8) had shown that 

12 amino acids was enough to act as an effective substrate for their respective PPTases 

(Zhou et al., 2007). Since the acpBpsA construct also had reduced functionality with 

PptT, it was hoped that by shortening the tag to the minimum amount necessary to 

promote binding it might not reduce the catalytic efficiency of the PCP domain of the 

facpBpsA construct to the same extent as was evident in acpBpsA.  
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The construct was designed and cloned into the seamless swapping vector in the same 

manner as described in Section 4.4.2. FacpBpsA was expressed and purified using the 

protocol described in Section 2.5. SDS-PAGE analysis revealed that the construct was 

soluble, and had similar solubility and yield characteristics to wtBpsA and acpBpsA, 

indicating that modifying the second alpha helix of the PCP domain had not had a 

detrimental effect on solubility.  

 

Figure 4.5 Alignment of facpBpsA with wtBpsA: The black arrow indicates the conserved serine to which the Ppant 
arm is attached. 

4.4.5 In vivo and in vitro testing of facpBpsA 

FacpBpsA was tested in vivo in the same manner as acpBpsA, as described in Section 

4.4.3. No pigment production was detected when facpBpsA was co-expressed in vivo 

with either PptT or TB-AcpS. In vitro testing with both PptT at 1 µM and TB-AcpS at 1 and 

5 µM resulted in no detectable pigment production with either PPTase, consistent with 

facpBpsA having lost all activity (Fig 4.6).  
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Figure 4.6 In vitro activity of acpBpsA and facpBpsA with TB-AcpS and PptT: acpBpsA and facpBpsA at a 
concentration of 3 µM were assayed for activity with PptT at a concentration of 1 µM and TB-AcpS at a concentration 
of 5 µM. AcpBpsA and facpBpsA did not synthesise any detectable indigoidine with either PPTase indicating they were 
not converted into their active holo form. The positive control of wtBpsA with PptT at a concentration of 1 µM 
synthesised indigoidine normally. Data is the average of three technical replicates.    

4.5 Development of pilot libraries for directed evolution 

Previous work by Owen et al (2012, 2016) showed that directed evolution could be used 

to improve the activity of non-native PCP domains within BpsA (Owen et al., 2016). In an 

attempt to improve the recognition between TB-AcpS and either wtBpsA, acpBpsA or 

facpBpsA, a directed evolution campaign was undertaken (Fig. 4.7) Three small pilot 

libraries, using each construct as a template, were constructed and screened against TB-

AcpS. The reasons for developing pilot libraries first was twofold: Firstly, I considered 

that it would provide some insight into the “mutability” of each construct. Previous 

studies, both for the second alpha helix and PCP domain as a whole, had shown that 

small changes in the amino acid sequence can result in a restoration of function (Mofid 

et al., 2002; Owen et al., 2016). It was hoped that one or two residue substitutions might 

be sufficient to restore functionality here.  Secondly, by using several templates instead 

of the single sequence from each construct for the main evolution campaign I aimed to 

avoid traveling up evolutionary cul-de-sacs. These cul-de-sacs can happen when you 

reach a local peak of improvement on the fitness landscape but then cannot improve the 

mutant any further during subsequent rounds of evolution. Previous directed evolution 

campaigns in the laboratory had shown that amplifying multiple templates introduces a 

“shuffling” effect which could help us remove deleterious mutations and improve the 

overall rate of evolution. This is especially important for this evolution campaign as I was 
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using a screen rather than a selection, which limits the size of the library that can 

effectively be interrogated. Fig. 4.7 illustrates the directed evolution process.  

 

Figure 4.7 Schematic diagram of the directed evolution campaign: (1) The PCP domain is amplified by an error prone 
polymerase and ligated into the BpsA swapping vector which does not contain a PCP domain; (2) The library is then 
transformed into BL21 ∆ entD, TB-AcpS expressing cells, and plated on pigment producing plates; (3) Improved 
mutants that produce detectable pigments more rapidly than other members of the library are re-streaked onto 
pigment producing plates to confirm activity; (4) Top hits are then qualitatively analysed in liquid culture; (5) The top 
hits from this step are ranked and their sequences are determined.  
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4.5.1 Library preparation and screening   

The Genemorph Mutazyme II® kit produced by Agilent Technologies was used to 

introduce random mutations into each of the three PCP domains at a mutation rate of 3 

- 4 nucleotide changes across each domain. The detailed protocol for library 

construction is described in Section 2.9.   

Approximately 40,000 colonies were plated on pigment producing media for each 

library. The colonies were checked for pigment production every 12 hours. No colonies 

from the facpBpsA library produced detectable pigment.  

Two colonies from the wtBpsA library produced detectable pigment after 48 - 72 hours. 

When the two wtBpsA variants were retransformed into Bl21 ∆ entD cells expressing TB-

AcpS, neither produced pigmentation, indicating that another factor other than 

mutations in the PCP domain was causing the production of pigment. Potentially this 

could have been caused by a mutation outside of the PCP domain, or mutations to the 

promotor region of the plasmid resulting in increased levels of BpsA expression. 

In contrast, over 200 colonies were recovered from the acpBpsA library that produced 

detectable pigment. All of the colonies produced indigoidine slowly, with detectable 

pigment being produced 48 - 72 h after induction. The top 100 clones were re-streaked 

out of pigment producing media, and then induced to confirm activity. From this pool, 

the 30 clones that developed pigment most quickly were moved into second tier liquid 

screening (as discussed in detail in Section 2.9.7).  

Liquid screening provided a much more quantitative view of the level for each mutant. 

In the first-tier plate screen colony, location on the plate influences the rate of 

detectable pigment production. This is due to the uneven diffusion of IPTG through the 

plate and the competition for nutrients and IPTG from adjacent colonies. Additionally, it 

relies on identification by the naked eye, which can result in colonies being missed or 

pigment production not being detected when it first becomes visible.  

Despite the improved accuracy of the liquid screen, it is not as sensitive as the first-tier 

plate screen. None of the top colonies exhibited detectable levels of indigoidine 
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production after 48 hours. Instead the nine colonies that most rapidly turned blue on 

the re-streaked plates were selected and sequenced to identify positive mutations.    

4.5.2 Sequence analysis of the selected first round variants 

Of the nine colonies sequenced, three were identical (Mut_1, Mut_4 and Mut_5, which 

all had the same mutations, E11K and T52I). It was unclear if these are particularly 

important mutations, or if they saturated the library early on. The T52I is the only 

mutation within the second alpha helix. It is also the most common mutation, with three 

different recovered mutant sequences all containing this mutation. In wtBpsA, the 

residue at this position is leucine, which is structurally very similar to isoleucine (of note, 

the codon change in the recovered variants was ACC to ATC, hence the substitution of 

threonine by isoleucine was achievable by a single base mutation, whereas it is not 

possible to get from ACC to a leucine-specifying codon without the highly improbable 

event of two point mutations occurring within the same codon).  The alignment of the 

top recovered variants against unmodified acpBpsA is shown in Fig. 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 Alignment of first round mutant top hits: Multiple sequence alignment of top hits from the AcpM pilot library, the sequence for Mut_1, Mut_4 and Mut_5 have been combined for 
clarity. The black bar indicates the second alpha helix and the red box highlights the conserved serine residue. The sequence alignment was constructed using Geneious®. AcpBpsA is set as 
the consensus sequence and variants with different residues are identified by their single letter AA code.  
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4.6 Construction and screening of the second round library 

The second round of evolution used the sequences from Fig. 4.8 as a mixed template 

along with acpBpsA. It was hoped that the variety of sequences would promote DNA 

shuffling and cause more rapid evolution as beneficial mutations could be combined 

together and deleterious mutations could be removed (Moore et al., 1997). Each 

template sequence was added in an equal concentration to avoid biasing the library.  

The second round library was constructed in the same manner as the pilot library but 

was three times the size, with approximately 120,000 clones screened on pigment 

producing media. The top hits from the library yielded detectable levels of blue pigment 

after 18 to 24 hours. This was a substantial improvement compared to the first round, 

where improved colonies were detected 48 to 72 hours after induction. One hundred 

and twenty top hits were picked for second tier liquid screening.      

4.6.1 Second tier screening of second round library 

The 120 selected variants were screened using the liquid screening method described in 

Section 2.9.7. The 44 top hits from the liquid culture were then transferred to a master 

plate (Fig. 4.9B). This master plate was rescreened and the indigoidine production was 

quantified. The activities of the ten most active hits are displayed in Fig. 4.9A, variants 

RD2_mut_55 and RD2_mut_13 showing the most increased levels of activity.  
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Figure 4.9 Results from second tier screening: (A) The top ten hits from the second round of evolution are graphed in 
order of their normalised A590 value, calculated as described in Section 2.9.8. The positive control (Sfp co-expressed 
with wtBpsA) had reached saturation by the time the incubation period had been extended enough to detect pigment 
production by the clones. Data is the average of two biological replicates, each comprising two technical replicates, 
and error bars indicate ± SEM. (B) Photo of the round two master plate taken after 48 hours incubation. The red box 
highlights mutant_55, the top hit from the round. The black box highlights the Sfp positive control and the green box 
highlights AcpS co-expressed with wtBpsA.  

4.6.2 Sequence analysis of the second round library 

The top ten variants from the second round library were sequenced and then ranked by 

activity (Fig. 4.10). Three of the variants had the same sequence; RD2_Mut_72, 

RD2_Mut_70 and RD2_Mut_44, each of which displayed similar levels of activity.  

In the top hits from the second round there was a strong enrichment for certain residue 

changes, indicating that some key substitutions had occurred. For example, all of the top 

hits other than RD2_Mut_14 contained the E11K substitution, and every variant had the 

T52I substitution, suggesting that these were both key modifications for improved 

activity. Two additional sites in the second alpha helix were also mutated in several 

selected variants, site 47 and site 54. Interestingly the different between the top 

performing variant RD2_MUT_55 and RD2_MUT_56, one of the worst-performing 

variants, was a single amino acid substitution in the former variant at position 47, which 

was also within the second alpha helix.      
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Figure 4.10 Sequence alignment of top selected variants from the second round of directed evolution: Multiple sequence alignment of top hits from the AcpM second round library. The 

black bar indicates the second alpha helix and the red box highlights the conserved serine residue. The sequence alignment was constructed using Geneious®. AcpBpsA is set as the consensus 

sequence and variants with different residues are identified by their single letter AA code.  
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 4.7 Construction and screening of the third round library 

The sequences in Fig. 4.10A were used as a mixed template for the third round library 

along with both acpBpsA and wtBpsA. These two templates were added to act as a 

reservoir to help remove deleterious mutations, i.e. by providing a wild-type template 

for shuffling the original residue back in, should that prove to be more beneficial for 

activity. Each template was added in equal concentrations to avoid biasing the library. 

The library was constructed as described in Section 2.9.6, and approximately 100,000 

clones were plated on pigment producing media and screened.  

Initial hits began to be detected after approximately twelve hours to sixteen hours and 

were re-streaked and taken into second tier screening. It was noted that the majority of 

hits from this library didn’t appear to be significantly improved over RD2_Mut_55.  The 

two hundred top hits from the third round were then taken into second tier liquid 

screening.  

4.7.1 Second tier screening of third round library 

Compared to the second-round library, the third-round library had much more uniform 

amounts of indigoidine production (Fig. 4.11A). The top hits were arrayed onto a master 

plate to allow for more accurate comparison and re-screened. The top hit from round 

two, RD2_Mut_55 was also added to the plate as a positive control. Unfortunately, 

substantial improvements between RD2_Mut_55 and top variants in round three were 

not observed in the in vivo quantification (Fig 4.11B). The top ten variants from this plate 

were sequenced and analysed. 
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Figure 4.11 Results from third round evolution: (A) Image showing the master plate containing the best performing 
mutants from the third round of evolution. The blue square is RD3_Mut_35, the yellow square is RD3_Mut_11 and the 
red square is RD2_Mut_55. The green rectangle highlights the positive Sfp control and AcpS co expressed with 
wtBpsA. (B) The top ten hits from the third round of evolution are ranked according to normalised A590 value, 
calculated as described in Section 2.9.8. The positive Sfp control had reached saturation by the time the incubation 
period had been extended enough to detect pigment production by the clones. Data is the average of three 
independent replicates and error bars represent ± SEM. 

4.7.2 Sequence analysis of the top variants from round three  

The amino acid sequences of the top ten hits from round three were aligned and ranked 

according to their activity. The sequences are displayed in Fig. 4.12. By this stage there 

had been a clear enrichment for four key residues: E11K, Q32H/L, and the previous two 

substitutions noted as occurring within the second alpha helix, E47V/A and T52I. 

Interesting the two top variants RD3_Mut_11 (T12A) and RD3_Mut_35 (A49T) both 

contain additional mutations unique to them. For RD3_Mut_35, the substitution A49T 

occurs within the second alpha helix and this appears to be important for activity as it is 

the only mutational difference between this variant and RD2_Mut_55. In wtBpsA the 

wild type residue is a valine and it is unclear why substitution to a threonine led to 

increased activity. In addition, RD3_Mut_11 contains the substitution S68Y. This 

mutation was introduced in round three in two different variants. It may be important 

for the catalytic function of the variants as it appears that RD3_Mut_11 originally came 

from the RD2_Mut_14 template.   
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Figure 4.12 Sequence alignment of the top variants from round three: Multiple sequence alignment of top hits from the AcpM third round library ranked in order of activity. The black bar 
indicates the second alpha helix and the red box highlights the conserved serine residue. The sequence alignment was constructed using Geneious®. AcpBpsA is set as the consensus sequence 
and variants with different residues are identified by their single letter AA code.  
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4.8 In vitro testing of top variants from each round of 

evolution 

 After three rounds of evolution, the top three variants from each round were selected 

for protein purification and analysis, based on either the time taken to show pigment on 

a pigment producing plate for the first round, or the indigoidine levels detected in 

second tier screening for the second and third rounds. The selected variants and their 

sequence identities are listed in Fig. 4.13. Each recombinant plasmid was isolated and 

then 0.5 ng of DNA was transformed into electrocompetent ∆entD BL21 cells. A small 

amount of DNA was used to reduce the chance of double transformants occurring. The 

cells were then plated on spectinomycin containing plates to select for the clones 

harbouring the mutant forms of bpsA. Colonies from each plate were then picked and 

re-streaked on kanamycin containing plates to confirm that they did not contain pET-

28a(+)::AcpS.  

Unexpectedly, colonies from the second and third round of directed evolution libraries 

started to produce pigment 48 hours after plating, without being induced by IPTG. This 

strongly indicated that the mutant forms of BpsA had activity with EC-AcpS in vivo.  
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Figure 4.13 Variants selected for in vitro kinetics: Multiple sequence alignment of top three hits from each round. The black bar indicates the second alpha helix and the red box highlights 
the conserved serine residue. The sequence alignment was constructed using Geneious®. AcpBpsA is set as the consensus sequence and variants with different residues are identified by their 
single letter AA code.  
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4.8.1 Expression and purification of top variants.  

Initial expression and purification tests were performed as described in Section 2.5. 

After 16 hours of incubation, substantial amounts of indigoidine was being produced by 

the cultures (Fig. 4.14). It was noted that the in vivo conversion to holo BpsA would 

make it difficult to assess if TB-AcpS had any improved activity with the evolved variants 

of BpsA, as they would already be capable of synthesising indigoidine. 

 

In an attempt to minimise the conversion of BpsA into the holo form by endogenous EC-

AcpS, a modified expression protocol was used: The culture OD600 at which protein 

expression was induced was increased from 0.6 to 1 – 1.2, and the induction period was 

decreased from 16 hours to 3 hours. This reduced the amount of indigoidine being 

produced in the cultures. Using this modified protocol, 400 ml cultures were expressed 

and purified as described in Section 2.5. As expected with the lower incubation period, 

yields were lower than with the previous 24 hour induction period (approximately 25 % 

of the protein yield).   

 

 

Figure 4.14 Qualitative assessment of indigoidine production following 16 h by E. coli ∆entD BL21 cells expressing 
the first and second round variants:  Shown is 1 ml of culture containing E. coli ΔentD BL21 containing only the BpsA 
mutants in the pCDFDuet plasmid. BpsA is being converted into the active holo form by the native EC-AcpS. The photo 
is taken after 16 hours of expression at 18 °C post induction with IPTG. Variants Mut_2 and Mut_3 are the top variants 
from the first round of evolution and variants Mut_55, Mut_31 and Mut_13 are the top variants from the second 
round. Cultures are not normalised for OD600 values, so do not represent a qualitative value for indigoidine synthesis.   
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4.8.2 In vitro kinetics of variants in their purified form  

To determine the level of conversion to the holo form by the endogenous EC-AcpS, the 

variants were purified and compared in assays to wtBpsA. Assays were performed as 

described in Section 2.7.1 except the BpsA variants were assayed at 2 µM, and A590 

values were recorded every 30 s for 1 h. Most of the variants synthesised slightly more 

indigoidine than the apo-BpsA negative control (red line, Fig. 4.15). This indicated that 

the evolved variants had been activated in vivo by EC-AcpS. In particular, two variants, 

RD_3_Mut_35 (dark blue line, Fig. 4.15 ) and RD_3_Mut_11 (brown line, Fig 4.15) from 

the third round exhibited a substantially faster rate of indigoidine synthesis when 

compared to apo-BpsA (red line, Fig 4.15). These two variants were the top hits from the 

third round of evolution indicating that the directed evolution campaign had selected for 

mutants improved with improved recognition towards EC-AcpS.  
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Figure 4.15 Synthesis of indigoidine by acpBpsA variants purified in vitro: Three mutants from each round were 
assayed to determine the level of conversion to the holo form. Mutants from round one (light blue) and round two 
(light green) produced little to no indigoidine when compared to apo-BpsA (red line). Two mutants from the third 
round of evolution; RD3_Mut_11 (brown line) and RD_3_Mut_35 (blue line) produced detectable amounts of 
indigoidine and displayed the characteristic curve associated with indigoidine synthesis. While the third mutant 
RD_3_Mut_23 (pale pink line) had a much slower rate of indigoidine synthesis. Data is the average of three replicates 
and error bars represent ± SEM. For ease of understanding the individual mutants from each round have been 
grouped by colour.    
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4.8.3 In vitro kinetics of variants with PPTases 

The apparent gain of activity with E. coli AcpS did not preclude there having also been a 

gain in activity with TB-AcpS. To determine whether this was the case, kinetic assays 

were performed as described in Section 2.7.1, with the following modifications: A 

concentration of 2 µM BpsA and 2 µM TB-AcpS was used, and A590 values were recorded 

every 30 s for an hour. The tested mutants showed no improved activity with TB-AcpS 

when compared to the no PPTase control, suggesting that either all of the variants had 

already been converted completely to their holo forms during expression in vivo, or that 

none of the variants had improved activity with TB-AcpS (Fig 4.16).  

To test whether the evolved mutants had activity with EC-AcpS in vitro the acpS gene 

from E. coli W3310 was cloned into pET-28a(+) using the methods described in Section 

2.4. The construct was then expressed and purified as described in Section 2.5. EC-AcpS 

was relatively unstable compared to TB-AcpS and had much lower yields (ca. 5x less). It 

also aggregated much more quickly once thawed (not shown).  

EC-AcpS was tested against the top variants from each round as described in Section 

2.7.1, and did not see an increase in A590 compared to the no PPTase control (Fig 4.16). 

This suggested that further incubation with an activating PPTase was unable to further 

increase activity of the evolved acpBpsA variants, in turn suggesting that they had 

already reached maximal conversion into the holo state. Thus, it appears likely that the 

limited activity observed in Fig 4.15 may not have been a consequence of only partial 

activation, but rather, the overall catalytic efficiency of the recombinant BpsA constructs 

being greatly impaired relative to wtBpsA.  

To further confirm if this was the case the variants were tested to see whether they 

would gain any further activity post-activation with purified PptT. PptT was chosen to 

test the mutants for two reasons, firstly because it can recognise and activate the PCP 

domain of wtBpsA rapidly as shown in Chapter 1, and secondly because the second 

alpha helix of acpBpsA is the native substrate of PptT. Thus, if any Type II PPTase was 

capable of activating the modified variants it should be PptT. The top variants were 

incubated with PptT as described in Section 2.7.1, with the following modifications: A 

concentration of 2 µM BpsA and 1 µM PptT was used. None of the variants showed any 
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noticeable improvement in the rate of indigoidine synthesis when compared to the no 

PPTase control (Fig 4.16). This provided further evidence that the variants were already 

completely converted into their holo forms. I therefore concluded that the evolved 

constructs were greatly impaired in their abilities to synthesise indigoidine relative to 

wtBpsA.  

 

Figure 4.16 Synthesis of indigoidine by RD3_Mut_11 activated by different PPTases: RD3_Mut_11 was incubated 
with no PPTase (blue line), TB-AcpS (green line), PptT (red line) and EC-AcpS (purple line). No substantial increase in 
the rate of indigoidine synthesis is observed. Data is the average of three replicates and error bars represent ± SEM  

It remains to be confirmed experimentally whether the variants are indeed their active 

holo form, e.g. by using Mass Spectrometry or NativePAGE gel and therefore whether 

this is why we do not see any improvement in the rate of indigoidine synthesis upon 

addition of EC-AcpS. It is also not yet known whether any of the evolved constructs are 

also substrates for TB-AcpS as well as EC-AcpS. However, it was decided that further 

investigation into these issues was not an immediate priority. Supporting the decision to 

deprioritise this facet of my project, the revelations in the 2015 Zimhony et al paper had 

by now made it clear by this stage that AcpM was not a native substrate of EC-AcpS; and 

moreover, there was a lack of certitude around how I might readily avoid the issues of 

EC-AcpS interfering with the evolution of a TB-AcpS specific form of BpsA. Although 
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some ideas around this are presented in the following Discussion section, it was not 

possible to implement these within the timeframe of my PhD.  

4.9 Discussion  

The work described in this chapter sought to develop BpsA variants with modified PCP 

domains capable of being recognised and activated by TB-AcpS, and functioning 

effectively with BpsA. It is highly likely that, due to the selection of the second alpha 

helix from M. tuberculosis AcpM as an initial template for the directed evolution 

campaign, the libraries were biased toward EC-AcpS, which can recognise AcpM.  As 

noted above, when the work described in this chapter began AcpM was thought to be 

post-translationally modified by TB-AcpS (Gokulan et al., 2011), but subsequently this 

was found to not be the case (Zimhony et al., 2015). Despite the failure to develop a 

BpsA variant that can efficiently report on TB-AcpS activity, this section of work has 

shown that it is possible to develop a functional variant that can be converted to the 

holo form by an AcpS type PPTase, albeit with greatly diminished indigoidine synthesis 

capacity relative to native BpsA. 

4.9.1 Selection and development of rational designed constructs  

Three initial templates were used to try and develop a variant of BpsA that could be 

recognised by TB-AcpS, the wtBpsA PCP domain and two modified PCP domains in which 

the second alpha helix had been substituted by the second alpha helix from M. 

tuberculosis FAS-1 or AcpM. In addition to the problem with AcpM turning out not to be 

a native substrate of TB-AcpS, an issue with the selection of the FAS-1 second alpha helix 

might be the residue present at the +4 position (relative to the invariant serine where 

the Ppant arm is attached). The +4 residue is known to be important for interacting with 

the TE domain of BpsA and recombinant constructs have been shown to function best 

when there is a hydrophobic residue in this position (Owen et al., 2016). In the FAS-1 

second alpha helix this residue is asparagine. In contrast, this residue is valine in the 

AcpM second alpha helix, which is the same residue present in the PCP domain of BpsA. 

If the initial generation of an error prone PCR library from the facpBpsA genetic template 

did not modify this residue to a hydrophobic residue, this may have prevented recovery 
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of hits from this library. For future evolution projects, it might prove advantageous to 

rationally modify the +4 residue to a valine prior to epPCR amplification of the template.  

4.9.2 Directed evolution of acpBpsA 

Directed evolution has been used previously with BpsA to improve activity between 

PPTases and the BpsA PCP domain and has met with success, with the most active 

evolved variant in the Owen et al (2016) study having 75% of wtBpsA activity restored in 

vivo from a non-functional enzyme. However, in vitro this variant had a maximum 

indigoidine synthesis velocity only 6.5% that of wtBpsA (Owen et al., 2016). 

Nevertheless, this result, together with the finding of Finking et al (2004) that a single 

residue change was enough to allow AcpS to interact with the PCP domain (Finking et al., 

2004), indicated that only one or two mutational changes might be sufficient to evolve a 

functional variant of BpsA that was capable of recognising TB-AcpS and was sufficiently 

active to enable screening for TB-AcpS inhibitors.  

The pilot libraries served two purposes. Firstly, to try and identify which of the three 

templates (wtBpsA, acpBpsA and facpBpsA) was the most likely to be functional as only 

wtBpsA had shown very low levels of activity with TB-AcpS. It was hoped that one or two 

mutations would be enough to produce detectable levels of activity with TB-AcpS. This 

was found to be the case for the acpBpsA construct, with only one or two mutations 

seemingly being enough to restore activity in vivo (i.e., one or more of E11K, Q32H or 

T52I). Interestingly out of these substitutions, T52I is the only one located within the 

second alpha helix (Fig. 4.8). Secondly, starting a larger directed evolution campaign with 

a more diverse range of templates would hopefully increase the speed of evolution and 

reduce the chance of hitting an evolutionary bottleneck.  

Four mutations appeared to have a critical function either in improving the catalytic 

efficiency or recognition between acpBpsA and type I PPTases. Two of these residues 

glutamic acid at position 11 and glutamine at position 32 are outside of the second alpha 

helix. Interestingly, RD3_Mut_11 does not have the common lysine substitution at 

position 11, instead it has a T12A substitution, which may have a similar effect. Two 

mutations within the second alpha helix appear to be essential. All mutants from the 

second round of evolution onwards that were sequenced possess the T52I mutation 
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indicating it is necessary for improved function. The other common mutation that was 

found in all sequenced round three variants was E47A/V. In wildtype BpsA this residue is 

glycine.  

It is unknown to what extent these mutational changes drive activity with EC-AcpS 

rather than TB-AcpS, however there is some independent evidence that some of them 

may assist with overall PCP domain functionality when the second alpha helix is 

modified. Concurrent with this evolution campaign, a Masters student in the Ackerley 

Laboratory, Jack Sissons, was conducting a similar evolution campaign with the PCP 

domain of BpsA. His project focused on developing PPTase-recognition tags based on 

the second alpha helix of a native PCP domain recognised by the Type II PPTase EntD 

from E. coli. Jack’s project took the second alpha helix from the E. coli EntF PCP domain 

and inserted it into the PCP domain of BpsA in a similar manner to that described in 

Section 4.4 (Sissons, 2017). The constructs were then evolved to have improved activity 

with EntD. Surprisingly, despite the different PPTase types and second alpha helix 

sequences used, Jack also found a saturation of E11K and Q32H residue changes in his 

improved variants (Sissons, 2017).  

To investigate this convergence, Jack constructed and tested two variants bearing either 

the E11K or the Q32H substitutions, to see if either of these enhanced the activity of 

BpsA. It was found that neither mutation enhanced the binding activity between EntD 

and BpsA or the activity of wtBpsA itself. In fact, both mutations were slightly 

detrimental to synthesis of indigoidine by BpsA (Sissons, 2017). This suggests that these 

two mutations may have a role in allowing the PCP domain to accept foreign alpha 

helices at the helix two position, rather than improving recognition between the PPTase 

and PCP domain, or overall catalytic function.  

4.9.3 Critical evaluation of the directed evolution process 

While substantial improvements in in vivo activity were achieved through the directed 

evolution campaign, the gains in in vitro activity appeared less impressive. All of the 

purified mutants, when incubated with PptT (the native PPTase for activation of AcpM) 

exhibited no further increase in activity over their purified form, indicating that they had 

likely been purified in a near-complete holo state. This further implies that although the 
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recognition between PPTase and PCP domain may have been improved, the overall 

catalytic activity of the enzyme had been substantially diminished. 

A major cause of this could be due to asking the rationally designed constructs to try and 

do too much at once. During the evolution campaign there are two selections present 

for the constructs. Firstly, the interaction between AcpS and the modified PCP domain; 

and secondly, the overall catalytic function of the BpsA mutant. Since the in vivo 

selection occurs over an extended time frame it means that for the primary selection is 

likely to be for improvement in recognition between AcpS and the modified PCP domain 

rather than overall catalytic function. This could be why the enzymes appeared to have 

relatively poor activities in vitro.  

The substitution of the second alpha helix by an ACP-derived helix represents a 

significant change in amino acid sequence in an area that is critical to the function of the 

PCP domain, and it may simply require more changes than are achievable using a 

stepwise error prone PCR approach to restore functionality, especially if several residues 

in the second alpha helix need to be modified simultaneously to achieve an effect.  

Another key issue with the evolution strategy was the presence of the endogenous EC-

AcpS within the host E. coli cells. This PPTase is essential and cannot easily be knocked 

out of E. coli. It was hoped that it would be present at low enough of a level in vivo not 

to exert an effect on the evolution of acpBpsA. I hoped to further reduce the chance of 

applying the wrong selection pressure by strongly over-expressing the TB-AcpS, 

expecting that this would outcompete EC-AcpS, and hence minor gains in recognition by 

TB-AcpS would lead to substantial improvements in indigoidine synthesis. As far as I was 

able to tell, this strategy did not work – certainly, it did not prevent recognition of the 

recombinant constructs by the endogenous EC-AcpS. 

 In order to avoid interference by endogenous PPTases it may be necessary to attempt 

to knockout the E. coli acpS and replace it with a chromosomally integrated M. 

tuberculosis acpS. A similar strategy has been shown to be possible previously in P. 

aeruginosa where the endogenous PcpS was knocked out and the strain remained viable 

with a chromosomally integrated acpS (Barekzi et al., 2004). However, in E. coli this 

strategy may not be possible as TB-AcpS has some structural dissimilarities to EC-AcpS 
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(Dym et al., 2009) and may not be able to activate the essential ACP domains of E. coli. 

Nevertheless, if a second evolution campaign is undertaken this would likely be essential 

for in vivo evolution within an E. coli host strain to be possible. An alternative to this 

might be to move the evolution to a more similar species to M. tuberculosis, for example 

M. smegmatis. However, this would come with a range of issues, including lower 

transformation efficiency and growth rates. There is also no guarantee that BpsA would 

be functional in M. smegmatis, although this could be easily tested.  

4.9.4 Additional improvements to the experimental procedures in the chapter 
 

Due to the failure of the experimental work in this chapter to improve activity between 

TB-AcpS and BpsA I considered it cogent to discuss in detail additional possible 

improvements to the experimental methods in this chapter. For the other experimental 

chapters, critical evaluations are primarily considered from a more global perspective in 

Chapter Seven.  

The rational design and selection of an initial PCP construct appears to be the critical 

step for a successful evolutionary campaign, as the majority of the issues found during 

the evolutionary process stemmed from the unsuccessful use of the incorrect second 

alpha helix. Unfortunately to the best of my knowledge no analysis has been undertaken 

of the interactions between TB-AcpS and FAS-1, so it is difficult to know exactly what 

residues in the ACP domain are critical for this interaction. It is possible that the swap of 

the entire second alpha helix may be too large a change to be tolerated since the 

unevolved facpBpsA construct exhibited no indigoidine synthesis either in vitro or in 

vivo. Nevertheless, since only a single round of evolution examining only 40,000 clones 

was completed here, it would be premature to conclude that restoration of activity is 

not readily achievable for this construct.  

Using BpsA as a reporter to identify the key residues in the recognition of a chimeric 

PCP-domain by TB-AcpS may not be the best starting point, due to interference between 

EC-AcpS and the modified BpsA variant (unless EC-acpS could be knocked out and 

replaced by TB-acpS, as suggested above). An alternative approach could be to use a 

phage display library such as the one discussed in Section 1.8. This would allow the rapid 
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screening of a large library that could be comprised either of the entire BpsA PCP 

domain with residues in the second alpha helix modified via guided random 

mutagenesis, or else just the second alpha helix region, using a method similar to that of 

(Zhou et al., 2007) 

Once recognition between TB-AcpS and a modified PCP domain had been confirmed, the 

second phase of evolution could occur. This would focus on the improvement of the 

catalytic efficiency of BpsA. Since the modified PCP domain would already be known to 

be a substrate for TB-AcpS, the likelihood of interference by EC-AcpS would be reduced. 

This study has already identified two mutations (E11K and Q32H) that appear important 

for overall PCP function, and the rational incorporation of these mutations into 

improved variants identified through the use of phage libraries or targeted mutagenesis 

might prove useful in accelerating the evolutionary process.  

During the three rounds of directed evolution described in Sections 4.5-4.7, it was not 

considered that the endogenous EC-AcpS might interfere with the evolutionary 

outcome. In the future, it would be essential to test a range of mutants for in vitro 

activity with TB-AcpS at the completion of each cycle, rather than assuming that activity 

had been specifically improved with this PPTase. Another method that could be useful at 

this step might be to use TB-AcpS to attach fluorescent CoA analogues to the PCP 

domain or BpsA itself (Gokulan et al., 2011), as this would ensure selected variants are 

capable of recognising the modified PCP domains. 

Finally, it is important to note that the in vivo activation of the BpsA variants by EC-AcpS 

may not be an unsurmountable problem. Work by Rothmann et al (2014) has shown 

that the acyl carrier protein hydrolase (AcpH) family of enzymes can be used to rapidly 

remove the Ppant arm from CP domains (Rothmann et al., 2014). In the future, evolved 

variants could be treated with AcpH to remove the Ppant arm and then tested in vitro 

for activity with TB-AcpS. It should not be assumed simply because an evolved variant is 

activated by EC-AcpS, that it cannot also be activated by TB-AcpS. 

Despite the failure to evolve variants of BpsA that can act as effective reporters on TB-

AcpS activity, the research described in this chapter has nevertheless proven that BpsA 

can be used to evolve PCP domains that are substrates for AcpS type PPTases. It has also 
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identified key residues that may be important for improving the acceptance of modified 

second alpha helices.  
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Chapter 5 - Development of a biosensor 
to quantify L-glutamine  

5.0 Publications  

Brown, A. S., Robins, K. J., & Ackerley, D. F. (2017). A sensitive single-enzyme assay 

system using the non-ribosomal peptide synthetase BpsA for measurement of L-

glutamine in biological samples. Scientific Reports, 7, 41745. doi:10.1038/srep41745 

Ackerley, D. F., Brown, A. S., & Robins, K. J. (2015). Methods of detecting and measuring 

glutamine and analogues thereof, and methods related thereto. PCT patent filing 

WO/2015/084189, published 11th June 2015 

5.1 Chapter summary  

The ability to rapidly, economically and accurately measure L-glutamine concentrations 

in biological samples is important for many areas of research, medicine and industry, 

however there is room for improvement on existing methods. This chapter focuses on 

the development a novel biosensor to detect and quantify L-glutamine levels in a variety 

of scientifically or clinically relevant conditions. BpsA converts two molecules of L-

glutamine into the easy to detect blue pigment indigoidine. The direct relationship 

between the amount of L-glutamine consumed and the level of indigoidine produced 

can be used to accurately measure L-glutamine in biological samples.  

BpsA, like all NRPSs, exists in either of two forms, an inactive apo form or an active holo 

form. Due to the mild antimicrobial properties of indigoidine it is difficult to express and 

purify in its active form. A new method of purification was developed which takes 

advantage of the endogenous levels of co-enzyme A present in the E. coli cell lysate and 

resulted in consistent high yields of holo-BpsA. 

Indigoidine has low solubility in aqueous solutions, which hindered early attempts to 

develop a protocol for creating accurate standard curves. Despite attempts to modify 

and improve the protocol, direct kinetic measurement of indigoidine synthesis was 

found not to be a reliable method for the detection and quantification of L-glutamine. 
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Instead a new method employing resolubilisation in the solvent DMSO was developed. 

This method was optimised and tested for a variety of samples including blood and 

urine. The optimised protocol can readily detect and accurately quantify L-glutamine.  

The long-term stability of BpsA was characterised and the protocol was found to offer 

advantages over commercially available glutamine quantification kits. 

5.2 introduction 

5.2.1 The importance of L-glutamine as a biomarker  

Glutamine is the most abundant amino acid in the human body, owing to its ability to 

act as the major intercellular transporter of amino-nitrogen and as a key fuel source for 

rapidly dividing cells, including cells of the immune system and intestinal lining. 

Consequently, glutamine is very important in numerous aspects of medicine. Not only is 

it used as a common supplement for athletes or patients experiencing critical illness but 

abnormal levels in bodily fluids can be symptomatic of certain diseases, e.g. metabolic 

diseases (Serrano et al., 2011; Trinh et al., 2003)  over-training syndrome (Agostini and 

Biolo, 2010; McKenzie, 1999) or neurodegenerative disorders (Chen and Herrup, 2012; 

Tsuruoka et al., 2013) . Moreover, tumours can become dependent on glutamine as an 

energy source (Wise and Thompson, 2010), and this can manifest as unusually low 

glutamine levels in serum or saliva (Ikeda et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2013). 

 Glutamine is also enormously important from a research perspective as it provides a 

particularly useful energy source for mammalian cell culture (Eagle et al., 1956). 

However, excessive levels of glutamine in culture medium can inhibit the transport of 

other amino acids (Yang et al., 2010) or result in the generation of toxic levels of 

ammonia (Doyle and Butler, 1990; Tritsch and Moore, 1962). For all of these reasons and 

more, it is important to be able to accurately quantify the levels of glutamine that are 

present in complex biological mixtures. 

5.2.2 Current detection methods  

The “gold standard” for glutamine measurement, and method most commonly 

employed by hospital laboratories, is HPLC. However, this method is expensive, 

unwieldy, and unsuited to rapid turnaround of samples. Specialized instruments have 
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been developed to monitor the concentrations of various metabolites including 

glutamine in cell culture and fermentation media, but these instruments are also 

expensive and a typical device was recently found to be insufficiently accurate for point-

of-care analysis of glutamine levels in patient plasma samples. 

In contrast, enzymatic methods offer promise for rapid, accurate and cost-effective 

quantification of glutamine in diverse biological samples. The primary method that has 

been used to achieve this, employed in a wide range of commercially available kits, is a 

two-step enzymatic conversion of glutamine to glutamate by glutaminase followed by a 

further deamination of the glutamate to α-ketoglutarate by glutamate dehydrogenase 

(Lund, 1986). As the second step is accompanied by a proportional reduction of NAD+ to 

NADH, the reaction can be monitored spectrophotometrically. However, not only does 

this method involve multiple reagents and time-consuming reaction steps, it also 

requires that the baseline of glutamate in the sample be established separately, so that 

this can be subtracted from the combined (glutamine + glutamate) measurement. This 

extra step introduces additional error and potential for cross-sample contamination. 

5.2.3 Using BpsA as a biosensor for the detection of L-glutamine 

Here I sought to develop an alternative means for assaying L-glutamine, based on a 

single enzymatic conversion of two molecules of L-glutamine into the directly detectable 

blue pigment indigoidine (Fig. 5.1), by BpsA. Despite the many different applications of 

BpsA that have previously been investigated, at the start of this work no one had 

previously reported adaptation of BpsA for measurement of glutamine, most likely 

because the unusual and poorly understood solution chemistry of indigoidine results in 

unusual absorbance profiles (Fig. 5.2A) from which it is not obvious how a linear 

standard curve might be generated. Indeed, a subsequent PCT patent application that 

was filed and published by another group (Tao, 2015) shortly after our own PCT patent 

publication (Ackerley et al., 2014) failed to overcome this problem and instead relied on 

the direct measurement of the maximum value of indigoidine absorbance. Here I 

demonstrate that is not a reliable method for accurate L-glutamine measurement, and 

show that a final solubilisation step can effectively resolve this issue. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram showing two molecules of L-glutamine being converted into one molecule of the blue 
pigment indigoidine by holo BpsA: Two molecules of L-glutamine are converted into a single molecule of the bright 
blue pigment indigoidine in an ATP powered reaction by holo BpsA.  

5.3 Aims of the research in this chapter  

 To develop a method to reliably express and purify holo-BpsA 

 To develop a method to create reproducible and accurate standard curves of L-

glutamine. 

 To accurately measure L-glutamine concentrations in a variety of media types 

and clinically relevant fluids. 

5.4 Expression and purification of holo-BpsA 

Like all NRPS enzymes, in order for BpsA to synthesise its product (i.e., indigoidine) it 

first needs to be converted from the inactive apo form to an active holo form. This 

conversion is achieved by the attachment of a Ppant moiety derived from coenzyme A to 

the peptidyl carrier protein domain (PCP) of BpsA. This reaction is catalysed by a PPTase 

enzyme. 
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Ppant attachment is difficult to achieve in vivo prior to BpsA purification, as the mild 

anti-bacterial properties of indigoidine inhibit the growth of E. coli cells that are 

producing holo-BpsA (Beer et al., 2014). Therefore, it was necessary to develop a 

method to activate BpsA post-expression.  

5.4.1 in vitro conversion of BpsA from the apo to the holo form  

Initial work used the method described in Owen et al (2012), with both the activating 

PPTase and apo-BpsA being purified independently (Owen et al., 2012). A master mix 

containing apo-BpsA, PcpS, a buffering solution, Co-enzyme A and MgCl2 was incubated 

for 20 min at 30 °C to bring about the conversion to the holo form. This system was 

impractical for several reasons. Firstly, it was both expensive and time consuming. A 

significant excess of Co-enzyme A was essential (the protocol called for 100 µM CoA to 

activate 3.4 µM of BpsA). Both the PPTase and BpsA had to be purified independently 

increasing the time taken for preparation of holo BpsA. The method also required 

significant amounts of nickel affinity resin to be used along with large volumes of culture 

(typically 800 ml for the PPTase and 400 ml for BpsA). The level of 

phosphopantetheinylation activity was also variable as the PPTases are unstable once 

purified from the native cell lysate. In order to overcome the time and cost associated 

with this approach a new method was developed.   

5.4.2 In-lysate conversion of BpsA from the apo to the holo form  

To avoid production of holo-BpsA in vivo, BpsA was expressed as a 6His-tagged protein 

in a strain of E. coli BL21(DE3) that had the endogenous non-essential PPTase gene entD 

knocked out as previously described (Owen et al., 2012). Prior to purification, conversion 

of 6His-tagged apo-BpsA to the holo form was achieved by mixing the soluble fraction of 

cell lysate with lysate from E. coli BL21 cells that were over-expressing a 6His-tagged 

PcpS, together with excess coenzyme A as a source of PPT. Initially both PcpS and BpsA 

were expressed in vectors containing a 6His tag. To remove the PcpS from the lysate 

once it had attached the PPT moiety to BpsA I sought to take advantage of its inherent 

instability. The combined lysates were incubated at 25 °C for two hours and then 

pelleted at 26,000 g for 20 min to remove the aggregated PcpS. While this method 

worked reasonably well and resulted in purified holo-BpsA the purification process took 

longer as the 100 kDa cut off column was getting clogged by PcpS. Instead, to ensure 
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that PcpS had been completely removed during the purification process a vector was 

developed which did not contain a 6His tag.  

5.4.2.1 Construction and testing of pNOHISPET 

pET-28a(+) is a common bacterial expression vector developed by Novagen®. It contains 

both an N-terminus 6His tag and a C-terminus 6His tag. There is an NcoI restriction site 

upstream of the N-terminus 6His tag which allows genes to be cloned in without 

attaching the 6His tag. However, it was not possible to take this approach with pcpS as 

the gene contains an internal NcoI site. Instead, a novel vector without an N-terminus 

6His tag based on pET28a was developed which would facilitate the expression of 

proteins without a 6His tag.  

pNOHISPET was created by digesting pET-28a(+) with NcoI and SalI, followed by blunt-

ending of the digested plasmid using T4 polymerase and circularisation using T4 DNA 

ligase. The construct was then sequence verified to ensure cloned genes would remain 

in frame. NOHISPET still had the majority of the multiple cloning site present, to enable 

cloning of pcpS and expression of PcpS without a 6His tag. The pcpS gene was then 

cloned into the construct using the HindIII and XhoI restriction sites. 

 

Lysates containing apo-BpsA and PcpS without a 6His tag were mixed and incubated for 

two hours with additional CoA added. The mixed lysate was then purified via nickel 

affinity chromatography as described in Section 2.5, and activity was confirmed by 

monitoring indigoidine production in the presence of L-glutamine and ATP (Fig. 5.2A). To 

confirm that the majority of the BpsA had been converted to the active holo form during 

the co-incubation with PcpS, BpsA was re-incubated with purified PcpS and the reaction 

velocity was measured as described in Section 2.10. Further incubation of this enzyme 

with 6His-tagged PcpS that had been purified separately did not lead to a statistically 

significant increase in the rate of indigoidine synthesis (Fig. 5.2B). Although 100% 

conversion to the holo form is not essential for an assay system where all samples are 

tested using the same enzyme preparation, this observation nevertheless suggests that 

near-complete conversion of BpsA to the holo form had been achieved during the mixed 

lysate incubation step. 
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Figure 5.2 Conversion of BpsA to the holo form using PcpS: (A) Holo-BpsA (red circles) is able to rapidly synthesise 
indigoidine, while apo-BpsA (blue) is unable to synthesise indigoidine and has the same absorbance readings as the no 
BpsA (purple) negative control. Data are the mean the values from two independent experiments each comprising of 
three technical replicates and error bars indicate ± SEM. (B) Incubation of holo-BpsA with purified PcpS and Co-
enzyme A does not increase the reaction speed. Data are the mean value of three technical replicates and error bars 
indicate ± SEM.    

5.5. Development of an assay to quantify indigoidine 
production   
 

As noted in Section 1.11.4 indigoidine synthesis in an aqueous solution does not yield an 

asymptotic curve of absorbance over time. Instead of being a smooth curve that levels 

off as a maximum A590 value is approached, a typical indigoidine synthesis curve rapidly 

reaches a first maximum, after which the A590 declines equally rapidly before slowly 

increasing once again (Fig. 1.3, Fig. 5.2A). Although greater starting concentrations of L-

glutamine in a test solution result in higher initial A590 maxima (Fig. 5.3A), I found that 

plotting these maxima from samples containing a range of known L-glutamine 

concentrations yielded a curved rather than linear series of points (Fig. 5.3B). Plotting 

the initial maximal rates of indigoidine synthesis (i.e., the steepest slope of each 

individual curve) was sometimes capable of yielding a linear set of values suitable for 

generation of a standard curve, however this outcome was not reproducible at different 

holo-BpsA concentrations, and I considered that the kinetic nature of the assay was 

more prone to variability than an end-point assay would be.  
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Figure 5.3 Direct monitoring of indigoidine synthesis does not yield a standard curve: (A) To initiate the reaction, 10 

µL of L-glutamine stock solutions were added to the following concentrations: 1000 µM (●), 800 µM (♦), 600 µM (▼), 
400 µM (▲), 200 µM (■) or 0 µM L-glutamine (omitted from the graph), and A590 values were recorded for each well 
every ten seconds. The data has been normalised to zero for the average 0 µM L-glutamine standard value. Each data 
point is the average of three technical replicates. The red lines mark the peak absorbance value observed for each L-
glutamine concentration. (B) A standard curve was generated from the peak absorbance values recorded for each L-
glutamine concentration. The data has been normalised to the zero for the 0 µM L-glutamine standard. Data points 
are the mean values of three technical replicates, and error bars indicate ± SEM. 

Several different methods were trialled to improve the kinetic profile of indigoidine 

synthesis to make it more like a typical Michaelis-Menten curve. This included increasing 

the DMSO concentration in an attempt to improve the solubility of indigoidine during 

synthesis, changing the pH of the reaction medium, and using ascorbic acid to protect 

indigoidine from being reduced to the colourless leuco form (the role of ascorbic acid in 

modifying indigoidine is discussed in detail in Chapter Six). None of these methods gave 

a significant improvement on the optimised protocol described in Section 2.10.2. Due to 

the lower level of reproducibility and accuracy when using kinetic measurements, 

alternative measurement techniques were investigated. 

5.6 Development of a two-step resolubilisation protocol 

I considered that the conversion to the colourless leuco form might be one contributing 

factor to the characteristic absorbance profile of indigoidine production over time. 

However, visual examination of the wells after prolonged synthesis of indigoidine 
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indicated the dominant factor was more likely that indigoidine was dropping out of 

solution, evidenced by formation of a slight blue precipitate. It has previously been 

shown that indigoidine is soluble in a limited range of organic solvents (including DMSO, 

THF, NMP, and DMF) (Novakova et al., 2010). DMSO was selected for use here, owing to 

its minimal toxicity and general availability in the laboratory setting.  

To test whether indigoidine could be effectively resolublised in DMSO under our assay 

conditions, indigoidine was synthesised in 40 μL replicates of reaction mix. Seven 

hundred and 60 μL of various ratios of ddH2O and DMSO were then added to individual 

replicates to bring the total volume up to 800 μL, after which resolubilisation was 

attempted by shaking at 2,000 rev/min for 20 min. I found that indigoidine became fully 

soluble at final concentrations of 80% DMSO (v/v) and above (Fig. 5.4A). Resolubilisation 

of indigoidine also showed that spontaneous conversion to a colourless leuco form was 

not substantially impairing my ability to accurately estimate L-glutamine concentrations 

within the timeframe of the assay. To test this, the absorbance of 200 μL of solubilised 

indigoidine in 95% DMSO, prepared as per Fig. 5.4A, was monitored at 590 nm for 10 h 

at 25 °C (Fig. 5.4B). While the absorbance readings did decrease slowly over time, the 

rate of decrease was insufficient to interfere with accurate measurement of L-glutamine 

within the timeframe of the assay. 
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Figure 5.4: Resolubilisation of indigoidine in DMSO. (A). Replicate reaction mixes containing 50 mM Tris-Cl, 20 mM 
MgCl2, 12 mM ATP, 3 µM holo-BpsA, 5 mM L-glutamine and ddH2O with a total volume of 40µL were incubated for 1 h 
at 25 °C. Addition of DMSO to final concentrations of 80% or higher were found to fully resolubilise the indigoidine 
present in an aqueous solution, enabling more accurate quantification via measurement of absorbance at 590 nm. (B). 
The A590 of a fully solubilised 200 µL solution of indigoidine in 95% DMSO was found to diminish slightly over a ten-
hour period, consistent with indigoidine undergoing a gradual conversion into the colourless leuco isoform. Data 
points are the mean values from two independent experiments, each comprising three technical replicates and error 
bars indicate ± SEM. 

5.6.1 Optimisation and miniaturisation of indigoidine solubilisation protocol 

To accurately quantify the amount of L-glutamine present in a sample using BpsA it is 

necessary to catalyse its complete conversion to indigoidine, followed by the complete 

solubilisation of the indigoidine formed. It was therefore essential to employ a reaction 

volume that would still allow DMSO to be added to a final concentration of at least 80% 

(v/v) prior to A590 measurement. Using 30 μL of reaction mix and 10 μL of sample was 

sufficient to reliably achieve this in a standard 96 well flat bottomed microplate with a 

well volume of 360 μL. After the conversion of L-glutamine to indigoidine was 

completed, 200 μL of anhydrous DMSO was added to the original 40 μL reaction volume, 

resulting in a final concentration of 83% DMSO. 
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To identify a suitable reaction time to allow all of the L-glutamine in the reaction mix to 

be converted to indigoidine prior to addition of DMSO replicate 10 μL samples of 1 mM 

L-glutamine in ddH2O were individually added to 30 μL aliquots of reaction mix 

(comprising 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM ATP, 3 μM holo-BpsA). These 

were incubated at 25 °C with shaking at 200 rev/min. At 10 min intervals, groups of 

three replicates were stopped by the addition of 200 μL DMSO. It was found that under 

these conditions complete conversion of L-glutamine to indigoidine had occurred within 

50 min (Fig. 5.5A). It was also important to ensure complete solubilisation of the 

indigoidine, to enable accurate A590 readings. To identify a suitable incubation time for 

resolubilisation of indigoidine in a final concentration of 83% DMSO (v/v), replicate 

reaction mixes as detailed above were incubated at 25 °C and 2,000 rev/min, with A590 

readings taken every 5 min. After 15 min the indigoidine was completely solubilised (Fig. 

5.5B). 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Optimisation of assay incubation steps. (A). For a reaction mix comprising 1000 µM L-glutamine, 50 mM 
Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM ATP and 3 µM holo-BpsA, increasing the reaction time to 50 min resulted in higher 
final A590 values, indicating greater conversion of L-glutamine to indigoidine. Beyond 50 min, no additional indigoidine 
production was measurable. Data are the mean values from two independent experiments, each comprising three 
technical replicates and error bars indicate ± SEM. (B). Increasing the incubation time to 15 min post-addition of 83% 
(v/v) DMSO was found to increase the A590 signal generated due to solubilisation of indigoidine. After 15 min no 
further indigoidine solubilisation was observed. Data are the mean values from two independent experiments, each 
comprising three technical replicates, and error bars indicate ± SEM. 

Using these optimised reaction conditions (1 h reaction incubation, with a 30 μL reaction 

mix comprising 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM ATP, 3 μM holo-BpsA, 

followed by resolubilisation in 200 μL DMSO and a further incubation with shaking at 

2,000 rev/min for 20 min at 25 °C). To test the accuracy of the assay in measuring a 
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range of L-glutamine concentrations in 10 μL samples. Using standards of a 10 mM stock 

solution of L-glutamine diluted to give a range of 0–1000 μM in ddH2O, highly 

reproducible linear standard curves with excellent r2 values (e.g., 0.9992; Fig. 5.6A, B) 

could now be generated. Empirical testing revealed that the reaction was linear to 

approximately 2000 μM L-glutamine, provided the incubation times for indigoidine 

formation and re-solubilisation were also increased (Fig 5.6D). A similar curve using 

10 μL standards of L-glutamine with a lower concentration range (0–100 μM in ddH2O) 

had a lower r2 value (0.9769; Fig. 5.6C), indicating greater variability within this range, 

albeit still a high level of accuracy. No difference in signal was observed between the 

0 μM and 20 μM standards, indicating that 20 μM L-glutamine is the detection limit of 

the assay using these parameters. 
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Figure 5.6 Generation of a standard curve using the optimised protocol: (A) A linear standard curve was generated 
by incubating 10 µL L-glutamine standards at a range of concentrations (0 to 1000 µM) with 30 µL of reaction mix (50 
mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM ATP, 3 µM holo-BpsA in ddH2O) for 1 h at 25 °C. This was followed by 
resolubilisation in 200 µL DMSO and a further incubation with shaking at 2000 rev/min for 20 min at 25 °C. Data are 
the mean of three technical replicates and error bars indicate ± SEM. The data was normalised to zero for the 0 µM L-
glutamine standard, and the r2 value was calculated using Graphpad Prism.  (B) An image of a standard curve showing 
the pigment intensity proportionate to the starting levels of L-glutamine present in each sample. Three replicates are 
shown. (C) A linear standard curve established as per panel A, only using 10 µL of L-glutamine standards with a 
concentration range of 0 – 100 µM. No signal was detectable below 20 µM L-glutamine. (D) Increasing the 
concentration of L-glutamine past 2000 µM reduces the linear nature of the standard curve. The reactions were 
generated as per panel A with a concentration range between 0 and 1000 µM.    

5.7 Assay performance in common laboratory growth media  
 

Possible applications of a glutamine quantification assay include measuring levels of the 

essential but unstable additive L-glutamine in mammalian cell culture media, and 

measuring levels of L-glutamine yield from an industrial bacterial producer strain in 

bacterial culture media. To test whether our BpsA assay could accurately quantify L-

glutamine levels in diverse culture media, samples of Lysogeny Broth (LB) and two 

mammalian cell culture media, DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium) and MCDB 

(Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology) medium were each spiked with 

400 μM L-glutamine and compared against non-spiked controls. The values for the non-
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spiked media did not show any intrinsic variation when compared to water, indicating 

that there was no L-glutamine present in the un-amended media and that the colour of 

each medium did not fundamentally interfere with the detection of indigoidine (Fig. 

5.7A). Importantly, the levels of indigoidine measured in each L-glutamine 

supplemented medium were reproducible and accorded with the 400 μM spiking level 

(Table 5.1). LB was observed to have a slightly lower estimated level than the other 

media; this is potentially due to a component of LB either interfering with the synthesis 

of indigoidine or reducing indigoidine into the colourless leuco form. This phenomenon 

is investigated in more detail in Section 6.4. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Measurement of L-glutamine concentrations in laboratory media and clinical relevant samples. (A)  
Spiked samples of L-glutamine are measurable in a range of common growth media. Thirty µL of reaction mix were 
added to each well. Test samples consisting of either 10 µL un-amended media (white bars) or 10 µL media to which 
had been added 400 µM L-glutamine (black bars), were added to each well. The reactions were then incubated for 1 h 
at 25 °C to fully convert the L-glutamine into indigoidine, after which samples were resolublised by addition of DMSO. 
Data are the means of three replicates and error bars indicate ± SEM. (B) Biological fluids were assayed for L-
glutamine, using spiked samples in the same manner as A. Test samples consisted of either urine or de-proteinated 
plasma, with ddH2O added at a 1:1 ratio. The standard curves are displayed below Figure A and Figure B were used to 
calculate the values displayed in Table 5.1. The standard curves were prepared in the same manner as described in 
Fig. 5.6 The r2 values were calculated using Graphpad Prism. Data are the means of three replicates and error bars 
indicate ± SEM. 
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 5.8 Assay performance in clinically relevant biological fluids  

I next sought to determine whether the BpsA assay could also be used to measure L-

glutamine concentrations in biological fluids such as blood plasma and urine. Although 

urine is known to vary in pH depending on factors such as fluid and food intake, it has 

previously been shown that holo BpsA is functional across a wide pH range (Owen et al., 

2012), offering promise that the assay would be effective with urine samples (in contrast 

with the standard metabolite profiling technique of gas chromatography mass 

spectrometry, which is unreliable for quantification of L-glutamine in urine (Bouatra et 

al., 2013)). To test this, a fresh urine sample was first diluted 1:1 (v/v) in ddH2O (due to 

the reported concentrations of L-glutamine in blood plasma and urine being above 

500 μM, which might cause the concentration of a spiked sample to be above 1 mM 

(Preuss et al., 1966)). The diluted sample was then assayed in parallel with a sample that 

had been spiked with 400 μM additional L-glutamine. The resulting A590 values showed a 

consistent difference between spiked and un-spiked samples (Fig. 5.7B, Table 5.1) 

indicating that the holo-BpsA was effective at measuring L-glutamine concentrations in 

urine. 

In contrast, initial attempts to measure the concentration of L-glutamine in blood 

plasma failed. The addition of DMSO to the reaction mix containing 10 μL of  blood 

plasma sample caused the mix to become cloudy and prevented accurate A590 readings 

from being obtained. I hypothesised this was due to the DMSO reacting with the 

proteins and cell debris present in the blood plasma, on the basis of empirical tests that 

revealed indigoidine could readily be generated and measured in commercially sourced 

adult bovine serum (data not shown). To remove these confounding constituents, the  

blood plasma was pre-treated by passing it through a column with 3 kDa retention cut-

off. Following this step, it was now possible to accurately measure the L-glutamine 

present in the serum. Samples consisting of a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of ddH2O and 

deproteinated blood were assayed and directly compared to replicate samples that had 

been spiked with an additional 400 μM of L-glutamine. The resulting absorbance values 

clearly showed an increase in absorbance with the spiked blood plasma sample, 

corresponding to the predicted 400 μM increase in L-glutamine content (Fig. 5.7B, Table 

5.1). 
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Sample Calculated value (µM) A590 value 

LB + 400 µM L-glutamine 382.7 ± 6.7 0.164 ± 0.002 

DMEM + 400 µM L-

glutamine 
410.9 ± 14.1 0.173 ± 0.006 

MCDB + 400 µM L-

glutamine 
411.6 ± 12.5 0.173 ± 0.001 

H2O + 400 µM L-glutamine 420.4 ± 7.3 0.181 ± 0.003 

Blood plasma 240.1 ± 6.0 0.117 ± 0.002 

Blood plasma + 400 µM L-

glutamine 
610.3 ± 20.3 0.220 ± 0.006 

Urine 248.4 ± 2.1 0.119 ± 0.001 

Urine + 400 µM L-

glutamine 
631.7 ± 11.4 0.226 ± 0.003 

H2O -0.4 ± 13.7 0.049 ± 0.004 

H2O + 400 µM L-glutamine 396.0 ± 19.1 0.160 ± 0.005 

Table 5.1. Measurement of L-glutamine in spiked laboratory media and biological samples: Data is the mean of 

three replicates, with error bars ± SD. 

It is possible that the sample background might exert subtle effects on assay variability, 

as although our measurements of L-glutamine in the different culture media and 

biological fluids were consistent with the spiked levels, the errors associated with these 

measurements were typically higher than for the L-glutamine standards in ddH2O (e.g., 

Fig. 5.7A). Nevertheless, our results show that the BpsA assay is generally robust for use 

in these different applications.  

5.9 Comparison with commercially available kits  

Current commercially available enzymatic based methods for the measurement of L-

glutamine are generally based on a combination of the enzymes glutaminase and 

glutamate dehydrogenase, and require two consecutive deamination reactions to take 

place. Not only do these methods add an additional reaction step, it also importantly 

means that if a sample might contain both glutamine and glutamate then both “before” 
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and “after” measurements need to be taken. The additional conversion and 

measurement steps add complexity, additional reagents and longer processing times. 

 For example, the GLN1 kit marketed by Sigma Aldrich® requires eight different reagents 

and multiple incubation steps, and moreover is difficult to miniaturise and rather 

expensive. A direct comparison between the two kits also shows that both kits are able 

to generate standard curves with similar levels of accuracy (r2 = 0.9991 for the Sigma 

Aldrich kit vs r2 = 0.9994 for the glutamine biosensor). Our method only requires one 

enzyme, a buffering solution containing MgCl2, Tris-Cl and ATP, and DMSO as a stop 

solution. The requirement for only a single reaction to convert L-glutamine into 

indigoidine, followed by a simple re-solubilisation step, also improves assay speed. 

Moreover, should greater assay speed be required, the incubation times reported here 

can be greatly reduced by increasing the amount of holo-BpsA enzyme added to each 

reaction. Finally, the high-level stability of the enzyme is amenable to storage in a “kit” 

format, and the linear range of our assay (20–1500 μM) is well suited for direct 

measurement of L-glutamine concentrations in blood which is reported to be between 

700 µM and 900 µM (Lee et al., 2016; Trinh et al., 2003) and urine (Bouatra et al., 2013). 

However, some cell culture media might have to be diluted 2–4 fold prior to 

measurement to enable their initial L-glutamine concentrations to fall within this range 

(Vriezen et al., 1997).  

5.10 Alternative methods for the detection of L-glutamine 

In parallel, I considered whether conversion of indigoidine to its leuco form using a 

protocol previously established by Müller et al (2012) might provide an alternative 

means of accurately measuring L-glutamine concentrations. To test this, I first generated 

an indigoidine standard curve as for Fig. 5.6A, using 10 μL samples of L-glutamine 

standards from 0–1000 μM (Fig. 5.8A). Two point three μL of the reducing agent sodium 

dithionite (0.15g of sodium dithionate in 10 ml of 1 M NaOH) (Müller et al., 2012) was 

then added to each well, resulting in a complete conversion to the colourless leuco form. 

Subsequently, a standard curve was generated by monitoring the fluorescence of each 

well (ex 415 nm/ em 520 nm; Fig. 5.8B). The r2 value for the leuco fluorescence standard 

curve (0.4597) was far lower than the colorimetric indigoidine standard curve (0.9938), 
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indicating that the former was a less accurate method for quantifying L-glutamine. At 

much higher concentrations of indigoidine it is possible that this method may be more 

useful. However, at the concentrations often found in physiological samples it is much 

more accurate to measure the indigoidine at 590 nm in the non-leuco form.  

 

 

Figure 5.8 Converting indigoidine to its colourless leuco form does not provide a more accurate means of measuring 
L-glutamine. (A) A linear standard curve was generated by incubating 10 µL of L-glutamine standards across a range of 
concentrations (0 -1000 µM) with 30 µL of a reaction mix Data are the means of three replicates and error bars 
indicate ± SEM. (B) After the standard curve was recorded, 2.3 µL of a reducing agent (0.15g of sodium dithionate in 
10 ml of 1 M NaOH) was added to each well to convert all indigoidine into the colourless leuco form. Following 2 min 
incubation at 2,000 rev/min, fluorescence measurements (ex 415 nm / em 520 nm) were used to generate a standard 
curve. The low r2 value indicates that this is not a reliable means of measuring L-glutamine. Data are the means of 
three replicates and error bars indicate ± SEM.  

5.11 Long term stability of BpsA  

For BpsA to be broadly useful it is necessary that the enzyme retain stability and activity 

for extended periods of time, so that it need not be purified anew prior to each assay. To 

evaluate the shelf life of the enzyme, a preparation of holo-BpsA was generated and its 

maximal rate of indigoidine synthesis measured as (7.48 ± 0.03) × 10−4 ΔA590 s−1 in 

triplicate assays using a master mix that included 1000 μM L-glutamine. The holo-BpsA 

was then stored at −20 °C in storage buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.8 

containing 40% (v/v) glycerol). When this activity assay was repeated 11 months later, 

the mean maximal rate of indigoidine synthesis was measured as 7.18 ± 0.17 × 10−4 ΔA590 

s−1, indicating that BpsA retains >95% activity during long term storage at −20 °C (Fig. 

5.9A).  
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 It would also be beneficial if the enzyme were at least moderately stable at 4 °C and 

25 °C, so that it does not lose activity during routine handling. To test this, BpsA was 

prepared and stored (in storage buffer, as above) in the apo form and was converted 

into the holo-form immediately prior to kinetic measurements. Following storage for 24 

weeks at 4 °C it was found that nearly full activity was retained (95.7 ± 1.8%) compared 

to the sample stored at −20 °C (Fig. 5.9B). In contrast, the sample stored at 25 °C had 

retained only 9.1 ± 1.9% of the starting level of activity after 24 weeks. 

Collectively, these data indicate that BpsA is stable for at least 11 months and its activity 

is unlikely to be significantly impaired by routine handling. The enzyme can be stored 

effectively in either a freezer or refrigerator, however the optimal storage temperature 

is −20 °C. 

 

Figure 5.9 Effect of long term storage on BpsA activity. (A) Holo-BpsA was assayed for activity (maximal reaction 
velocity) before and after storage at -20 °C for 11 months. In each case a master mix containing 2 µM holo-BpsA, 50 
mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 20 mM MgCl2, 5 mM ATP and ddH2O to a final volume of 90 µL was dispensed into individual wells 
of a 96 well plate. The reaction was initiated by the addition of 10 µL 1000 µM L-glutamine in ddH2O. The 96 well 
plate was shaken at 1000 rev/min for 10 s and the A590 values were recorded every 10 s for 1 h. The maximal velocity 
of the reaction was calculated by finding the maximum slope value as previously described. Data are the means of 
three replicates and error bars indicate ± SEM. (B) BpsA was assayed for activity (maximal reaction velocity) before 
and after storage at either -20 °C, 4 °C or 25 °C for 24 weeks. To convert the apo-BpsA to holo-BpsA prior to activity 
assays the method in Section 2.7.1 was used. Indigoidine synthesis was initiated by the addition of 25 µL of 5 mM ATP 
and 2 mM L-glutamine in ddH2O (concentrations are per final 100 µL reaction volume). The 96 well plate was then 
incubated at 25 °C with shaking at 1000 rev/min for 10 s and the A590 values were recorded every 10 s for 1 h. The 
velocity of the reaction was calculated by finding the maximum slope value as above, and percentage activity was 
calculated for each sample relative to the pre-storage level of activity. The graph bars are the mean of three replicates 
and the error bars indicate ± SEM.  

5.12 Chapter discussion 

This chapter outlines the development of a novel method to detect L-glutamine in a 

range of biologically and clinically relevant conditions. BpsA is well suited for use in 

quantitative in vitro assays. Compared to other NRPSs, it is a small and simple enzyme. 

Following its conversion to the holo form by a PPTase partner, it is fully autonomous in 
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its ability to generate a pigmented product from L-glutamine and ATP. Also, unusual for 

an NRPS enzyme, it is easily purified in a soluble form via common purification methods 

such as nickel affinity chromatography. Other important advantages of BpsA in this 

context include its tolerance to a relatively wide pH range, its sensitivity and ability to 

function in diverse media compositions, and its lengthy shelf life during refrigerated 

storage. One minor limitation however is that due to the mild antimicrobial properties of 

indigoidine it is difficult to express BpsA in E. coli in its active holo form. To circumvent 

this, I instead expressed BpsA in the inactive apo form and added the Ppant prosthetic 

group during the purification process. By mixing the lysate of an E. coli culture 

expressing 6His tagged apo-BpsA with that from an E. coli culture expressing non-tagged 

PcpS, large amounts of holo-BpsA could be quickly generated in a in a cost-effective 

manner. Mixing crude lysates also allowed us to take advantage of the coenzyme A 

naturally present in those lysates, likely reducing the amount of exogenous coenzyme A 

required to be added during the activation process. 

Initial attempts to develop BpsA as a biosensor were frustrated by the insolubility of 

indigoidine in aqueous media, the characteristic rapid rise and then drop in A590 values 

during synthesis making it difficult to obtain accurate measurements. While there was 

some correspondence between the glutamine concentration present in a starting 

sample and the maximal rate of indigoidine synthesis or the initial maximum A590 value 

reached, it was not possible to consistently generate a reliable linear standard curve 

from either of these parameters. The addition of a DMSO solubilisation step not only 

resolved these issues, but also facilitated miniaturisation of the assay, and meant a 

single end-point reading could be taken rather than requiring continuous monitoring of 

the reaction. It is also possible that the mild oxidant properties of DMSO had the added 

effect of inhibiting conversion to the colourless leuco form of indigoidine, enhancing the 

robustness of our assay. 

One exceptional scenario was encountered when attempting to measure the glutamine 

concentration in blood plasma, where the addition of DMSO caused the solution to 

become opaque, interfering with A590 measurement in a standard plate reader. To test 

whether the opaque effect was being caused by DMSO-mediated aggregation of 

proteins and other cell debris present in the blood plasma, the red blood cells were 
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removed by centrifugation then purified the supernatant by passing it through a 3 kDa 

cut-off column. These processing steps caused the blood plasma to turn from a pale 

orange/pink colour to a clear fluid, which was then amenable to BpsA-mediated 

glutamine quantification. 

In addition to the L-glutamine assay described here, BpsA has previously been used as a 

biosensor in several applications including in bacterial species (Müller et al., 2012).  It 

might also have utility as a reporter for strains of bacteria that are used to produce 

commercial quantities of L-glutamine in an industrial setting, possibly even enabling 

directed strain improvement experiments to increase output. Our discovery that DMSO 

may be added to increase the accuracy of the measurements taken may improve assay 

accuracy and sensitivity in many of these other applications. 
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Chapter 6 - Additional applications of 
BpsA 

6.0 Manuscript in preparation  

Optimisation of the NRPS BpsA in a single-enzyme colorimetric assay for quantification 

of ATP and its application in evaluating the substrate specificity of other NRPS 

adenylation domains  

Alistair S. Brown, Mark J. Calcott and David F. Ackerley 

6.1 Summary  

This chapter describes additional applications of BpsA, beginning with development of a 

biosensor to detect and quantify ATP using a variation of the BpsA method presented in 

Chapter Five. As with L-glutamine, BpsA requires two molecules of ATP to synthesise one 

molecule of indigoidine, thus if ATP is limiting there will be a direct correlation between 

the amount of ATP in a sample and the quantity of indigoidine synthesised.  The BpsA 

biosensor was optimised for the detection of ATP and then used to quantify the 

concentration of ATP in a variety of samples including blood and cell culture media.  

In addition, the performance of the biosensor in LB was analysed and methods were 

explored to further refine the assay. These included assessing the effect of establishing 

standard curves in the media being tested, and use of the antioxidant L-ascorbic acid to 

try and stabilise indigoidine. Proof of concept studies and assay optimisation were 

undertaken to investigate whether this new ATP assay might have utility in evaluating 

the substrate specificity of purified NRPS A domains.  

The ability of BpsA to convert the important glutamine analogue L-Alanyl-L-Glutamine 

into an indigoidine-like compound was also investigated. The compound synthesised 

from alanyl-glutamine had different solubility properties and absorbed at a higher 

wavelength than indigoidine. Analysis using HPLC showed that it had different retention 

times when compared to indigoidine, providing strong evidence that a new compound 
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was being synthesised. Finally, some initial exploratory work was undertaken to 

determine if an enzyme present in an indigoidine producing gene cluster was 

responsible for the conversion of indigoidine to the colourless leuco form.  

6.2 Introduction  

6.2.1 Detection and quantification of ATP 

ATP is a vital fuel source for cells that is responsible for driving numerous biological 

reactions that are crucial for life. In addition, it is an important signalling molecule 

(Taylor et al., 1998). Due to its ubiquitous nature in biological systems it is important to 

be able to accurately quantify ATP concentrations in complex biological conditions. 

Detecting ATP has a wide range of uses including as a surrogate for measuring bacterial 

contamination of products and surfaces (Costa et al., 2006),  measuring the viability of 

human cells (Petty et al., 1995), or measuring the activity of enzymes (Lundin, 2000). 

Several different assays that can accurate quantify ATP have been developed. 

The most sensitive method of ATP quantification uses the enzyme firefly luciferase. 

Firefly luciferase converts luciferin in a two-step oxidation reaction to oxylucifernin, 

which results in the emission of light at 560 nm. The emission of light is directly 

proportional to the starting concentration of ATP in a sample (Lundin et al., 1976). The 

luciferase assay was first developed in the 1970s and allows the detection of ATP down 

to a picomolar range (Kimmich et al., 1975). Since then, improvements to both the assay 

and detection equipment has made it possible to measure ATP in the attomolar range 

(Okanojo et al., 2017). This level of sensitivity means that the detection of ATP can 

potentially be used to identify single bacterial cells.  

Despite the accuracy and sensitivity of the firefly luciferase system, many laboratories 

do not have access to luminometers. In order to fill this gap in the market, several 

different colourimetric methods have been developed. These assays lack the sensitivity 

of the firefly luciferase system, but are compatible with common laboratory 

spectrophotometers.  The most common of these assays is based on the 

phosphorylation of glycerol by glycerol kinase. The glycerol-3-phosphate is then 

converted in subsequent reactions to a coloured product that is detectable at 570 nm. 
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Kits relying on this method are available from a range of suppliers, including Sigma-

Aldrich, Genway Biotech, and ApexBio Technology. These kits report having a detection 

limit of approximately 1 µM. While this reaction is an effective method to determine the 

concentrations of ATP it does have a few flaws, in that multiple steps are required to 

produce a coloured product, and it relies on the test sample not containing any glycerol-

3-phosphate. Other assays that have been reported for the detection of ATP have used 

aptamers (Liu et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2012) or a range of different compounds 

(Sancenón et al., 2001), however to the best of my knowledge none of these other 

assays are commercially available. 

In an attempt to address the limitations of the glycerol kinase kit and to expand the 

usefulness of the BpsA biosensor, I tested the ability of BpsA to accurately measure ATP. 

By replacing L-glutamine with ATP as the concentration-limiting co-substrate I reasoned 

that the amount of indigoidine synthesised would be directly proportional to the starting 

concentration of ATP in a sample (Fig. 6.1). I also sought to test whether this method 

might have utility in monitoring the adenylation reaction catalysed by A domains by 

following the consumption of ATP during the reaction.  

  

Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram illustrating the synthesis of indigoidine by BpsA: Two molecules of L-glutamine are 
converted into the blue pigment indigoidine by the NRPS BpsA. The synthesis of indigoidine is an ATP dependant 
reaction. Thus, for every one molecule of indigoidine produced, two molecules of ATP are consumed. 
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6.2.2 Detection of adenylation by A domains  

Another use for the ATP biosensor is the detection of adenylation reactions by 

monitoring the consumption of ATP. For NRPS modules of unknown monomer substrate 

specificity it is useful to be able to detect if adenylation is occurring in order to define 

the specificity of A domains. Being able to experimentally determine the specificity of an 

A domain is important; although prediction software based on the Stachelhaus code 

(Stachelhaus et al., 1999) can provide some information towards the specificity of an A 

domain it is far from definitive, and is particularly inaccurate for eukaryotic NRPSs or A 

domains that accept unusual substrates (Lee et al., 2010). As such, it is essential to be 

able to experimentally confirm the substrate specificity of previously uncharacterised A 

domains. 

A domains catalyse the conversion of ATP and an amino acid to aminoacyl adenylate and 

pyrophosphate (PPi) in an equilibrium reaction (Mootz and Marahiel, 1997). However, 

detecting adenylation is not always simple, and a range of different assays have been 

developed to quantify the amount of PPi released. One of the more commonly used 

assays is the PPi-ATP exchange assay (Otten et al., 2007). This assay works by adding an 

excess of PPi, a proportion of which is radiolabelled (32PPi), which shifts the reversible 

equilibrium to the formation of radiolabelled ATP, which is then absorbed by activated 

charcoal. ATP can then be eluted from the charcoal in an aqueous medium and the 

extent of radiolabelling can then be measured and is directly proportional to the level of 

activity the A domain has with a particular amino acid substrate (Otten et al., 2007). 

 Another common method to measure adenylation is the malachite green assay, a 

colourimetric assay (McQuade et al., 2009). The malachite green assay uses 

pyrophosphatase to cleave the PPi resulting from ATP hydrolysis into two molecules of 

phosphate, which then form a complex with malachite green and molybdate, causing a 

colour change. Since the amount of PPi released is proportional to the level of 

adenylation occurring it is possible to quantify activity with a candidate substrate by 

measuring the formation of coloured complex (McQuade et al., 2009). 

Both of these assays, despite their common usage, do have some drawbacks. The PPi-

ATP exchange assay requires radioactive material and specialised equipment to detect 
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the amount of radiation being produced. While the assay has been adapted for 96 well 

plate format it is still quite labour intensive (McQuade et al., 2009). The malachite green 

assay requires inexpensive reagents and it has been adapted for use in both 384 well 

plates and 96 well plates. However, the product formed is not always stable and it is 

sensitive to contaminating phosphate species (McQuade et al., 2009).  

6.3 Development of an assay to detect and quantify ATP 

I first sought to detect whether BpsA could be used to generate a linear standard curve 

across a range of ATP concentrations in ddH2O, and to confirm that there was a 1:1 

stoichiometry between the amount of ATP consumed and the amount L-glutamine 

consumed during indigoidine synthesis. A possible reason for this not being the case 

might be that the adenylation reaction of BpsA (an equilibrium reaction) could 

occasionally be futile, resulting in the consumption of ATP without the adenylated L-

glutamine being converted into indigoidine.  

To confirm that a linear standard curve could be established for a range of ATP 

concentrations the following protocol optimised in chapter five and described fully in 

Section 2.10.6 was used; 10 µL ATP standards in ddH2O with a range of concentrations 

from 0 to 1000 µM were incubated along with 30 µL of reaction mix (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 

8.5, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM L-glutamine, 3 µM holo-BpsA in ddH2O) for 1 h at 25 °C 200 

rev/min in a 96 well plate. The synthesised indigoidine was then resolublised by the 

addition of 200 µL of DMSO with the 96 well plate being mixed at 2000 rev/min for 15 

min. The absorbance was measured at 590 nm and a standard curve generated using 

GraphPad Prism® as illustrated in Fig. 6.2A. The standard curve in this figure had an 

excellent r2 value (0.9939), which was typical for the method and confirmed that a linear 

standard curve could be generated up to 1 mM ATP.  

To determine the minimum detection level for ATP, a standard curve with a 

concentration range of 0 to 100 µM was established (Fig. 6.2B) using the protocol 

described in Section 2.10.6. The concentration of L-glutamine were the A590 value is  

significantly different from 0 µM is 40 µM (P = 0.0047), which is similar to that of L-

glutamine. The standard curve for L-glutamine at a range of 0 – 100 µM (Fig. 5.6C) had 
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slightly lower A590 values compared to the ATP curve, which could be caused by slight 

differences in the actual concentration of each standard. This could be due to ATP being 

purified as a salt (disodium trihydrate) resulting in inaccurate reported masses, or slight 

inaccuracies in the measurement of each standard.  

One benefit of our assay over other colourimetric assays is the comparatively rapid 

nature of the assay. By increasing the concentration of BpsA the incubation time  

needed for accurate L-glutamine measurement could be reduced (Section 5.6.1). I found 

that increasing the concentration of BpsA to 12 µM reduced the incubation time to 15 

min for a 10 µL standard of ATP at a concentration of 1500 µM (Fig 6.2C). The assay was 

set up as described in Section 2.10.6 and the synthesis of indigoidine was stopped at 

each time point by the addition of 200 µL of DMSO to the reaction mix. After 1 h, the 96 

well plate was shaken at 2000 rev/min and the A590 values recorded. The reduction in 

incubation time resulted in a potential trade-off between time and cost due to the 

substantially higher concentrations of BpsA needed for the reaction to consume all of 

the ATP in the shorter incubation period. Due to the increased amount of BpsA required, 

the remainder of the assays described in this section were performed with the standard 

3 µM concentration. If reducing the assay running time is essential, increasing the 

concentration of BpsA is a viable option to achieve this. 
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Figure 6.2 Optimisation and determination of reaction parameters for the ATP assay: (A) A standard curve was 
established using the optimised protocol described in Section 2.10.2. Graphpad Prism® was used to calculate the r2 

value. Each data point represents the average of three replicates with the error bars representing ± SEM. (B) The 
minimum detection range of the assay is between 20 and 40 µM. Each data point represents the average of two 
biological replicates comprising of three technical replicates. Error bars represent ± SEM. (C) The A590 value of the 
reaction samples stopped every 15 min by the addition of 200 µL of DMSO was measured. Each data point represents 
the average of three replicates with the error bars representing ± SEM.  

6.4 Quantification of ATP levels in different cell culture 
media 
 

While the assay can quantify ATP accurately in ddH2O it is unlikely that samples would 

always be present in such a simple vehicle. To determine if the assay could function 

effectively in a variety of different conditions, ATP concentrations were quantified in the 

laboratory media Lysogeny Broth (LB), used for the culturing of a range of bacterial 

species, and Roswell Park Memorial Institute Medium (RPMI), a common mammalian 

cell culture media.  
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6.4.1 Detection of ATP in LB  

 A standard curve using ATP standards in ddH2O with a concentration range from 0 to 

1000 µM was established using the optimised protocol as described in Section 6.3. The 

standard curve was then used to estimate the concentration of LB and RPMI 

supplemented with ATP at a final concentration of 500 µM.  The predicted mean of the 

concentrations of ATP in LB was 423 ± 34 µM which was ~15 % lower than anticipated 

over two biological replicates each containing three technical replicates (errors 

represent +/- the SD).  

This could be due to a compound or compounds within the sample degrading the ATP or 

indigoidine, or inhibiting BpsA, causing a reduction in the A590 value and thereby 

resulting in a lower estimated concentration. To try and improve the accuracy of the 

assay in LB and to pinpoint the reason for the underestimation of the concentration of 

ATP in this medium, a series of experiments were performed to probe the effects of LB 

on indigoidine synthesis.   

6.4.2 Establishment of standard curves using the media being tested as a 
vehicle 
 

If a compound in the LB was interfering with indigoidine, for example reducing it to the 

colourless leuco form, this effect should be more pronounced at lower concentrations 

resulting in a less linear standard curve. To test if the media had an effect on the 

linearity of the standard curves an assay was set up as described in methods Section 

2.10.6 except the media being tested was used as a vehicle for the ATP standards rather 

than ddH2O. The standard curves are graphed in Fig. 6.3. When LB was compared to 

RPMI and ddH2O, at each concentration of ATP the A590 for the LB sample was slightly 

lower. The r2 value of 0.9875 for LB was also lower than the RPMI r2 value of 0.9987, 

which was similar to the r2 value to the ddH2O (r2 = 0.9939; Fig 6.2A).  

By establishing the standard curves for each condition in the respective media, the 

accuracy of the assay was improved. Using an LB-based standard curve the measured 

concentration of ATP in LB supplemented with 500 µM of ATP was 487.6 ± 3.7 µM, while 

for a similar approach for RPM1 yielded a value of 501.5 ± 18.5 µM (error values are 
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reported as the standard deviation of two biological replicates, each comprised of three 

technical replicates, and derived from the standard curves pictured in Fig. 6.3. 

Establishing standard curves in the media to be tested proved to be more accurate than 

establishing the standard curves in ddH2O and was adopted as the preferred method 

going forwards.  
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of standard curves between ddH2O, RPMI and LB: The standard curves were established using 
the optimised protocol described in methods Section 2.10.6. GraphPad Prism ® was used to calculate the r2 values for 
each line. RPMI (red line) was slightly more linear and reached a slightly higher A590 compared to LB (blue line). 
Standards set up in ddH2O (green line) are also displayed. Data is the average of three replicates.  

The underlying reason for the assay not performing as well in LB as ddH2O was not 

elucidated despite the improvement in assay performance. As similar effects were seen 

with measurement of L-glutamine depicted in Figure 5.7 it is unlikely a component of the 

LB is interfering directly with the compound being measured. Additionally, it can be seen 

from Figure 6.3 that all of the data points in the standard curve for LB were consistently 

lower than the data points for either the ddH2O or RPMI media. As such, it did not seem 

likely that LB was slowing the reaction velocity down enough to stop all of the ATP being 

consumed, as if this had been the case it would be expected that the higher 

concentrations would be more affected than the low concentrations. To rule out LB 

causing the reaction to have a different pH, the pH of the reaction was tested (25% v/v 
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LB with 75% v/v buffered reaction mix). The pH was determined to be 8.5, indicating 

that the reduction in A590 values was not pH related.  

The change in A590 values over time was measured in both ddH2O and LB using the same 

protocol as described in methods Section 2.10.2 with two modifications, that the 

concentration of BpsA was reduced to 0.5 µM, decreasing the reaction speed to allow 

for a more accurate examination of the curve and L-glutamine was added to the reaction 

mix while ATP was removed. To initiate the reaction, ATP at a concentration of 4 mM in 

25 µL of either LB or ddH2O was added to 75 µL of reaction mix. This was done to mirror 

the same ratio of LB to reaction mix as used in the DMSO stop assay described in Section 

6.3. As illustrated in Fig 6.4, the Vmax was slower for the samples containing 25% LB than 

ddH2O. The characteristic indigoidine precipitation curve also appears to be less 

pronounced. This phenomenon has been seen previously for samples exhibiting a much 

lower overall rate of indigoidine synthesis, for example as per the kinetic analysis of 

different L-glutamine levels in Section 5.5.  However, the more rapid increase in initial 

A590 values has not been observed before. These data may indicate that a component in 

LB was interfering with the synthesis of indigoidine. 

 

Figure 6.4 Comparison of reaction velocity of a sample supplemented with 25 % LB vs no supplementation: The 
reaction was initiated by the addition of 25 µL of 4 mM ATP either in LB (red squares) or ddH2O (blue circles) to 75 µL 
of reaction mix with BpsA at a concentration of 0.5 µM. The Vmax of the reaction is higher for ddH2O. Data points are 
the average of two biological replicates each comprising of three technical replicates. Error bars represent ± SEM.  

To determine whether any primary component in the LB was interfering with the 

reaction velocity, the three un-autoclaved constitutive components were also tested 
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individually (i.e., 0.5% w/v NaCl, 0.5% w/v yeast extract and 1.0% w/v tryptone). The 

assay was set up in the same manner as previously described in Fig 6.4 with each 

component being tested supplemented with 4 mM ATP to initiate the reaction. As 

illustrated in Fig 6.5A none of the individual components had a substantial effect on the 

reaction velocity relative to the ddH2O control. When the A590 values were plotted for 

each LB component in the same manner as in Fig 6.4, the yeast extract had a curve that 

was more similar to the LB when compared to the NaCl, ddH2O and tryptone samples 

(data not shown). It is possible that it could be a synergistic effect between different 

compounds causing the reduced reaction velocity in LB. Moreover, while the reagents 

were all the same brand, the exact method for synthesising the LB could be different, 

resulting in different curves.  

Another difference between the NaCl, yeast extract and tryptone and the premade LB 

was that the LB was autoclaved. This could potentially modify the chemical constituents 

and cause it to have a different chemical composition to the unautoclaved components. 

To determine if this was the case un-autoclaved LB was compared to autoclaved LB in 

the same manner as Fig 6.4. As illustrated in figure 6.5B, non-autoclaved media had a 

slightly higher Vmax than autoclaved media and the shape of the curve was similar to that 

of ddH2O. This suggests that a chemical change occurs during the autoclaving process, 

which has a detrimental effect on the synthesis of indigoidine. 
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Figure 6.5 Maximum reaction velocity for LB components and the effect of autoclaved vs non-autoclaved LB on 
reaction velocity: (A) The reaction was initiated by the addition of 25 µL of 4 mM ATP present in either autoclaved LB, 
unautoclaved NaCl, unautoclaved Yeast extract, unautoclaved Tryptone or ddH2O condition. The A590 value was 
monitored every five seconds and the Excel ® slope function was used to derive the slope every five data points. The 
maximum slope for each reaction was then identified. Data is the average of two biological replicates each comprising 
of three technical replicates. Error bars represent ± SEM (B). The reaction was initiated by the addition of 25 µL of 4 
mM ATP either in autoclaved LB (red squares) or non-autoclaved LB (blue circles) to 75 µL of reaction mix with BpsA at 
a concentration of 0.5 µM. Data points are the average of two biological replicates each comprising of three technical 
replicates. Error bars represent ± SEM.  

The slower reaction velocity still does not explain why the lower ATP concentration 

samples also had lower A590 readings since the hour incubation should still be sufficient 

to convert all of ATP into indigoidine. If the reaction velocity was the cause of the 

reduced A590 values we would expect to see more of curve rather than a linear line with 

the standards in LB as all of the ATP at higher concentrations would not have been 

consumed.  

With changes in pH and reaction velocity unlikely to be the sole cause of the reduced 

A590 values another source could be a component in the LB reducing the indigoidine. 

Previous work by Muller et al has shown that the addition of a stronger antioxidant such 

as ascorbic acid to the DMSO could prevent the indigoidine from converting in the 

colourless leuco form (Müller et al., 2012). Therefore, the protective action of ascorbic 

acid could potentially stop the degradation of indigoidine.  However, when ascorbic acid 

was added to either the reaction mix or the DMSO used to resolubilise the indigoidine 

no improvement in assay performance was observed (Fig. 6.6).   
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Figure 6.6 The effect of the addition of 5 mM ascorbic acid on total indigoidine production: The addition of 5 mM 
ascorbic acid to the reaction mix ( red bar, labelled SRM) has a detrimental effect on the production of indigoidine. 
The addition of DMSO supplemented with ascorbic acid (green bar) does not increase the A590 value. While the 
addition of 5 mM ascorbic acid to the DMSO (purple bar, labelled supplemented DMSO) used to resolubilise the 
indigoidine has no effect. Data is the average of three replicates. Error bars represent ± SEM.  

6.5 Detection of adenylation by an NRPS A domain 

6.5.1 Design of an NRPS substrate specificity assay  

The assay to detect adenylation using BpsA is comprised of two steps. Firstly, the 

purified NRPS or A domain construct is incubated with the amino acids to be assayed for 

activity along with MgCl2, ATP and buffer at 30 °C for 30 min to allow adenylation to 

occur after which a mix containing the reagents necessary for BpsA to synthesise ATP is 

added. The reaction is then incubated for a further half an hour to allow indigoidine 

synthesis to occur and the total amount of indigoidine produced is measured. Since L-

glutamine is in excess, indigoidine synthesis is dependent on the fixed amount of ATP 

present in the sample, therefore if adenylation has occurred there will be a reduction in 

the amount of ATP present resulting in a reduced A590 value for that sample. 
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6.5.2 Detection of adenylation using the EntF A domain  

To determine if it was possible to measure adenylation by monitoring the consumption 

of ATP the A domain from EntF, a NRPS in the enterobactin biosynthesis pathway in E. 

coli.  The EntF A domain was purified using the standard purification protocol described 

in Section 2.5.2 with the following modifications; the growth media was supplemented 

with both betaine and sorbitol. Dr Owen found that if the media wasn’t supplemented in 

this manner the A domains often purified out in a soluble but slightly misfolded form, 

which resulted in off target adenylation. The EntF A domain was stored in a Tris based 

buffer as storage in a sodium phosphate buffer would give interfere with the malachite 

green assay. An SDS-PAGE gel was then used to confirm the purity and solubility of the 

protein. High yields were obtained with approximately 30 mg of protein from 400 ml of 

protein culture (Fig. 6.7A).  

A modified version of the malachite green assay was then used to determine if the 

purified EntF was selective for L-serine, its native substrate, which would confirm it had 

been correctly folded.  Six reactions where set up using the method described in Section 

2.11.1 The EntF A domain was strongly selective for L-serine and had virtually no activity 

with either L-glutamine or L-tryptophan when compared to the addition of no amino 

acid.  (Fig. 6.7B). This indicated that the EntF A domain was correctly folded and was 

therefore a good candidate to determine if the ATP assay was a viable method to detect 

adenylation.     
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Figure 6.7 Determination of the EntF A domain construct solubility and activity: (A) A 12 % SDS-PAGE gel showing 
the expression and purification of soluble EntF A domain. 1) before induction sample 2) 24 h post induction sample, 
showing a clear band at approximately 55 kDa. 3) Soluble fraction following lysis 4) Insoluble fraction following lysis 5) 
Elution collected after sample applied to the column 6) Elution collected after bind buffer was applied to the column 
7) Elution collected after wash buffer was applied to the column 8) Elution collected after elution buffer was applied 
to the column. The red arrow indicates the EntF A domain in the eluted fraction. Twelve µL of sample, resuspended in 
3X SDS loading buffer was added to each lane. (B) Malachite green assay illustrating that the EntF A domain is 
correctly folded and capable of adenylating serine, its native substrate. Bars represent one replicate with 40 µg of EntF 
A domain added to the reaction.      

If adenylation was occurring in the assay,  a reduction in the amount of ATP present 

should occur, resulting in a reduced A590 signal. In order to facilitate adenylation, 40 µg 

of EntF A domain was incubated at 30 °C for 30 min at 200 rev/min using the protocol 

described in methods Section 2.11.2 with the inorganic pyrophosphatase removed. The 

ATP concentration was fixed at 500 µM. At this concentration ATP provides a strong 

signal that is detectable within the linear range of the assay, but should still be a rate 

limiting step in the adenylation reaction. After the incubation step a master mix 

containing 3 µM holo-BpsA, 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 10 mM MgCl2 and 4 mM L-Gln in a 

final volume of 20 µL was added to each well to enable the synthesis of indigoidine. The 

plate was then incubated for a further 1 h at 25 °C. The indigoidine was then 

resolublised by the addition of 200 µL DMSO and the A590 value was recorded. As 

illustrated in Fig. 6.8 no difference in indigoidine production was detected between the 

three amino acids (P value > 0.05 using a two tailed t test). The Bovine Serum Albumin 

(BSA) control had more indigoidine produced compared to the EntF samples and 

controls. This phenomenon was also observed using the malachite green assay, 
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indicating that the EntF A domain consumes a low level of ATP without needing any 

amino acid. 

To try and improve the sensitivity of the assay, the amount of EntF was increased up to 

100 µg and the incubation time to 1 h, to ensure that it was not an issue with the 

reaction proceeding too slowly.  Despite the increase in enzyme and incubation time no 

detectable difference in signal was observed (data not shown). 
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Figure 6.8 First attempt to measure adenylation by monitoring the consumption of ATP: A reaction mix containing 
40 µg of enzyme, MgCl2, Tris-Cl pH 7.8, amino acid (either serine (blue bar), glutamine( red bar) or tryptophan (green 
bar) and ATP was incubated at 30 °C for 30 min to bring about the consumption of ATP through the adenylation 
reaction. A second reaction mix containing BpsA, MgCl2, Tris-Cl pH 7.8 and L-glutamine was then added. The total 
amount of indigoidine synthesised was then determined. There was no statistical significant difference between the 
substrate of EntF, serine and other amino acids indicating adenylation was not being detected. Data is the average of 
three replicates and error bars represent ± SEM. 

One reason for the EntF A domain not consuming a detectable amount of ATP when it 

was exposed to serine compared to the other amino acids could be due to the nature of 

the adenylation reaction. Since the adenylation reaction is an equilibrium reaction, the 

reaction products need to be removed from the reaction in order to drive it towards the 

consumption of ATP.  In the assay’s current form, the adenylated amino acid or the PPi is 

not being removed or converted into another product. Depending on where the 

equilibrium of the reaction sits this could result in only a small amount of ATP being 

consumed before equilibrium is reached.  
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 To avoid the equilibrium issue the malachite green assay uses the enzyme 

pyrophosphatase to convert the PPI to Pi   resulting in the adenylation reaction not 

reaching equilibrium and PPi continually being produced. I reasoned that 

pyrophosphatase could also be used in this assay to perform the same role, and that the 

removal of PPi from the reaction might drive the consumption of ATP.  

To determine if this was the case, pyrophosphatase at a concentration of 0.03 U was 

added to the 30 µL of reaction mix as described in Section 2.13.2. As illustrated in Fig. 

6.9 the pyrophosphatase pushed the equilibrium towards the consumption of ATP, 

which allowed enough ATP to be consumed to be detected by the assay. After 30 min, 

the EntF A domain + serine + ATP sample had all of the ATP present consumed and there 

was no statistically significant difference in the amount of end-product (indigoidine) as 

the no ATP control (P > 0.05). Interestingly the same pattern of higher ATP consumption 

with the EntF A domain compared to the BSA control was preserved, indicating that non-

specific ATP consumption happens with this A domain. Both the tryptophan and 

glutamine controls did not have significantly different ( P > 0.05) values to the no amino 

acid control, indicating that the EntF A domain has no selectivity for either of these 

amino acids. This is in agreement with the literature (Owen, 2010) and the results from 

Fig. 6.7.  
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Figure 6.9 The addition of pyrophosphatase results in detectable adenylation: A reaction mix containing 100 µg of 
enzyme, MgCl2, Tris-Cl pH 7.8, amino acid (either serine (blue bar), glutamine( red bar) or tryptophan (green bar), 0.03 
U pyrophosphatase and ATP was incubated at 30 °C for 30 min to bring about the consumption of ATP through the 
adenylation reaction. A second reaction mix containing BpsA, MgCl2, Tris-Cl pH 7.8 and L-glutamine was then added. 
The total amount of indigoidine synthesised was then determined. Data is the average of three biological replicates 
and error bars represent ± SEM.  

This assay represents a novel approach to determining A domain substrate specificity by 

monitoring ATP consumption rather than the production of PPi. It also further illustrates 

the flexible and elegant nature of BpsA and its ability to be adapted to wide variety of 

uses as a reporter.    

6.6 Synthesis and detection of a novel indigoidine analogue 

In addition to the native substrate of BpsA, L-glutamine, Dr Ackerley and I postulated 

that glutamine analogues may also be accepted by the adenylation domain and 

potentially be converted into an indigoidine like compound. Glutamine analogues are 

commonly used in biotechnology, for example the dipeptide alanyl-glutamine is a 

common cell culture reagent due to its improved solubility and stability compared to 

glutamine (Imamoto et al., 2013) and for the same reasons alanyl-glutamine is also 

commonly used in wound-healing applications (Déchelotte et al., 2006). 

Being able to detect and measure alanyl-glutamine using BpsA might be useful, as 

current methods are cumbersome and there does not appear to be a colorimetric kit 
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available on the market (Krömer et al., 2011). Indigoidine also has mild anti-microbial 

properties (Cude et al., 2012), so it was reasoned that there is the potential for 

indigoidine analogues to have improved antimicrobial properties or pharmacokinetic 

profiles. Testing the ability of BpsA to process different glutamine analogues might also 

provide a method for evaluating the flexibility of the A domain active site and its 

tolerance for bulky substrates, and insight into the tolerances of the PCP and TE domain. 

Finally, there has been some research into using indigoidine as an industrial dye. It is 

possible that indigoidine analogues may have improved solubility and/or stability, 

increasing their appeal as commercial dyes (Xu et al., 2015).  

Work by Villiers et al (2009) has shown that the A domain of the NRPS TycA can accept 

and adenylate a variety of different substrates, including the dipeptide Gly-L-Phe. The 

relative catalytic efficiency with Gly-L-Phe was substantially less (6.8 × 10-5) than the 

native amino acid L-Phe (Villiers and Hollfelder, 2009). Substrate acceptance by the TycA 

A domain appears to be controlled by a variety of conditions including hydrophobic 

effects, shape complementarity and steric exclusion (Villiers and Hollfelder, 2009). Based 

on the findings of Villiers et al it was hoped that the BpsA A domain would display a level 

of promiscuity and the downstream catalytic domains would be accepting of the 

analogue.   

6.6.1 Synthesis of an indigoidine analogue from alanyl-glutamine  

The empirical formula of alanyl glutamine is C8H15N3O4 and has a molecular weight of 

217.22 (see structure in Fig 6.10A). It was reasoned that the position of an associated 

amino acid such as alanine at the N-terminal position of the dipeptide should still allow 

the synthesis of an indigoidine like structure (from here onwards identified as ala-

indigoidine), as illustrated in Fig. 6.10C. To determine if ala-indigoidine could be 

produced, a reaction was set up as described in Section 2.12.1 using 1 µM of holo BpsA 

and 4 mM of alanyl-glutamine. However, after a 1 h incubation period, no detectable 

pigment production was observed. 
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Figure 6.10: Structures of glutamine, alanyl-glutamine, Indigoidine and proposed indigoidine analogue: (A) 
Glutamine (top) and alanyl-glutamine (bottom) are adapted from the Sigma Aldrich website. (B) The structure of 
indigoidine, Chemdraw® was used to illustrate and clean the structure. (C) The predicted structure of the alanyl-
glutamine analogue (ala-indigoidine). Chemdraw® was used to illustrate and clean the structure. 

Since the catalytic efficiency of the TycA A domain with its dipeptide (Villiers and 

Hollfelder, 2009) was substantially slower than with the native phenylalanine substrate, I 

reasoned that this might also be the case with BpsA and alanyl-glutamine. I therefore 

increased the concentration of substrate to 10 mM, that of BpsA to 12 µM, and the 

incubation time to 16 h at 25 °C. This resulted in the synthesis of a visible blue pigment 

from the sample containing alanyl-glutamine.  

I first considered that this pigment might just be indigoidine, formed from glutamine as a 

low-level contaminant or breakdown product of the alanyl-glutamine. However, the 

pigment appeared to be more soluble in the buffered reaction mix than indigoidine 

synthesised from L-glutamine (Fig 6.11A). An absorbance spectrum scan of the aqueous 

fraction from each of the two samples had slightly different peaks. The alanyl-glutamine 

derived sample had a maximum absorbance of 0.843 at a peak of 608.5 nm, whereas the 

L-glutamine derived sample had a maximum absorbance of 0.387 at a peak of 590 nm 

when measured in a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer between the wavelengths 

of 400 and 800 nm with 0.5 nm intervals.  

It is known that the maximum absorbance of indigoidine changes depending on the 

solvent. In DMSO, the solvent in which indigoidine has the highest solubility, it has a 

maximum absorbance at 613 nm (Takahashi et al., 2007). It is possible that ala-

indigoidine has a higher extinction coefficient than indigoidine, alternatively the 

maximal absorbance at a higher wavelength suggests that the ala-indigoidine might be 
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more soluble in water than indigoidine. A further possibility, albeit unlikely given the 

level of pigment produced, is that the presence of unreacted alanyl-glutamine might 

simply be altering the solvent conditions and thereby affecting the absorbance spectrum 

of normal indigoidine formed from an L-glutamine contaminant or breakdown product.  

In isolation, the formation of a blue pigment is not conclusive evidence that a different 

species of indigoidine is being formed. Sigma Aldrich® lot analysis of the alanyl-

glutamine reports it being > 98 % pure but the contaminating species are not described. 

If L-glutamine is present as a low-level contaminant, or if alanyl-glutamine is able to 

hydrolyse overnight to release L-glutamine, then this could lead to production of regular 

indigoidine by BpsA. Moreover, in this scenario it is possible that alanyl-glutamine might 

be competing for the A domain active site but being unable to be synthesised into 

indigoidine, which could explain why the reaction velocity for the low levels of L-

glutamine present was greatly reduced.     

To determine if low levels of L-glutamine produced a similar absorbance reading and had 

similar properties to the sample containing alanyl-glutamine, the A590 value of 80 µM L-

glutamine (the equivalent of 2% of 4 mM alanyl-glutamine) was monitored at 590 nm 

over 15 hours and directly compared to a parallel reaction containing 4 mM alanyl-

glutamine. The 80 µM L-glutamine was found to exhibit the characteristic indigoidine 

curve with a rapid increase in A590 values then a decrease as indigoidine dropped out of 

solution. In contrast, the 4 mM alanyl-glutamine sample had a much more gradual 

increase in absorbance. It also did not have the same characteristic decline indicating 

that it was dropping out of solution (Fig. 6.11B). 

The different maximal absorbance wavelength and the differences in the A590 value over 

time strongly suggest that a different compound is being synthesised by BpsA from 

alanyl-glutamine. In order to provide further supporting evidence, indigoidine and ala-

indigoidine were analysed by HPLC to compare their retention times.  
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Figure 6.11 different in the synthesis patterns of indigoidine synthesised from glutamine and alanyl-glutamine: (A) 
ala-indigoidine synthesised from alanyl-glutamine (left tube labelled 1) appeared to be more soluble than indigoidine 
synthesised from L-glutamine (right tube labelled 2) in the reaction mix containing ddH2O, 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.5, 
MgCl2, ATP and 4 µM BpsA. (B) The absorbance was recorded at 590 nm every 5 min over 15 h. 80 µM L-Glutamine 
(blue squares) shows the characteristic indigoidine curve. 4 mM alanyl-glutamine (red circles) slowly increases in 
absorbance before levelling off. The no glutamine negative control (green line) did not exhibit an increase in A590. Data 
is the average of three replicates and error bars represent ± SEM. 

 

6.6.2 Detection of the indigoidine analogue using HPLC 

An Agilent HPLC was used with a C18 column. 800 µL of the master mix described in 

Section 2.12.1 was incubated for 16 hours at 25 °C to bring about the synthesis of 

indigoidine and ala-indigoidine. The indigoidine and ala-indigoidine was then 

resuspended in 200 µL of ddH2O and 20 µL of the sample was then loaded onto the 
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column with the method described in Section 2.12.2. Detection was set up at 590 nm 

and two different retention peaks were observed indicating that two different 

compounds were being produced as illustrated in Fig. 6.12 

 

 

 

Figure 6.12 HPLC trace of indigoidine and ala-indigoidine: Indigoidine (blue) has an elution peak of 5.791 min while 
ala-indigoidine (red) has an elution peak of 6.172 min. Detection is at 590 nm. A second smaller peak is also present at 
6.972 min, indicating that a second species may also be synthesised.     

While the HPLC traces provided strong evidence that two different compounds were 

being produced, the exact chemical structure of the putative ala-indigoidine compound 

remains unconfirmed. Even if derived at least in part from alanyl-glutamine, there was 

the potential for it to be a hybrid molecule with one part of the dimer being synthesised 

from glutamine and the other half being synthesised from alanyl-glutamine. This might 

explain why there are two peaks present in the ala-indigoidine sample in Fig 6.12. In 

order to try and confirm the structure of ala-indigoidine I attempted to measure 

molecular weight using LC-MS. However, I could not detect ala-indigoidine, the reasons 

for this is discussed further in Section 6.8.3.  
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6.7 Investigation of 4’ oxalocrotonate tautomerase mediated 
conversion of indigoidine to the colourless leuco form 
 

The anti-microbial activity of indigoidine has been reported by two papers (Cude et al., 

2012; Gromek et al., 2016). Despite this reported effect, indigoidine appears to be a 

poor antimicrobial compound due to its poor solubility in water. Cude et al (2012) 

proposed that the colourless leuco form was in fact the antimicrobial form, and 

indicated that a 4’ oxalocrotonate tautomerase encoded by the igiF gene (RBY4I_618) 

present in the Roseobacterium Phaeobacter sp. Strain Y4I could potentially catalyse the 

conversion of indigoidine into colourless leuco-indigoidine (Fig 6.13A). 

 Cude et al (2012) showed that the in vivo production of indigoidine by Phaeobacter sp. 

Strain Y4I caused competitive surface colonization against a variety of species including a 

range of Vibrio species (Cude et al., 2012). This same anti-microbial activity was shown 

by Gromek et al (2016), in species of Leisingera. Cude et al and Gromek et al were 

unable to test the in vitro activity of the leuco indigoidine, due in part to the need for the 

maintained presence of a strong reducing agent that they reasoned might mask the anti-

microbial properties. Whether or not IgiF can convert indigoidine into leuco-indigoidine 

in vitro has not yet been published in the literature.  

The 4’ oxalocrotonate tautomerases are a family of proteins that catalyse the 

isomerisation of unsaturated ketones. The functional enzyme is a homo-hexamer 

comprised of a trimer of dimers, with six active sites (Whitman, 2002). A tautomerase 

gene homologous to igiF was identified in the S. lavendulae bioactive gene cluster by Li 

et al, with the accession number AHW58014.1 (Li et al., 2015). The S. lavendulae 

homologue of the igiF gene, which encodes a protein that shares 40.3% amino acid 

identity with IgiF from Phaeobacter, was used in this study.  

 6.7.1 Cloning, expression and purification of IgIF 

The nucleotide sequence for S. lavendulae igiF was codon optimised for E. coli 

expression using the codon optimisation tool available on the IDT® website. It was then 

expressed and purified with a 6His N-terminus tag using the purification protocol 

described in Section 2.5.5.3 with the following modifications: Due to the relatively 
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complex quaternary structure of the protein the wash step was excluded and the 

column was washed with 30 ml of bind buffer. The protein was then desalted using a 10 

kDa cut off column and stored in a pH 7.2 sodium phosphate buffer supplemented with 

40% v/v glycerol at -20 °C. Solubility and purity was confirmed by running the protein on 

a 17% SDS-PAGE gel. The final yield was 0.5 mg from 400 ml of culture.    

6.7.2 Testing the activity of IgiF 

To determine if S. lavendulae IgiF (hereafter referred to as IgiF) was capable of 

converting indigoidine into the colourless leuco-indigoidine form, a reaction was set up 

as described in Section 2.12.1, with the following modification: the pH of the reaction 

was adjusted to 7.8, as other kinetic work with  4-oxalocrotonate tautomerases had 

used lower pH values compared to BpsA (Zandvoort et al., 2012), and the concentration 

of holo BpsA was reduced down to 0.5 µM and negative controls supplemented with 

BSA in 40% (v/v) glycerol to ensure the glycerol or protein content was not having an 

effect on the rate of indigoidine synthesis. As illustrated in figure 6.13B, 

supplementation with IgiF at a concentration of 4 or 16 µM produced no difference in 

A590 values, indicating that in vitro IgiF does not have an effect on the conversion of 

indigoidine to leuco-indigoidine.  
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Figure 6.13 Conversion of indigoidine to leuco-indigoidine is potentially mediated by IgiF: (A) The proposed 
mechanism of conversion of indigoidine to leuco-indigoidine by Cude et al. (B) IgiF at a concentration of 4 µM (blue 
line) and 16 µM (red line) had no effect on the absorbance values of indigoidine when compared to ddH2O (green 
line). Data is the average of three replicates with error bars ± SEM.  

6.8 Chapter discussion 

6.8.1 Quantification of ATP 

The work described in this chapter sought to further illustrate the flexible nature of the 

BpsA biosensor. Building on the work in chapter five it repurposed the optimised assay 

to detect ATP in common bacterial and mammalian cell culture mediums. The effect of 

using the assay in different growth media was also probed, with a particular focus on the 

slight detrimental effect LB has on the assay. It was found that the effect LB has on the 

accuracy of the biosensor can be minimised by establishing the ATP standard curve in 

the media being tested, which is akin to “blanking” the assay. The effect of ascorbic acid 

on the assay was also investigated as it had been used in a previous paper to help 
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stabilise the reaction. While ascorbic acid had a detrimental effect when added to the 

reaction mix it did not affect the reaction if added to the resolubilising DMSO.  

A novel method for the detection of adenylation by A domains was also developed, 

which uses the consumption of ATP to determine if adenylation is occurring. The EntF A 

domain was purified and then tested for adenylation by using BpsA to report on the 

amount of ATP present in the incubated solution. Initial attempts failed due to an 

equilibrium state being reached and no more ATP being consumed. To overcome this, 

pyrophosphatase was added to the reaction mix which converted PPi into Pi, stopping 

the reaction from reaching equilibrium and enabling the A domain to continue to 

adenylate the amino acid and consume ATP. The depletion of ATP could then be 

detected using the BpsA biosensor.   

Being able to rapidly and accurately determine the concentration of ATP in variety of 

sample conditions is important for several different areas of research. While current kits 

on the market do an excellent job quantifying ATP, additional methods provide further 

flexibility to the user. This chapter focuses on the development of a biosensor to detect 

ATP in a range of different biologically relevant conditions. The quantification of ATP is 

very similar to that of L-glutamine in chapter five, which is to be expected as the key 

difference is essentially just swapping which substrate is in excess. The total time taken 

to run the assay was decreased from chapter five by increasing the BpsA concentration. 

This provides a point of difference to the colourimetric kits currently available on the 

market, and with some further optimisation it could be possible to run the entire assay 

in 20 min. 

The reason for the assay not performing as well in LB compared to water and RPMI 

media was also probed and it appears that autoclaving the yeast extract, which is by far 

the most complex of the components, produces a compound or compounds that 

interfere with the cyclised glutamine or indigoidine itself. If the measurement of L-

glutamine was essential in LB, either establishing the standard curve in LB or sterilising 

the LB in another manner, for example by filter sterilising, may be applicable. The 

current ratio of reaction mix (75% v/v) to sample (25% v/v) is not fixed, so if reaction 

components are interfering with the assay it could be possible to change this ratio and 
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still detect either ATP or L-glutamine. The only limit on the reaction size is the minimum 

percentage of DMSO needed to resolubilise the indigoidine. 

6.8.2 Quantification of adenylation  

 A novel method for measuring adenylation was developed. This method used the 

consumption of ATP as a surrogate measurement for adenylation and could successfully 

detect the amino acid substrate specific of EntF A domain. By measuring the 

consumption of ATP rather than the production of Pi or radiolabelled ATP we present 

another useful method. Initial attempts to measure the substrate specificity of the EntF 

A domain failed, due to the reaction dynamics. After a period of optimisation (attempts 

including modifying the enzyme concentration, ATP concentration and reaction time and 

temperature) it was determined that the reaction dynamics were responsible for the 

undetectable signal. By adding pyrophosphatase we were able to drive the reaction 

forwards and consume all of the ATP present. The method developed in this chapter for 

detecting substrate specificity is cheap and amendable to high throughput screening. 

However, it does still require a pyrophosphatase to convert PPi in to Pi. Further 

optimisation could improve the sensitivity and accuracy of this assay. This could include 

increasing the concentration of ATP causing more ATP to be consumed, resulting in a 

bigger signal difference. The concentration of the A domain, and pyrophosphatase could 

also be increased which would speed up the reaction and increase the level of ATP 

consumption.  

6.8.3 Synthesis of a novel indigoidine analogue 

Strong evidence was provided indicating that BpsA could synthesise a novel form of 

indigoidine from the glutamine analogue L-alanyl-L-glutamine, which I have named ala-

indigoidine. The compound had different solubility properties and had a maximal 

absorbance at a higher wavelength compared to indigoidine, and an increased retention 

time on a HPLC - C18 column was also different. Although not described in the main text, 

substantial time was spent attempting to use mass spectrometry to measure both 

indigoidine and ala-indigoidine. While other papers have successfully detected 

indigoidine using LC-MS (Gromek et al., 2016; Takahashi et al., 2007)  we were 

hampered by needing to synthesise it in vitro, which resulted in substantially less 
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indigoidine being formed compared to the in vivo synthesis and then purification 

method used in other studies. This small amount of indigoidine present coupled with the 

low level of solubility indigoidine possesses means that a reliable signal could not be 

detect for indigoidine. In future studies, it may be necessary to develop a large scale in 

vitro synthesis and then purification method to gain enough indigoidine and ala-

indigoidine to detect and quantify exactly what product is being synthesised.   

The ability to generate ala-indigoidine could be useful for several different reasons, e.g. 

if the catalytic efficiency of the conversion of alanyl-glutamine into ala-indigoidine could 

be improved then it might form the basis for a novel biosensor to detect and quantify 

alanyl-glutamine in cell media. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, an enzymatic 

method to measure alanyl-glutamine is not available.  

At least two other analogues of indigoidine have been identified in different bacterial 

strains. One has been purified from the deep-sea bacterium Shewanella violacea DSS12. 

This violet 3,3’ – bipyridyl pigment contains the same chromophore as indigoidine. The 

structure is an alkylated form of indigoidine having the chemical structure 5,5′-

didodecylamino-4,4′-dihydroxy-3,3′-diazadiphenoquinone-(2,2′) (Fig. 6.14A)  (Kobayashi 

et al., 2007). The authors noted in this paper that an indigoidine synthesising enzyme 

had not been identified in the S. violacea genome sequencing project which was 

completed in 2010. The genome sequence was published two years later (accession no: 

NC_014012.1) by Aono et al (2010), who did not report on  a bioactive gene cluster 

capable of producing the indigoidine like pigment (Aono et al., 2010).  

Using the protein BLAST tool on the NCBI site to probe the S. violacea genome with the 

A domain sequence of BpsA from S. lavendulae I identified a candidate biosynthetic gene 

(accession no: WP_013053246) that could be responsible for the alkylated form of 

indigoidine. Analysis using the NCBI conserved domain database shows WP_013053246 

encodes a predicted hybrid NRPS-like protein with a modular structure of fatty acyl-Amp 

ligase-PCP domain-Reductase domain-A domain-PCP domain-TE domain. Exploring the 

function of WP_013053246 could represent a novel method for the attachment of a 

range of different prosthetic groups to indigoidine, potentially increasing the 

functionality of this structure.    
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A second indigodine like compound was recently identified in the the cold aquatic 

enviroments of Andean Patagonia in Argentina (Day et al., 2017). This indigoidine like 

compound, synthesised by the the bacterium Vogesella sp. EB, was described by the 

researchers as cryoindigoidine (Fig. 6.14B) due to the researcher’s hypothesis that it may 

help protect the bacterium against cryo-shock. The genome of the bacterium was also 

sequenced and a homolog to bpsA was identified along with several other genes, 

including an additional hypothetical NRPS protein that is not present in other indigoidine 

gene clusters and that is similar to the E. coli enterobactin synthase EntF (Day et al., 

2017).  

 

 

Figure 6.14: Analogues of indigoidine identified in different bacterial strains: (A) The violet 3,3’ – bipyridyl from 
Shewanella violacea DSS12 is an alkylated form of indigoidine, with a structure as determined by (Kobayashi et al., 
2007). (B) An indigoidine analogue named “cryoindigoidine” from a species of Vogesella. Structure is adapted from 
(Day et al., 2017). The red bars represent the structural changes from indigoidine.  

The identification of novel indigoidine compounds and the biosynthetic genes that 

produce them could be useful to guide the engineering of BpsA to synthesise forms of 

indigoidine having improved properties, e.g. as an industrial dye or redox sensor, or as a 

potential anti-microbial agent. The ability of associated genes or modules to modify 

indigoidine could also be investigated further as a method to modify the indigoidine 

scaffold.   
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The A domain of BpsA appears to exercise a degree of flexibility in respect to the 

substrates that it recognises. There is a diverse range of commercially available 

glutamine analogues that have a diverse range of chemical structures. It might be 

commercially useful to be able to simply quantify several of these analogues including 

the cell culture additive glycyl-L-glutamine, which is a heat stable form of glutamine.  

Further investigation will be needed before we can confirm if novel analogues are 

definitely being synthesised from them. 

6.8.4 Investigation into the function of IgiF 

The purification of IgiF resulted in reasonable yields of soluble protein, which was 

somewhat unexpected given the complex quaternary structure of the protein. Different 

enzymes in the 4’ oxalocrotonate tautomerase class have been purified in a variety of 

studies, with the majority of papers using either HPLC or a phenyl-sepharose column 

(Zandvoort et al., 2011) There is the potential that the 6His tags are interfering with the 

catalytic efficiency of the enzyme, resulting in a soluble but non-functional enzyme. One 

commercial supplier of enzymes does however provide 4’ oxalocrotonate tautomerase 

from B. subtilis online as a 6His tagged protein (albeit at a price prohibitive to the 

current study), indicating that at least in that instance activity is not impaired. In future 

experiments, it might be beneficial to purify the S. lavendulae enzyme without a tag to 

confirm that it was not interfering with the function of the protein. 

 While the decision to use the S. lavendulae homologue was made, in case this precise 

variant was needed to interact effectively with BpsA, it could be the case that this 

enzyme does not in fact play this role in S. lavendulae. Consistent with this, it appears 

that the primary purpose of indigoidine in the bacterium is to protect it against oxidative 

stress rather than as an anti-microbial agent. Thus, IgiF from S. lavendulae might not 

possess any bioactivity. It could therefore be a worthwhile endeavour to synthesise the 

igiF described by Cude et al (2012).   

The exact role of IgiF was never confirmed in Cude et al (2012) paper. In an effort to 

probe the antagonistic effects of the Phaeobacter species against Vibrio fischeri species, 

a transposon mutagenesis library was used to interrogate the relationship between 

indigoidine production and inhibition of V. fischeri on agar plates. Out of a library of 
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6,048 mini-Tn5 transposon mutants, 45 were unable to inhibit V. fischeri. Several of the 

transposon inserts in these mutants were clustered in the indigoidine biosynthetic gene 

cluster. Interestingly, however none of the transposons were inserted into the igiF gene 

(Cude et al., 2012). This could indicate that it is not important in the toxicity of 

indigoidine towards V. fischeri or that the relatively small size of the gene resulted in it, 

by chance, not being knocked out. It would be an important test to knock out igiF to 

determine if it was responsible for the conversion of indigoidine into the anti-microbial 

leuco-indigoidine form. We also cannot rule out the possibility that the conversion of 

indigoidine to lecuo-indigoidine might be non-enzymatically mediated or even whether 

leuco-indigoidine is responsible for the antimicrobial properties.   
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Chapter 7– Summary, conclusions and 
future directions 
 

7.0 Research motivation  

Microorganisms are by far the most populous form of life on Earth. In nearly every 

environment on earth, bacteria have evolved a wealth of protein machinery in order to 

survive and prosper. One key mechanism that bacteria use to survive is the diversity of 

secondary metabolites they produce to give them a competitive advantage. Many of 

these secondary metabolites are produced by non-ribosomal peptide synthetases. These 

complex machines assemble bioactive peptides using modular assembly lines, which are 

capable of catalysing a range of chemical reactions.  

The large and complex nature of NPRSs means that they can be difficult to study in vitro. 

This thesis focused on the development of novel bioassays using the single module NRPS 

BpsA. In addition to possessing a relatively simple domain structure, BpsA synthesises an 

easy to detect blue pigment called indigoidine from two molecules of L-glutamine in an 

ATP powered reaction. Indigoidine synthesis can be detected both in vivo and in vitro.  

The synthesis of indigoidine allows use of BpsA as a reporter for a variety of different 

conditions. Previous studies from the Ackerley lab have used BpsA in a functional screen 

for bioactive gene clusters, as a tool to characterise PPTases and probe PCP domain 

specificity. In addition, BpsA has been used as a model for PCP domain interactions. The 

work described in this thesis sought to expand on the uses already developed for BpsA 

and add additional tools to the BpsA toolkit.  

Current antibiotics are increasingly losing effectiveness as bacteria evolve resistance to 

them. This means there is a crucial need for new drugs and drug targets to be 

developed. One potential drug target in bacteria is the PPTase super family. Previous 

work by Owen et al (2011) has shown that BpsA can be used to report on PPTase 

inhibition, and this study sought to optimise, expand and implement this assay for HTS. 

A primary focus was given to PPTases from M. tuberculosis and P. aeruginosa, as both of 
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these pathogens represent a pressing health issue, with TB still having a large health 

footprint and P. aeruginosa increasingly becoming more resistant and difficult to treat.  

In addition to measuring the activity of PPTases and CP domains, this research looked at 

expanding the usefulness of BpsA as an in vitro biosensor for glutamine. This was further 

expanded into detection of ATP and the adenylation reaction. Finally, attention was 

given to the ability of BpsA to synthesis a variety of indigoidine analogues from different 

substrates, including the biotechnologically important alanyl-glutamine.   

7.1 Key findings  

7.1.1 Development of an assay to detect PPTase inhibition  

Both PptT and PcpS can readily post-translationally modify BpsA. With a period of 

optimisation, it was possible to develop a HTS assay to detect the inhibition of these 

PPTases. It was then shown how the assay can be applied to commercially available drug 

libraries to facilitate the identification of PPTase inhibitors.  

PptT is a relatively unstable PPTase which has low soluble yield when it is expressed in E. 

coli. This can be improved by the addition of CoA and MgCl2 during the lysis step. These 

co-factors increase the stability of PptT and allow it be used effectively in in vitro assays. 

After an optimisation campaign it was possible to detect the inhibition of PptT. This is an 

important step forward as other screens have focused on the prototypical PPTase Sfp, 

which is not from a major pathogen, and evidence has pointed towards PptT not binding 

the fluorescent CoA analogues that other published screens for Sfp have used. If this is 

the case then the use of native CoA in my screen should be a significant advantage. 

Chapter 3 describes the first published HTS screens for both PcpS and PptT.  

Most PPTase inhibitors displayed generic Type II PPTase inhibition. Several novel 

inhibitors were reported for both PcpS and PptT, although in most cases these had 

higher IC50 values than the top inhibitors. The top PcpS inhibitor, SCH-202676, was 

tested to see if it could inhibit P. aeruginosa growth. While very little anti-microbial 

activity was detected, a decrease in the secondary metabolite pyoverdine was apparent 

at the highest concentration tested (250 μM). This suggested that while the PPTase 
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inhibition did not have a substantial effect on the PA01 growth rate, there was 

nevertheless a reduction in PPTase activity. Monitoring pyoverdine production is a new 

and useful approach to detect the in vivo inhibition of PcpS, and confirms that only low 

levels of PPTase activity are required in vivo to support cell viability.  

7.1.2 Evolution of the PCP domain of BpsA to recognise Type I PPTases 

Previous work has shown the PCP domain of BpsA can be modified to recognise non-

native Type II PPTases (Owen et al., 2016). Work by Mofid et al and Finking et al had also 

shown that it was possible to modify the second alpha helix of PCP domains to be 

recognised by Type I PPTases. The research described in Chapter 4 combined these two 

approaches in order to try and develop a modified form of BpsA that was capable of 

being used as a reporter for Type I PPTases.  

Two rational constructs were designed, employing the second alpha helices from M. 

tuberculosis AcpM and FAS-1 respectively. Testing showed that the substitution of the 

BpsA alpha helix had destroyed the recombinant enzymes’ abilities to synthesise 

indigoidine when these were co-expressed with both PptT and EC-AcpS. A directed 

evolution campaign was then undertaken to improve the activity of the modified BpsA 

variants. Three pilot libraries were created based on wtBpsA, acpBpsA and facpBpsA. 

After one round of evolution, only the acpBpsA pilot library yielded variants capable of 

synthesising detectable levels of indigoidine in vivo. This is highly likely due to acpBpsA 

being a substrate of EC-AcpS. Two more rounds of evolution were then completed, 

resulting in mutants capable of producing detectable levels of indigoidine after 8-12 

hours in vivo. This was a significant improvement over wtBpsA and acpBpsA, which were 

incapable of producing detectable indigoidine. Despite the mutants being activated by 

EC-AcpS, this result showed that directed evolution could be used to restore activity to a 

non-functional mutant. 

The top mutants from each round were expressed and purified, and assayed for 

indigoidine production in vitro. The two top mutants from round three (RD3_Mut_11 

and RD3_Mut_35) both displayed the characteristic indigoidine curve when assayed, 

without requiring in vitro activation by a PPTase. This confirmed they were being 

activated in vivo by EC-AcpS. The top mutants were then tested to see whether 
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heightened levels of activity could be achieved following in vitro incubation with either 

TB-AcpS, PptT or EC-AcpS. None of the mutants synthesised increased levels of 

indigoidine when compared to the no PPTase controls. This suggested that near-

complete conversion to the holo form had already occurred in vivo, and – if this was 

indeed the case – that the overall catalytic efficiency of the enzyme had been reduced 

substantially relative to wild type, despite the three rounds of directed evolution.  

Analysis of the amino acid sequence of the top mutants identified in the directed 

evolution campaign identified several residues as being key for gain of indigoidine 

synthesis. Interestingly two residue changes which occurred outside of the second alpha 

helix (E11K and Q32H) were also identified in a separate Ackerley lab directed evolution 

project that focused on evolving BpsA to recognise Type II PPTases after an second alpha 

helix substitution event. It may be that advance rational alteration of these two residues 

when modifying the second alpha helix of the PCP domain could reduce the number 

mutational changes needed to improve activity, and thereby help develop a generic PCP 

domain scaffold for recognising second alpha helix substitutions. Several other 

important mutations were identified, for example all the mutants that were sequenced 

from the second and third round of evolution contained the T52I substitution indicating 

that at this position an isoleucine (or other hydrophobic residue) may be critical for 

functionality. This will be an important consideration if another directed evolution 

campaign is attempted in the future.    

7.1.3 Development of a biosensor to quantify L-glutamine  

The development of an assay to quantify glutamine is an important milestone in the 

adaption of NPRSs for different biotechnological functions, as most NRPS research has 

either been focused on the fundamental understanding of NRPS function or attempting 

engineer them to synthesise different products. By taking advantage of the direct ratio 

between the amount of indigoidine synthesised and the amount of glutamine present in 

a test sample, I was able to develop an assay that was able to accurately quantify 

glutamine levels. 

A key issue with using BpsA is that it needs to be expressed in its inactive apo state. By 

developing a protocol to post-translationally modify BpsA to the active holo state prior 
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to purification, I was able to purify active BpsA in high yields. This method also took 

advantage of the endogenous CoA present in bacterial cells, which helped to reduce the 

amount of CoA required and means that holo-BpsA could readily be purified on a 

commercial scale.  

Initial attempts to measure glutamine concentrations using either the velocity of the 

reaction or the peak indigoidine absorbance achieved during synthesis proved 

inaccurate due to indigoidine being insoluble in water and dropping out of solution. 

Instead, a two-step method was developed: First, the indigoidine accrued until all of the 

glutamine in a sample had been consumed; and then DMSO was added to resolubilise 

the indigoidine and an end-point measurement was taken. The DMSO stop method 

provided a simple, accurate and reproducible way to quantify L-glutamine in a range of 

biologically and commercially relevant conditions. One exceptional circumstance was 

encountered when I initially tried to resolubilise indigoidine synthesised from glutamine 

in blood plasma sample. The DMSO and proteins present in the plasma interacted with 

each other causing signal interference. This was remedied by deproteinating the plasma, 

after which accurate quantification of glutamine in plasma samples was easily 

achievable. The commercial applicability of this assay is illustrated by the patent and 

support VicLink (the commercialisation arm of VUW) has provided to support 

development of this work.  

7.1.4 Additional uses of BpsA  

After the success with the L-glutamine sensor I applied the same methodology to detect 

ATP. BpsA proved capable of measuring ATP concentrations in a range of samples. While 

there are more accurate methods for the detection of ATP already available, this system 

may be useful, e.g. if a component of the commercially available colourimetric assays is 

incompatible with the sample being measured. I also showed that this system could 

readily be adapted for the detection of adenylation by a purified NRPS A domain. By 

measuring the consumption of ATP, it was possible to detect the substrate specificity of 

the A domain from EntF. This method provides an alternative method for measuring 

adenylation which could be used if traditional substrate identification assays such as the 

malachite green assay are unavailable.   
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The ability of BpsA to synthesise indigoidine-like compounds from glutamine analogues 

was also explored. It was shown that BpsA can synthesise a coloured compound from 

the glutamine analogue alanyl-glutamine, yielding a product I have called ala-

indigoidine. Synthesis of this product occurs much more slowly than wildtype 

indigoidine. Ala-indigoidine appears to be more soluble than indigoidine in water and 

has a longer retention time on an HPLC column, providing strong evidence that a novel 

compound is indeed being synthesised. Alanyl-glutamine is an important cell culture 

additive and it would be useful to develop a biosensor to detect it. This research shows 

that BpsA has at least low-level ability to synthesise ala-indigoidine from alanyl-

glutamine and, with further development, this could form the basis of a biosensor. 

7.2 Critical evaluation of this work 

7.2.1 Development of HTS to assay to detect PPTase inhibition 

The PPTase inhibitor screen was used to successfully detect novel inhibitors of both PcpS 

and PptT. While BpsA can be used to interrogate the kinetic properties of PPTases 

effectively, it does have some drawbacks as a HTS tool. The biggest issues are that it is 

limited to 96 well plates, and due to the assay set up it requires the manual dispensing 

of  reagents. This means that while it can be used to screen commercial drug libraries 

such as LOPAC1280 and the NIH Diversity Set II, it ca not be expanded into the same level 

of HTS screening as the Burkart Laboratory achieved with their Sfp FP assay, in their 

screen of over 300,000 compounds (Foley et al., 2010). In addition to this, the 

purification of PptT in the presence of exogenous CoA may have reduced the sensitivity 

of the assay, with previous work by Owen et al having shown that increasing CoA 

concentrations also increased the IC50 of various inhibitors (Owen et al., 2011). This, 

coupled with the increased PptT concentration required relative to PcpS, could have 

been a reason for fewer inhibitors being identified. For example, in screening the NIH 

Diversity Set II, far fewer PptT inhibitors were detected compared to PcpS.  

The pilot in vivo study of SCH-202676 showed that PcpS inhibition could potentially be 

detected in vivo, however this proof-of-principle study did not result in a substantial 

antimicrobial effect. Part of the reason for this could be due to the competent efflux 
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system that P. aeruginosa possesses. It could be that SCH-202676 can potentially inhibit 

the growth of P. aeruginosa but it is just being pumped out of the cell before it has an 

effect. Further work needs to be undertaken to determine whether this is the case, for 

example using a strain of P. aeruginosa with RND efflux systems (Poole, 2001) knocked 

out, or assessing the effect of SCH-202676 being co-administered with the efflux 

inhibitor phenylalanine-arginine beta-naphthylamide (Pages et al., 2005).  

7.2.2 Evolution of the PCP domain of BpsA to accept type I PPTases 

Critical evaluation of this work was covered in detail in Chapter four.  

7.2.3 Development of a biosensor to quantify L-glutamine 

The BpsA glutamine biosensor is a commercially viable assay that is comparable to or 

better than current colourimetric assays on the market sold by leading companies such 

as Sigma Aldrich. In some situations however this assay is not suitable. For example, 

when assaying blood, the DMSO in the assay reacts with proteins or other components 

(although this issue is surmountable by using a cut off column to deproteinate the 

serum). Moreover, it is possible that some solutions may render the assay unusable, e.g. 

if there is a metal chelator such as EDTA present, or a strong reactive species that may 

degrade the indigoidine.  

7.2.4 Development of a biosensor to quantify ATP 

While I demonstrated that the BpsA biosensor is accurate across a concentration of 20 

µM to 2000 µM ATP, it is significantly less sensitive than current detection methods such 

as the two-step oxidation of luciferin which can detect ATP concentrations down to the 

attomolar range. It is also less sensitive than other colourimetric kits currently available 

such as the ATP Colorimetric Assay Kit produced by Sigma Aldrich®, which has a stated 

detection limit of 2 µM. However, if the anticipated ATP concentration is within our 

detection range, our method provides an alternative that may be faster and more 

economical.  

The novel method for the detection of NRPS-mediated substrate adenylation that was 

developed here, is unlikely to be useful for anyone outside of a laboratory that already 
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works with BpsA or a homologue thereof. There are also other potential limitations. The 

most significant issue is that the assay relies on a negative result for detection, which 

means that false positives are much more likely. For example, not adding a reagent into 

the assay would give the same result as an A domain consuming all of the ATP during 

adenylation. This issue is surmountable with good experimental design and ensuring 

that adequate positive controls are used.  

The assay is less accurate than the standard malachite green assay. It is difficult to more 

precisely determine the minimal detection range as an A domain with low levels of 

activity will consume less ATP than an A domain with high levels of activity. Despite 

these drawbacks, the method does provide a new method for the detection of 

adenylation that could provide useful under certain circumstances. 

7.2.5 Synthesis of indigoidine analogues 

BpsA appears to be capable of the synthesis of indigoidine analogues, with ala-

indigoidine synthesised from alanyl-glutamine having a different absorbance spectrum 

and a different HPLC retention time to regular indigoidine. However, we were unable to 

confirm the exact makeup of the indigoidine analogue due to being unable to detect it 

using LC-MS. Other papers that have detected indigoidine have used a large amount of 

purified compound and an in vivo method for preparation of this compound (Cude et al., 

2012; Gromek et al., 2016; Takahashi et al., 2007) . This method was not available for us 

as endogenous cellular L-glutamine would easily outcompete the alanyl-glutamine and 

give rise to high levels of contaminating indigoidine product. 

7.3 Future directions  

7.3.1 In vitro detection of PPTase inhibition  

The modified screening protocol discussed in Section 3.7 should allow more rapid 

screening for inhibitors of PptT and PcpS. It may also allow the miniaturisation of the 

assay so that it can be performed in 384 well plates. This will reduce the amount of 

enzyme and drug necessary to detect inhibition of PPTases. It should now be possible to 

use liquid handling robots, as available in the Victoria University Chemical Genetics 
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Laboratory, to conduct all steps in the assay. This would greatly facilitate the screening 

of larger chemical libraries. In addition to the two PPTases that were screened, it should 

be possible to adapt the assay for the detection of a range of different PPTases that 

could be of interest, including fungal PPTases. It has been shown that several fungal 

species appear to be substantially more sensitive than P. aeruginosa to PPTase inhibitors 

(Johns et al., 2017).  

Several compounds that were identified as inhibitors also have analogues available from 

commercial suppliers and the NIH Developmental Therapeutics Programme. These 

analogues are worth exploring and could have improved pharmokinetic activities or 

inhibitory activity. Our collaborators at the University of Auckland have successfully 

crystallised PptT (Jung et al., 2014). If novel inhibitors are identified it may be possible to 

conduct structure activity relationship studies and develop new PptT inhibitors guided 

by this structural information.  

7.3.2 In vivo PPTase inhibition 

Despite the strong efflux systems that are characteristic of Gram-negative bacteria, PcpS 

may be a better antibiotic target that other type II PPTases such as Sfp or PptT, due to it 

being the sole PPTase in P. aeruginosa. Unlike PptT no real characterisation of PcpS as a 

potential drug target has been carried out other than it being essential. Before further 

work is completed it will be important to characterise the effect of PcpS inhibition on 

the growth of P. aeruginosa. The Ackerley lab has a strain of P. aeruginosa that has PcpS 

knocked out and complemented by a chromosomally integrated version of E. coli acpS. 

This strain is incapable of growing on iron limited media. Overexpression and 

knockdown of PcpS in this strain, with concomitant monitoring of pyoverdine production 

levels, may help to characterise the level of inhibition required to be bactericidal. Foley 

et al found that the main resistance mechanism for ML-267 was efflux. In vivo 

antimicrobial studies with efflux inhibitors such as PaβN or using efflux pump knockout 

strains may yield improved results for initial testing of PcpS inhibitors  

PptT inhibitors could also be tested in M. smegmatis , as the PptT homolog has also 

been shown to be essential (Chalut et al., 2006). Thus PptT inhibitors might reasonably 

be tested for in vivo activity against the faster growing M. smegmatis strain. 
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Additionally, M. smegmatis could be transformed with the bpsA gene, which might then 

act as a reporter for in vivo PPTase inhibition.      

7.3.3 Evolution of the BpsA PCP domain for activity with type I PPTases 

An alternative approach could also be attempted to the evolution method described in 

Chapter Four to generate improved helix-substituted variants. Previous work by Zhou et 

al and has shown that phage display is an effective method for improving the 

recognition between PPTases and the second alpha helix in CP domains (Zhou et al., 

2007) . Modified forms of the BpsA PCP domain could be designed with minimal changes 

to the native amino acid sequence and then selected for using phage display. This would 

allow the screening of much larger libraries, as it could be done without the need for a 

functional selection step. Once several templates had been enriched for they could then 

be cloned into the BpsA swapping vector and directed evolution could be used to 

improve catalytic function of the PCP domain. This method would also hopefully remove 

the interference with E. coli AcpS.  

7.3.4 Synthesis of indigoidine analogues  

Indigoidine and indigoidine like compounds appear to have a range of uses in nature, 

including as an antioxidant, a cryoprotectant and as an anti-microbial compound. 

Metagenomic analysis and mining may uncover novel forms of indigoidine having useful 

biotechnological properties. Blast searches through published genomes might provide a 

means to unearth modified forms of BpsA or tailoring enzymes within the bioactive 

cluster that promote the synthesis of various useful indigoidine analogues.  

The exact mechanism of indigoidine synthesis and how its antimicrobial properties 

function is unknown. Several genes in the bioactive clusters that govern synthesis of 

indigoidine have an unknown function. It would be interesting to express a range of 

these genes within E. coli and try and determine their overall function. For example, 

taking the entire bioactive gene cluster from Roseobacterium and try and determine 

what genes confer the antimicrobial properties to indigoidine.  
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7.3.5 Engineering BpsA for novel uses 

The (relatively) simple single module nature of BpsA means that it is an ideal candidate 

for engineering efforts to probe NRPS function and develop new biochemical assays. 

7.3.5.1 Engineering the A domain  

Several different modifications could be made to the A domain in order to facilitate a 

range of different reactions. For example, in this work multiple analogues of glutamine 

were tested for activity with BpsA, and alanyl-glutamine produced detectable pigment. 

By engineering the A domain, it may be possible to improve the activity between BpsA 

and analogues such as alanyl-glutamine. A different directed evolution strategy would 

have to be attempted however, as for in vivo evolution endogenous cellular glutamine 

would out-compete alanyl glutamine. Cell free synthesis (Carlson et al., 2012) could 

potentially be explored or the A domain could be tested in isolation using an assay that 

measures adenylation.   

Though not discussed in this thesis, considerable time was spent trying to develop a 

modified form of BpsA capable of synthesising indigoidine from D-glutamine. This 

ultimately proved to be unsuccessful, potentially due to an incomplete range of residues 

targeted for mutagenesis. By changing the residues selected for mutagenesis it might be 

possible to develop a variant of BpsA capable of synthesising indigoidine from D-

glutamine. This would be a useful step forward for two reasons. Firstly, it would 

represent the first time an A domain had been engineered to accept the D form of an 

amino acid; and secondly it could act as a reporter for D-glutamine synthesis. This form 

of BpsA then could be used as a reporter for evolving racemases and epimerisation 

domains to be able to have improved activity in the conversion of L to D glutamine, a 

commercially expensive molecule.  

7.3.5.2 Engineering the oxidation domain  

The BpsA oxidation domain also has not been studied in great detail. Work by Takahashi 

et al showed that it could be inactivated by the modification of key residues within the 

domain which stopped it being able to bind FMN. Intriguingly, they mentioned in the 

paper that BpsA with a non-functional oxidation domain (-oxBpsA) could have its 
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functionality restored by the co-expression of the BpsA oxidation domain in trans. This 

might provide a means to probe oxidation domain function using BpsA.  

An initial experiment would be necessary, but if -oxBpsA had functionality restored by 

oxidation domains from different NRPSs then this could provide a novel method to 

screen metagenomic libraries for oxidation domains and enzymes capable of catalysing 

the oxidation of the indigoidine intermediates. That is, metagenomic fragments could be 

co-expressed with -oxBpsA and an activating PPTase, and if the colonies turned blue 

they would likely have gained a novel oxidation domain. Additionally, not much is known 

about the substrate specificity of NRPS oxidation domains. BpsA could be used as a 

reporter for assessing oxidation domain specificity.  

7.3.5.3 Engineering the TE domain  

Some papers have shown that TE domains or modified C domain are mobile and that 

these can be functional in situ (Cai et al., 2017). BpsA could be modified to have the TE 

domain removed and then used to screen for TE domains in metagenomes or other 

different functions.  

7.4 Concluding remarks 

BpsA has been a workhorse in our laboratory. Its flexible and elegant nature means that 

it can be adapted for a diverse range of uses. In previous studies it has been used to 

probe PPTase function and CP interactions, mine metagenomic libraries for promising 

new bioactive gene clusters and probe domain function and interactions. BpsAs 

simplistic, single module structure and the relative ease in which it can be manipulated 

in vivo and in vitro has led to a range of novel uses being developed. This thesis has used 

BpsA as a reporter for PPTase inhibition, PCP domain function and the accurate 

detection and quantification of glutamine and ATP. BpsA was also used to synthesise a 

novel analogue of indigoidine. I hope that in the future more “blue skies” research is 

undertaken as it seems like new uses for it are yet to be discovered.  
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